




ENTER THE FUTURE OF INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT 

D f someone offered you the opportunity to 

go and watch a footba ll match on a Saturday 

afternoon, on ly with the pitch markings redrawn 

and the rules turned upside down, you'd be 

forgiven for returning to your pint of beer or the 

lawnmower. In the same way footba ll afic ionados 

balked at America's request to turn it from a game 

of two halves into one of four quarters (to allow 

for TV ad breaks) when the nation hosted the World 

Cup in 1994, fans do not take kindly to rules being 

tinkered with. No, rules exist for a purpose. And 

that's one of the chief reasons why videogames 

that attempt to invent new sports - futu re sports, 

as they like to be termed - so frequently, and 

spectacularly, crash and burn. 

But not Speedba/1 If , the Bitmap Brothers' finest 

moment. Here was a game somehow capable of 

wr it ing a new rule book that hundreds of thousa nds 

of 16bit computer gamers would come to learn, play 

by, and worshi p. But that was some ten years ago. 

In an industry groan ing under the oppressive 

weight of franchises and sequels, perhaps the 

biggest su rpri se concerning Speedball If is that 

it's taken so long for the concept to be given 

another run out on the pitch. But th is month one 

of Edge's correspondents became the first person 

outside of The Bitmaps to sample high-speed silver

ba ll sports action in its 2000 (or rather '2100') guise. 

The report on p34 should serve to ease the minds 

of those as anxious to see the developer's new 

work doing justice to the original as they are their 

favoured football team performing well in the cup. 

Speaking of cups, Edge is handing out its 

annual awards this month (see p54). If only there 

was a most-anticipated sequel category, there 

wou ld su rely be on ly one title in the running .. . 
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Shenmue38 The definitive story behind the spectacular illusion 
that is the most ambitious Dreamcast game yet 
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SQUARE UNVEILS ONLINE FUTURE AS PS2 LAUNCH NEARS 
Japanese superpublisher turns fortunes to wide-ranging new Internet service, confi rms three new Final Fantasy titles 

Open to both trade and public, 
Square's Millennium event in 
Yokohama attracted thousands 

06 £DG£• 

Most attendees were keener to get a taste of 
FFIX than they were Square's on line strategies 

Square CEO Tomoyuki Takechi headed up the Millennium 
conference, which sent noises through the game industry 

r::11 quaresoft has announced an ambitious and far

~ reaching new service entitled Play Online, to be 

launched in Japan in 2001. The network is expected to 

bring Japanese gamers something far more challenging 

than anything yet attempted by a videogame publisher 

The project was made the star of the Square Millennium 

conference held in Yokohama, Japan Stunned attendees 

heard how Play Online is being created to transform the 

Final Fantasy series into an Internet RPG. It will enable a 

three-title transition - Final Fantasy IX, released on 

PlayStation in Japan this summer, will be the last purely 

standalone RPG; Final Fantasy x and XI (due out in spring 

and winter 2001 respectively) will be PlayStation2 titles, 

optimised for the new Play Online service. 

And the plans for Play Online extend far beyond 

games. Full e-commerce facilities will allow users to browse 

virtual bookstores and records shops complete with 3D 

merchandise. It will be possible to buy and download music 



Play Online project director Sakaguchi Hironobu (above left) evangelised Square's network plans, while Motomiya Hiroshi 
(above centre), creator of legendary Japanese manga strip 'Salaryman Kintaro: lent his weight to the ambitious initiative 

via the service. There's even talk about live concerts being 

broadcast across the Play Online network. comics and 

news reports will be made available online, too. 

Two manga series, Slam Dunk and Kintaro, have already 

been confirmed. Play Online's prototype interface looks 

stunning - fully animated with a beguiling aquatic theme, 

simpler and prettier than most western efforts. 

Foremost, the service is a skeleton to support the 

persistent online world that the Final Fantasy series will 

become - other games will follow via the system. once you 

have logged on to Play Online, fellow gamers will be able to 

locate you throughout the network - even if you're not 

playing a game. Instant messaging will enable Play Online 

users to call up friends to join them in battle. 

some publishers have discretely avoided going online 

for fear of losing gamers to the other attract ons of the Net. 

This is Square's method of gaining from both aspects. 

Square is also developing its own Internet browser 

for Playstatio12, PC and mobile devices which will be 

accessible within Play Online. It will also look to bring the 

outside worlo into its network. In Yokohama, company 

executives talked of players looking up the results of 

sporting events with Play Online and then downloading 

facsimiles of the encounters into sports games. They could 

then replay recent match-ups on their own machines -

perhaps even changing the result for their favoured side. 

Other facilities provided by Play Online include chat, 

email, a calendar and a personal organiser. Given the rapid 

take-up of WAP mobile phone devices in Japan, it's no 

surprise that the system will also interface with devices 

such as Palm Pilot and mobile phones. 

Thee-distribution and e-commerce features will 

be the responsibility of Square's subsidiary, DigiCube, 

with Square's 3D experts taking care of the visual 

The Final Fantasy series will become Play Online's first Internet RPG. Plans 
for the service extend far beyond games. Full e-commerce will allow users 

to browse bookstores, record shops and maybe even view live concerts 

Square subsidiary DigiCube will handle e-distribution and e-commerce, which will expand the potential of 
Play Online beyond gaming and into the wider market, covering shopping, music, sport, and online comics, etc 

NEWS 

Debug PlayStation2 consoles 
powered a number of demos 
at the Millennium event 
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NEWS 

A short movie previewed at the Square 

Millennium event gave a taste of what 

Square imagines gamers wi ll be doing 

in December 2001 . A young Japanese 

boy and a girl switch on a PlayStation2, 

linked up to a 19-inch flat-screen TFT 

display. Play Online appears and they 

fire off a few emails before indulging 

in a spot of realtime chat. 

They elect to play Final Fantasy XI. 

The movie continues wi th the two 

young gamers in action. Enemies soon 

thwart progress through the hi-res 3D 

Zelda-style world and the need for 

reinforcements becomes clear. The 

young girl phones a friend. He is near 

an Internet care. He loads up Final 

Fantasy XI. Because the Final Fantasy 

XI world is persistent and the friend 

saved his last game far from the other 

two players, he has no choice but to 

run to their assistance. In real time. 

While waiting, they amuse 

themselves with a few of the other 

facilities offered by Play Online. The girl 

is content to watch the latest sports 

news. The boy buys some music from 

square's record shop, downloading it. 

He then reads a digital manga comic 

called 'Slam Dunk' which he buys 

from a Square newsagent. 

At last, the third player arrives at 

the rendezvous point. Above their 

heads he sees speech bubbles which 

show their preoccupations. He knocks 

on their bodies to attract their 

attention and they quit to rejoin the 

game. Then the three go off to battle. 

◄ 08 £DG£
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While Square's Millennium celebrations gathered steam, several PS2 developments came to light, including a 
delay for Polyphony's GT2000 (top left) - the game will now ship in Japan in the autumn. Meanwhile, Namco's 
Tekken Tag Tournament (top row, second) has been pushed back from launch to March 30. 'Safer' options, 
such as O Story (above left), Stepping Stage (above, second), Fantavision (above, th ird), All Star Professional 
Wrestling Ring (top, third) and Gekikokan Pro Baseball (top right) will happily make it for March 4, however. 
Most early PS2 titles will ship on CD-ROM, but titles such as Onimusha (above right) may use DVD's potential 

presentation o' the merchandise itself. 

Square has also teamed up with NTT communications 

Corporation of the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone 

Corporation Group. Details of this partnership have yet 

to be revealed. Square may wish to have its own fast, 

broadband network distinct from the Internet, similar 

to that pioneered by British Telecom·s Wireplay service. 

With game sales down in Japan, companies such as 

Sega, Capcom, Nintendo and SNK have all announced 

that they are looking at online development, but Square's 

upcoming service remains unique and seems certain to 

enter into head-to-head competition with Sony's own 

proposed Playstation2 network. 

In the west, proprietary networks such as MSN 

and AOL have eventua lly become portals to the Internet, 

ard this cou ld be the inevitable route that game networks 

go in Japan. If Square's model works, expect its unique 

elements (see 'How it works') to be borrowed here. 

Following the rapid take-up of WAP mobile phone technology in Japan, 
the system will interface with devices such as Palm Pilot and mobiles, 

while e-distlibution and e-commerce will be taken care of by DigiCube 

It might seem incredible to hear SquareSoft 

speak of Final Fantasy XI, but the roadmap 

actually reveals little about the future game's 

content. And no significant new details have 

been confirmed about The Bouncer, Racing 

Emotion Type-s (see p24) or any of its other 

eagerly awaited Playstation2 ti tles. 

Final Fantasy IX (shown here) is another outing for the FFVIII engine, but many 

gamers will be pleased to see the series return to its kawai roots with more fantasy-style 

graphics. The CGI movies are as stunning as ever, hinting at an aerial world embroiled in 

dragon warfare. More details should come at the Tokyo Game Show this month. 

Square has said that Final Fantasy x will be set in a free-roaming, real time 3D world. 

As in the pre-FFIX games, multiple characters in a team will be absorbed into the team 

leader's body and reappear for battles. Final Fantasy X will be compatible with Play 

Online's more basic networking features. Final Fantasy XI, subtit led Online Another 

World, will essentially be a fully online 

version of Final Fantasy X but with 

massive multiplayer capabilities and 

featuring many of the creatures and 

characters from its previous titles. 

Square has also given a sneak glimpse 

of the upcoming 'Final Fantasy· movie. 

Looking somewhat akin to 'The Matrix', 

it underscores square's mastery of 

distinctive CG-generated animation . 



DOLPHIN POISED TO STEAL PS2 THUNDER? 
Is Nintendo planning 128bit hardware revelations as Sony read ies for Japanese market? 

r.::I peculation is growing that Nintendo will unveil its 

1:.1 next-generation Dolphin hardware in the next few 

weeks - as a spoiler for the launch of Sony's Playstation2. 

Development sources in the us suggest Nintendo wil l 

begin by announcing the full specifications for the new 

system's RAM, audio and storage capabilities. The CPU is 

being custom made by IBM, with graphics chips designed 

by Silicon valley-based Artx and manufactured by NEC. 

Playstation2 goes on sale on March 4 in Japan, and 

Nintendo could wait five days before revealing Dolphin at San 

Jose's Game Developer conference - al though it has no real 

presence reserved at the Sega-dominated event More likely 

is a big announcement at a special event on home turf, with 

key industry figures romanced throughout February. 

The biggest issue is software. Rare is providing rearguard 

support for the N64, and in the west, Retro Studios, NST, Left 

Field Studios, Midway, Acclaim and Rare are al l known to 

NEWS 

be working on Dolphin titles. Retro is concentrating on 

development tools, Midway is understood to have as many 

as half a dozen titles in development, while Acclaim has 

signed up to produce a launch title. LucasArts, meanwhile, 

has said it is in the process of evaluating the platform. 

Created using the developer's own SAGE middleware, Saffire is targeting PS2 as well as Dolphin. 
The shots on this page give an idea of what the developer believes Nintendo's console can do 

Nintendo has traditionally put software first, delaying 

the launch of the N64 to finish super Mario 64. It rarely pushes 

misleading or rushed software on its audience, and Dolphin will 

be no different "I don't like showing demos that are not games," 

admits Jim Merrick, software engineering manager of Nintendo 

us. "Not to cast aspersions on Sony's 'Ducky in a Bathtub', which 

I thought was really cute, but it doesn't tell you much about the 

system as a machine. I'd rather wait and show you a game." 

"I don't like showing demos that are not games. Not to cast 
aspersions on Sony's 'Ducky in a Bathtub', which I thought 

was really cute, but it doesn't say much about the system" 

Despite the N64's decline as a credible gaming platform over 

the past 12 months, Nintendo remains confident. Executive vice 

president of sales and marketing Peter Main told stock market 

analysts in January that Nintendo was watching and learning from 

the efforts of Sony and Sega "Coming last in a launch, you know 

the ducks you' re shooting at," he said. 

Nintendo and NEC's joint £1.8bn RAM and graphics 

fabrication facility is planned to be running by summer Any 

delay in fina lising a strategy would point at the moribund 

Japanese market, where a 20-year affair with conventional 

games software seems to have ended. 

The answer from Sega and Sony is to centre plans on the Net 

- which is sure to chill Nintendo, not least given the ongoing saga 

of the blundered 64DD. Kyoto seems more likely to look towards 

the successful Pokemon and gaps left at the younger end 

of the market by its competitors for its future hardware. 

Despite Nintendo's woeful reputation 
with thirdparty developers, the success 
of the N64's early supporters, such as 
Acclaim and THQ - and the sheer mass 
of competition on Sony's machine -

makes Dolphin a tempting platform to 
work on. But with a global rollout of full
strength Dolphin development kits not 
expected for at least another two months, 
and no word on the target system, 

smaller developers are finding it hard to 
get started. Little-known developer Saffire 
corporation has several Dolphin games in 
production, ranging from a firstperson 
shooter to a thirdperson action romp, 

' "' 
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Saffire. Without development kits, 
developers must estimate the power of 
the target system - a notoriously 
unreliable practice. These exclusive 
screenshots (left) come from an early 
prototype of Saffire. Al and inverse 
kinetics are highlights of the technology. 

Not much can be learned from 
what's really just one developer's early 
stab at predicting the final performance 
of the system. If Nintendo wants to 
avoid the software drought that plagued 
the N64 from inception and now looks 
likely to finish it off, thirdparty support 
must become an immediate priority. 
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NEWS 

ATEI: SEQUELS AND INNOVATION POWER COIN-OP INDUSTRY 
Fewer games shown than last year, but originality from the likes of sega and Taito eases some concerns 

Subtlety wasn't a strength 
of Photo Punch 2000, 
which took the theme 
of Sonic Blast Man further 
by printing out images of 
your battered visage 

◄ 10 £DG£
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r:3i ome outstanding new games shone through at the 

IC:.I recent Amusement Trades Exhibition International 

(ATEI) show in London. This year"s trade-only event featured 

less coin-ops than 1999, but still offered a concentration of 

new machines from several companies. with sega, Namco, 

Konami, Gaelco, Taito, Midway and Atari all present. 

There was no shortage of arcade talent as punters 

were offered a glimpse of the international coin-ops about 

to be introduced into European arcades. A line of eight 

Atari/Midway aural punisher Off Road Thunder cabinets 

deserved to take the multiplayer driving experience crown 

from the more realistic end of the market, represented by 

Konami's hardware (main) was swamped at ATEI, 
while Sega introduced two coin-ops, Sego Marine 
Fishing (top left) and Brave Fire Fighters (top right), 
to the UK. The mediocre Railing X-Treme (above) 

Sega·s Ferrari F355 Challenge Twin. 1n other areas, Namco·s 

world Kicks was eclipsed by the superior graphics and 

gameplay of Gaelco·s Football Power, and a rash of 

multiplayer firstperson shooters were kicked into touch 

by the gruesome speed-fragging of Spawn. 

sega teased visitors with a badly lit screen showing a 

videotape preview of the Star wars: Episode t Racer R&D#S's 

fourplayer creation looked stunning, but with a European 

release pencilled in for March, a playable version was 

expected More exciting was a trio of kits from Taito, its 

Landing High Japan flight sim, an unnamed train driving game, 

and Power Shovel Simulator impressing those who made the 

Highlights at ATEI came in the form of (by column, left to right) Konami's Fatal Judgement: Silent Scope 2, Sega's 
Eighteen Wheeler, and Taito's Landing High Japan. It was no surprise to see dedicated-cabinet titles win out 



Namco's World Kicks was beaten to the sports title crown 
by the surprisingly fun Football Power from Gaelco (above) 

effort to dig them out. Away from the standard arcade 

revelations, both Sega and Konami offered Web registration 

for high scores, to determine world rankings. 

Virtual reality strikes back 
Equally innovative was the $1 6,000 GVRVR vortek 

virtual reality kit. The company claimed the boom-mounted 

display, wi th a large hydraulic system suspending the kit 

around a player's head and hands, resolved the problems of 

previous headmounted display units. The unit, running PC title 

Heavy Gear II, offered an intense experience, the 360-degree 

movement creating a sense of immersion without nausea. 

Perhaps the arcade, with its propensity for shorter games, is 

the place for the problematic VR method of gameplay. 

More traditional offerings included Fatal Judgement: 

Silent scope 2, and Konami's small, cramped enclosure 

demonstrating it was crammed with onlookers. Set in and 

around a CG model of London's Tower Bridge, this sequel 

copied the sharp-shooting, claustrophobic gameplay of the 

original and looks set to continue last year's headshot trend. 

While the Konami stand rang to the sound of caps 

being popped, release-hungry Dreamcast fans mobbed 

the Sega stand for views of potential conversion material. 

Eighteen Wheeler (above) and Landing High Japan 
(top) were among the most demanding games 

With such a large amount of interest, Paul Williams, sega 

Amusement's sales director, stressed that conversions of 

arcade ti tles are being considered, but sti ll not guaranteed, 

from boards other than Naomi. 

"The Hikaru board may be used because of the control 

system required, which of course would have to be 

reconfigured before conversion for any home system," 

he said. Dreamcast owners may take that as a hint that 

arcade titles such as Star wars: Episode I Racer, Emergency 

Call Ambulance and Brave Fire Fighters may eventually 

make an appearance on their consoles. 

on the whole, this year's ATEI offered up few surprises, 

but it at least served to reiterate that creativity in the 

coin-op sector is, fortunately, far from being exhausted. ~ 

Midway followed up its popular Hydro Thunder with Off Road Thunder (left), a less-than-serious racer which, in 
link-up mode, proved strangely compelling. Elsewhere, Sega gave its touch-screen virtual fish tank a UK airing 

NEWS 

Lara explores 128bit 

Following Eidos' announcement 

of Tomb Raider: The Last 

Revelation for Oreamcast 

(above), Edge has played a 

preview build and can confirm 

a nearly identical port of the 

PC version. Improvements 

are promised, with the 

control system proving a little 

awkward at fi rst for anyone 

used to the PS joypad or PC 

keyboard. The game is set for 

an end-of-March release. 

Rare leaks Conker secret 

After many months in secrecy, 

1Welve Tales: Conker 64 has 

finally re-emerged as conker's 

Bad Fur Day. Swearing, 

violence and gore now 

permeate the cartoon-like 

environment. conker plays an 

innocent bystander in all of 

the events, marking a major 

shift in Rare's (and Nintendo's) 

development policy. A unique 

gaming experience is promised. 

Perfect oark's camera woes 

Rare has issued a statement 

regarding its much-anticipated 

option of scanning in players' 

faces into Perfect Dark's 

multiplayer game, stating "In 

order to avoid any controversy, 

as of February 3 the fully 

operational Game Boy Camera 

feature has been removed 

from the game." A previous 

statement from NOA suggesting 

"technical issues" were behind 

the decision contradicted the 

feature being shown to Edge 

in perfect working order during 

a recent visit to Rare 's HQ. 

Edge suspects that the current 

us climate surrounding 

videogames (which has seen 

Sega decide against releasing 

its oreamcast lightgun 

peripheral) is responsible 

for the outcome. 
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Watch found in launderiette 
All-Night-Bright Launderette, Notting Hill Gate 
What was that glow under the spin dryer? Your Lorus Fusion with 

Vividigi display? Looks like it was suds resistant as well as water 

resistant. Left by man in chauffeur's uniform and woman in tiara 

who stripped and washed their clothes last Saturday at 2am 

Call Beryl on (01628) 410 371 
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PRESCREEN 
EDGE PREMIERES INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT'S FRESHEST FACES 

The name of the game 
The art of selling out to sell big 

r.::I onsider these game titles for a moment: 
1::1 Bear Bower. Ah Diddums, seaside Special, 
Chubby Gristle, Mr Wong's Loopy Laundry. Now 
consider these: Doom, FIFA 2000, Rally 
Championship, Quake, Formula one '99. 

Two sets of monikers from two different eras. 
The former era represented the halcyon days of 
computer gaming, when the unusual or distinctive 
were allowed. Risks were encouraged rather than 
flattened with a big corporate hammer. And, truth 
be told, many software publishers were simply 
flying by the seat of their pants The latter era is, 
of course, where just about everything fits neatly 
into handy little boxes, and attempts are made 
to identify risks and eliminate them at source. 
Moreover, crucially, the money men - especially 
those with City investment concerns - can sleep 
soundly in their beds at night. 

Fact: there has never been a better time to be 
into videogaming. But it can be difficult sometimes 
to look back upon its vast legacy and not feel the 
odd pang or two of sepia-tinged nostalgia when 
considering how much innocence has been lost. 

Which is not to say that a little bit of 
yesteryear is not evident today, even at the most 
corporate levels of software publishing. Take 

Interplay's MOK, for instance. Here was a game 
that featured on an obscene amount of videogame 
magazine covers across the globe. Within the 
pages of these publications it garnered scores that 
elevated it to classic status in journos' eyes. Did 
its sales reflect its critical reception? Absolutely 
not. Sure, it was a success, but not a stratospheric 
one - which is what developer Shiny must have 
been expecting after all that glowing press. 

could it have been that Joe Average, a casua l 
gamer not in the habit of reading magazines, 
could not get his head around the game's unusual 
hero, with his nondescript, all-black suit and oddly 
phallic helmet? Did Joe need a helping hand? 
Perhaps he needed MOK spel ling out to him: 
Murder, Death, Kill. Yes, suddenly, in those brazen 
terms, Joe - who, with his like-minded friends, turn 
games into chart toppers or bargain bin fillers -
has something more tangible to convince him to 
turn his £30 into hours' worth of gaming pleasure. 

(And what of the game Shiny chose to follow 
MOK with - Wild 91 Even journos had difficulty 
getting their heads around that title.) 

The more marketers test this kind of stuff, 
the more This 1s Footballs will be made. so ~ 
goodbye, Mr Wong. It was nice knowing you LS 

What's in a name? Well, ask yourself what the average man in the street's interpretation of MDK 
(left) and Wild 9 (centre) would be. Then consider the dumbed-downness of This Is Football (right) 

Edge's most wanted The latest games stoking Edge's f ire 

Perfect Dark Tony Hawk's Skat'bng Spider-Man TWINE 

(N64) Rare (DC) Treyarch (PS) Neversoft (PS2/PC) EA 

Even without its Game Boy Finally, a machine capable SNES fans will remember The first game to use id's 
Camera face-scanning of displaying environments the only half-decent Quake Ill engine code 1as 
feature (see news). Rare·s that will do Tony Hawk's Spider-Man game ever a monumental task ahead 
firstperson scooter should game justice. sure, it's created; Neversoft seems of it - improving on 

turn out as 2ooo·s best merely a straightforward intent on making a wholly GoldenEye. Edge suggests 
Nintendo 64 title. port, but who cares? convincing videogame. that EA steals away. 
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PRESCREEN ALPHAS 
WITH THE JAPANESE RELEASE TANTALISINGLY CLOSE, PLAYSTATION2 DOMINATES THIS MONTH'S HOTTEST PICKS 

THE WORLD IS NOT ENOUGH 

After the appalling Tomorrow Never Dies (a resounding Christmas number one, don't forget), 

Electronic Arts is embarking on another Bond-based venture, seeking to create the ultimate 

firstperson experience, for release in the autumn. Powered by the Quake Ill engine in its PC 

guise, the emphasis is on providing players with an incredibly realistic and fully interactive 

environment. It wi ll encourage them to escape from tricky situations through improvisation 

and intelligent use of those detailed surroundings, retaining the spirit of Ian Fleming's spy. Id's 

Al and scripting routines have been scrapped in favour of a highly advanced proprietary system. 

14 £DG£• 

FORMAT: PLAYSTATJON2/ PC DEVELOPER: EA 
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GEKIKOKAN PRO BASEBALL FORMAT : PLAYSTATION2 DEVELO PER : SQUARE 

Subtitled The End of the Century 1999, this is the most impressive-looking baseball game to date (no 

surprise given its native platform). Boasting thousands of animation frames, the players throw, swing, 

run and dive in an astoundingly lifelike manner (though eagle-eyed observers will stil l spot the occasional 

glitch between sequences of animations). All the teams (with real player names, kit and sponsors) from 

Japan's Central and Pacific professional leagues are present, and matches occur in 11 superbly modelled 

stadiums, while players' facial expressions alter during play, and television-inspired cameras add to ,he 

illusion of broadcast-like quality action. The game is expected to hit Japanese stores by the end of March. 

ALL STAR PROFESSIONAL WRESTLING RING 

No new Japanese console is truly complete without a wrestling title among its early run of software, and, 

despite its promises of emotion and depth-heavy gaming, PS2 is unable to bend this rule. As with its 

stablemate highlighted above, Square's wrestling title represents something of a move away from the 

company's traditional output. And, like Gekikokan Pro Baseball, Ali Star features real personalities from 

the sport, whose expressions alter throughout the bouts. Expect the animation to be the most realistic yet 

seen in this type of game. With the amount of flab on offer, Sony's machine will be crunching those polys. 

FO RMAT: PLAYSTATION2 DEVELOP ER : SQUARE 
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ARMORED CORE 2 

Edge suspects some of these shots are the result of a little touching up - but the demo currently doing 

the rounds in Japan remains a technically impressive exercise, displaying the same night setting as the 

PlayStation1 version albeit with far superior graphics and constant fluidity in the form of a 60fps update. 

The PS2's power has allowed the developer to incorporate larger, more ambitious stages, while the plot 

is believed to revolve around Earth and Mars landscapes. Tuning your mech for battle is a good survival 

tactic, and a new gameplay option allows you to store bonus elements gained after bouts for later use. 

MIDNIGHT CLUB & GETAWAY 

◄ 16£DG£• 

FORMAT: PLAYSTATION2 DEVELOPER: FROM SOFTWARE 

FORMAT: PLAYSTATION2 DEV ELOPER: ANGEL STUDIOS/ROCKSTAR GAMES 

Take Two Interactive has announced 

two PS2 projects due for this autumn 

(presumably coinciding witr the 

machine's us launch). Midnight Club: 

Street Racing (main picture) centres 

on the world of illegal road racing -

you drive around town in a high

powered vehicle until another club 

member challenges you to a race 

through the busy streets. Expect 

plenty of cars, extensive tuning 

options and a highly detailed 

gaming environment. Getaway 

(below) offers an open world where, 

as a smuggler sneaking contraband 

across borders, you must flee local 

police and rival smugglers. CPU

controlled comrades will be available 

to keep the heat off your back. 
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WACKY RAC ES 

GRAND PRIX 3 
At long last, first shots of the 3D-accelerated version of what is likely to become the reference 

point within the highly competitive circles of F1 simulation, finally allowing previous realism 

champion GP2 to retire gracefully from what has been a tremendous racing stint. News that 

the game will not make its planned March release (to coincide with the start of this year's F1 

season) will shock only those not familiar with Crammond's previous projects. Unlike other 

digital F1 crown contenders, GP3's 1998 stats are older than most - not that this will stop 

crammond's loyal followers from choosing his product over chronologically truer alternatives. 

◄ 18 £DG£• 

FORMAT: DC/ PC/ PS DEVELOPER : INFOGRAMES UK 

Scheduled for a June release on all major formats (DC version shown), wacky Races features 

all 11 characters from the legendary Hanna-Barbera cartoon. The game follows a rally-style 

progressional structure, with players battling for supremacy through a series of races. As in the 

cartoon series, challenges take place as one-day events and the terrain varies enormously from 

one meeting to the next. Secting up your racing machine correctly and packing the right gadgets 

is essential if you plan to become 'The World's wackiest Racer' You may remember a dismal 

3DO wacky Races title from a few years ago; rest assured this will be an altogether tidier title. 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER : GEOFF CRAMMOND 



TONY HAWK'S SKATEBOARDING 
Dreamcast owners will be getting a 

chance to see what all the fuss is 

about in the spring, as Treyarch 

converts Neversoft's splendid 

skateboarding title to Sega's format. 

(The N64 and GBC will get versions, 

too, courtesy of different publisher 

and developer deals.) 

With the promise of tripled 

polygon counts, hi-res textures 

and added colour smoothing out 

most of the angular characteristics 

of the PlayStation original , this is 

one game Edge is awaiting 

anxiously. Other than improved 

visuals, audio is the only other 

aspect which gets a revamp -

Treyarch is blaming an unusually 

short development cycle for the 

lack of new gameplay features. 

Imagine that you 
get up one morning, 

go out into the street 
and find that 

no one is there. 
You're all alone 

in the world. 
AT SELECTED CINEMAS 25th FEBRUARY 

PRE SCREEN 

FORMAT: DREAMCAST DEVELOPER : TREYARCH 

A FILM BY ALEJANDRO AMENABAR 

EDUARDO NORIEGA PENELOPE CRUZ 

: abre.los 
I Cl»JCl)S~ 

[open your eyes] 
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DEAD OR ALIVE 2 FORMAT: DREAMCAST DEVELOPER: TECMO 

Are all videogame fans maladjusted dweebs who spend their more private moments poring over anything 

even vaguely feminine? It's clearly something Tecmo has considered, for rarely has a game worn cynically 

engineered fantasy female forms so brazenly on its sleeve as Dead Or Alive 2. Fortunately, the game just 

happens to be a competent brawler in its own right. So lonely DC owners should be smirking either way. 

SILENT SCOPE 2 

improve on its predecessor, but Ed ge thinks some of the elements have perhaps been taken a little too 

far. It was shown in playable form at the recent ATEI show in London (see p10), and some of the realism 

of the original has been replaced with over-the-top antics which rob the experience of that beneficial, 

raw edge. With action based on one of the major tourist attractions found in England's capital, you're 

almost guaranteed the opportunity to accidentally take out an innocent bystander or two 

◄ 20 £DG£
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FORMAT: COIN -OP DEVELOPER : KONAMI 



STARLANCER 
It may be a Wing Commander-esque 

affair. but Microsoft appears particularly 

boisterous about how much punch is 

packed in this seemingly harmless 

package. Edge is intrigued as to 

what else may lie beneath the very 

impressive graphical surface. Scheduled 

for an April release in the States, it 

leaves little time before intergalactic 

combat erupts. Once more. 

ANACHRONOX 
Its Quake II engine and RPG values 

have made this seducing title one to 

keep an eye on for the past year. As 

with all good RPGs. the storyline is key 

territory. But as well as an alread'y 

ambitious. multipathed plot. the 

developer has added a level editor, 

allowing users to create their own 

scenarios. Graphically, too, things have 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER: MICROSOFT 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER: ION STORM 

... •-
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POWER STONE 2 
Capcom 's arena -based beat 'em up is back, taking the innovative 

original into even wilder new territory with devastat ing moves 

Capcom has opened out the arenas of the original, providing less enclosed scenes such as this submarine-based 
stage. Fighters can man the gun turrets and fire shells at their opponents in a refreshing new interactive element 

Format: Drea mcast 

Publisher: Ca pco m 

Developer: In-house 

Release: Spring 

Origin : Japan 
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D he argument is still raging over which is 
the better DC title. The traditional yet 

beautiful Soul calibur? or capcom·s feisty, 
frenzied and - for a beat 'em up at least -
inventive Power Stone? No one knows what 
Namco has up its sleeve at the moment, but it 
will have a battle of biblical proportions on its 
hands to top the promising Power Stone 2. 

The game structure remains intact -
Power Stone 2 is still an arena-based fighter. 
Combatants have full 3D manoeuvrability and 

can pick up various objects to throw at enemies. 
The core play system has also been retained: you 

must collect coloured gems to power-up your 
fighter allowing him/her to unleash more 

devastating moves. From here on, however, 
everything has been expanded. Most obviously, 
four rather than two players can now take part 
in every-man-for-himself beat 'em up riots in 
beautifully realised, multi-level environments. 

These areas are much more complex than 
those of the first title, taking in Egyptian burial 
chambers, weird sci-fi industrial complexes and 
even surfaced submarines. They all sport things 
such as ramps, holes, conveyor belts, chasms 
and platforms, to give the fighting a fully three

dimensional feel and taking the airborne antics 
of Psychic Force to their logical conclusions. 

The arenas also evolve during a bout. In the 
Blue Sky stage, for example, the battle begins on 
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Some levels are occupied by massive creatures, resembling end-of-level 
baddies. Rendered with Capcom's usual flair, they add an intriguing twist 

Each of the stages 
contains many levels 
to fight on, bringing 
more depth to the 
combat. Background 
detail is impressively 
diverse, too 

a flying fortress which explodes, sending the 
fighters plummeting towards Earth - still fighting. 

The ski rmish reaches its cl imax on a hidden 
military base. This is inspired level design. 

And it doesn't end there. These arenas also 

contain new interactive objects such as gun 
emplacements wh ich fighters can climb into and 
shoot from, and various vehicles (hovercraft, 
aeroplanes and tanks) which can be driven about 
and used as weapons. There are even a few 
creatures wh ich add another element to combat 
- Edge found a huge arachnid monster which in 
any other game would appear as the ultimate 

The camera is pulled further back than in the first Power Stone, to 
allow for the extra two characters. It adds a distinct element of cute 

open new featu res in the console equivalent, 
which, if nothing else, seems like a great way 
to get gamers back into the arcade. 

Four new, manga-style characters -Accel, 
Julia, Pete and Gourmand - have been added, 
perhaps in an effort to court a younger audience; 
comparisons have already been made to 

Four players can now take part in beat 'em up riots in beautifully 
realised, multi-level environments. This is inspired level design 

end-of-level boss. The designers have clearly 
written the word subtlety on a piece of paper, 
torn it up and thrown it out the window 

Interestingly, the game is being developed 
simultaneously for Dreamcast and Naomi, and 
VM compatibility is added - players will be able 
to download data from the coin-op version to 

Nintendo's kiddy-friendly smash Bras title. 
But despite the immediacy of its control 

system and the gaudiness of its fighters, Power 
Stone 2 retains a harder edge than anything 
you'd find Mario or Luigi endorsing. With its 
full-on destructive possibilities alone, 
it should appeal to gamers of any age. 

The Blue Sky stage (left) has players falling from an airship. But that doesn't stop 
them fighting. The Egyptian-styled stage (right) is more traditional Power Stone fare 
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DRIVING EMOTION TYPES 
With GT2000 having taken a predictable detour, SquareSoft is left with 

.. t~~~~. _f- -

~ ... 
Only two views are 
currently offered, but 
using the Driver's Eye 
option you can see the 
dash instrumentation 
alter according to 
what the car is doing 
on the track (right) 

Format: Pl aystation2 

Publisher: Square 

Developer: In -house 

Release: Spring 

Origin: Japan 
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an open road towards domination of the PS2's driving simulation scene 

r.l f Square's seven announced PlayStation2 
1:-1 proiects, 1t may surprise many to learn 
that this will be the first to make it on to the 
shelves. And yet it is a logical move - GT2000 

has been delayed until the autumn, and with 
only the arcade-styled Ridge Racer v to appease 
racing fans, it's the perfect time for a developer 
to release a more simulation-based driving 
experience without having to go head to head 
with Polyphony's world-beating franchise. 

That's not to say Driving Emotion Type-s 
isn't likely to be a successful venture for Square. 
But as the company's first endeavour into digital 
racing (Racing Lagoon was essentially a driving 
RPG, and the fantasy-styled Chocobo Racing 
doesn't really count), Edge would be pleasantly 
surprised if Type-s leaves its garage at a 
standard nearing GT quality. Being a Japanese 
title, no prizes for guessing that models from 
Honda, Mazda, Nissan, Mitsubishi, Toyota and 
Subaru form a substantial part of the automotive 
broth being prepared by Square's coding chefs. 

According to reports from Tokyo, foreign 
ingredients such as Alfa Romeo, BMW, TVR, 
Porsche and Ferrari are expected to be thrown 

into the mix - the latter being an unusual 
inclusion considering at least one other 
software company is known to have a large
scale involvement with the licence. 

so far, as well as the main oneplayer 
game, three other modes exist. The revelation 
that the racing school option coaches you 
through the basics of race driving such as 
racing lines and braking points will be of little 
surprise. As with most other games featuring 
such an option, the techniques are taught to 
you via a series of lessons of increasing 
difficulty. The twoplayer mode, meanwhile, 

As in Sega's F355, the 
racing school displays 
braking areas as zig
zagging lines (left) 



Car selection naturally 
features a strong 
Japanese presence 
(top). The twoplayer 
mode, meanwhile, 
promises to hold the 
screen update at 60fps 

Type-S throws plenty of PS2's visual trickery 
into the mix, with effectively realistic results 

splits the screen, and in this format Square 
claims the update remains unaffected, 
maintaining a constant 60fps. Finally, a settings 
option allows you to set up your vehicle to 
maximise track conditions and personal driving 
characteristics. Anyone who is not interested in 
getting their hands covered in polygonal oi l will 
find help to guide them. 

There is no word on how many circuits 
will feature in the finished game, but you 
can expect a healthy number. As with the 
machinery, Japanese tracks are expected 
to make a strong appearance, while original 
racing venues ought to ensure a European 

PRE SCREEN 

Eschewing the game's apparent quest for overall authenticity, races 
occur at various times of the day. Night challenges will prove testing 

a session at the recent Square Millennium 
event, it became clear that the developer 
has gone for authenticity and is attempting 
to simulate realistic car handling via a joypad, 
but as Polyphony found out when developing 
Gran Turismo (and anyone who has tried 
playing GT2 with a control tyre-equipped car 
since), there's a delicate balance between 

Square wants authenticity and is attempting to simulate realistic car 
handling via a joypad. It's a delicate balance between realism and control 

presence is added to the proceedings. As in 
GT2, rallying is an option open to all Type-5 

entrants, though how significant an alternative 
it proves to be remains uncertain. 

Although many aspects of the game 
appear to be in order, Edge can't help but be 
concerned about one aspect of Type-s: during 

realism and control. At the show, the Dual 
Shock 2 pad failed to be a fine enough tool 
with which to control Square's touchy 
polygonised vehicles. 

It's hoped that this element will require 
simple tweaking. If Square fails in this 
regard, then so might the entire game. 

As expected, the cars are gorgeous representations of their real-life equivalents, with highly detailed bodywork and impressive sets of textures. As in GT, 
just six of these vehicles take to the track simultaneously, but good Al should ensure close racing. Like many early PS2 titles, Type-S will appear on CD-ROM 
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PERFECT DARK 
Fear not, N64 devotees, for Perfect Dark looks set to deliver everything 

it has promised for the last 30 months . And a lot more besides 

An enemy displays his Predator-like cloaking device to no avail (main), while the Eyespy camera gathers vital info 
on the road ahead (top left), and night vision goggles prove necessary for part of a dataDyne-based level (top) 

A training level with 
its own series of 
challenges allows 
you to get to grips 
with the arsenal that 
you'll need later 

D he N64 may be on its last legs and steadily 

limping towards inevitable extinction, but 
you'd be unwise to turn your back on it just yet. 
Not while its 64bit technology remains capable of 
unleashing titles of this calibre into a market too 
obsessed with progress. Not only should Perfect 

Dark emerge as the year's best N64 title, it should 
also go on to be regarded as one of the finest 
examples of the firstperson shooter genre. 

The action in the game occurs 23 years 
into the future and it's your role, as Joanna 
Dark (codenamed Perfect Dark), to uncover 

(mainly pistols and machine guns) joins a 

selection of grenade (of the wall hugging and 
more traditional variety) and rocket launchers, 
sentry guns, knives, wrist crossbows, lasers 
and mines (proximity, timed, and remote). 

There are also some other intriguing 
weapons - an N-bomb which assaults the 
neural activity of opponents, incapacitating 
them so that they can no longer hold their 
weapons; a psychosis weapon which transforms 
your average bad guy into a raving madman who 
is more than happy to spray a room with bullets 

Weapons can be shot out of 
an enemy's hands which can 
encourage them to surrender. 
The Dolby Surround score is 
wonderfully atmospheric 

r ' , 
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Not only should Perfect Dark emerge as the year's best N64 title, it 
should go on to be regarded as one of the finest firstperson shooters 

Head shots remain the 
most effective way of 
dealing with most 
opponents. This time, 
things are a little 
bloodier than in Rare's 
last firstperson title 

Format: N64 

Publi sher: Nintendo 

Deve loper: Rare 

Release: April 

Origin : UK 
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a conspiracy surrounding the powerful 
dataDyne corporation. Your nine missions, 
spanning 17 levels (excluding further 
bonus special assignments), take you 

to surprisingly varied locations. 
Your range of arsenal is prolific and 

formidable a collection of futuristic and 

contemporary semi-automatic weaponry 

(even if it means executing fellow comrades); 
a proximity pinball mine which bounces off 
surfaces until someone strays too close; and a 
drug gun (which makes progress and vision 
rather difficult in multiplayer). 

Non-aggressive supplies include thermal and 
night vision goggles, data-thieving devices, and 

the Eyespy - a flying fisheye lens camera used to 



When Edge played them, the multiplayer games (top) were suffering 
from framerate problems, which should be sorted before release 

The trusty ColdenEye 
sniper rifle makes a 
return (with requisite 
futuristic design) and 
is just one of the 
numerous weapons 
available on missions 

infiltrate and assess inaccessible or highly 
dangerous areas. Every weapon has a primary 
and secondary function. The latter can be 
anything from turning a machine gun into a 
proximity mine (useful in multiplayer), enjoying 
the benefits of a three-burst fire mode, using 
a particular weapon as a threat detector, or 
simultaneously targeting up to four enemies. 

One of the pistol's secondary functions 
is non-lethal, for missions requiring you to 
render individuals unconscious, rather than 
exterminating them. You'll notice that if you get 
too close for armed combat, CPU enemies are 
now more than happy to practise their new 
kicking and punching skills on your frame, 
resulting in a momentary blurring of the screen 
should you get hit. Of course, you can return the 
favour; it's worth bearing in mind that a blow to 
the back of the head is more effective than one 
directed at a less vital area. 

Also new is the way speech is used 
throughout (GoldenEye simply displayed text 
messages). Moreover, it's now possible to 
drop off edges. And enemy corpses stick 
around for longer, while bullet holes and blood 
stains are permanent decorations. Naturally, 
new death sequences feature, as do specific 
animations for wounded opponents (such as 
heavy limping following a leg shot). Expect 

PRE SCREEN 

No, it's not Turok J . Weapon selection is more immediate than ColdenEye's. 
The Expansion Pak is recommended (not all options are available otherwise) 

to see a nasty blood trail - idea l for more 
mercenary players to fol low. 

As well as solo missions, the game offers 
a combat simulator mode with a one to four 
multi player option. It has 30 challenges, based 
on specifically created arenas and various 
options of play- CPU opponents/allies, team 
vs team, capture the flag, etc. co-operative 
mode offers CPU or two human player action 
based around missions. Then there's counter 
co-operative, as Dark takes on a group of 
dataDyne agents. One of these is always 
controlled by another human player. 

And it doesn't end there. In fact, Rare is 
packing so much into Perfect Dark that it's easy 
to see why the game has been in development 
so long. When it finally ships, however, the ~ 
wait seems certain to have been worth it. L-==i 

Though Rare had it 
working glitch-free 
during a recent Edge 
visit, the company has 
now scrapped PD's 
face-mapping facility 
due to technical issues 

Running on a 70-per-cent-reworked Co/denEye engine, PD also offers 
all of the control options found in Rare's astounding Bond title 
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GROUND CONTROL 
Now among the most saturated of PC gaming genres, the RTS is 

about to be enlivened with a raft of tweaks as developer Massive thinks big 

Explosions are of course central to any hi-tech battle, and the pyrotechnnics 
on display during Ground Control's intense skirmishes should not disappoint 

Tiberian Sun lacked 
ambition. Will Ground 
Control give Westwood 
a wake-up call? 

Form at: PC 

Pub lisher: Sierra 

Developer: Massive 

Release: summer 

Origin : Sweden 
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n t the heart of the real time strategy war 
Iii game, two design necess1t1es compete. 
The public demands ever greater visual realism. 
But the nature of gameplay brings out cries for 

clarity and easy control. The greatest RTS games 
have always favoured clear lines of sight over 
and above graphical sheen, opting for an 
almost board game-like presentation. 

Games such as Age of Empires II have 

polished the pieces as never before, but still 
the genre cannot claim to be more than an 
abstract take on real life. Ground Control, 
however, aims to take the player far closer 
to the battle and yet still retains the ability 
to coordinate the action as a whole. 

Based in the far future, two armies fight 

on a devastated earth, vying with one another 
to reverse alien technology and escape to a 
more hospitable planet. 

In a nod towards command & conquer, 
gamers will be play alternate sides in the 
conflict, allowing a plot to develop and affect 
tactics and allegiances. But unlike Command 

& conquer the game engine will be able to 
carry the player in among the ground troops, 
displaying detail right down to the smoke 
from individual infantrymen's guns. 

Another vi tal deviation from the template set 
out by the RTS greats is that Ground Control will 

feature almost no in-play asset management. 

The game will allow you to zoom down to a soldier's viewpoint. How 
useful the player finds this in practical terms remains to be seen, though 

Instead of the frantic early game dash to 
build as many powerful units as possible, 
players are set more scripted missions with 
an arsenal chosen before the mission starts. 
Playing the game consists purely of continuous 
battle management, wh ich takes place from 

macro to micro scale. 
Ground control's graphics engine has 

been in development by Massive for two years 
and has been designed specifically to cope 
with the game's demanding 3D requirement. 
Containing almost no hard coding, every 
graphic feature is scripted individually, allowing 

interaction to be based on real physics rather 
than artistic interpretations. 

RTS fans happy that thei r genre has until now 
displayed a commendable lack of processor 

greed will be in need of an urgent upgrade when 
the game ships in the summer. Hopefully, ~ 
they'll see it as money we ll invested. 1-.S 
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(ARMAGEDDON TDR2000 
If controversial content was the element by which all titles were measured, SCi's 

driving games would be in a league of their own. But there ' s more to its latest than that 

Vehicles are significantly more complex than those of the previous Carma 
games, with damage affecting a range of individually modelled car parts 

Physics has always 
been an important 
element of the series, 
and TDR2000 takes 
such considerations to 
new levels. Even when 
sharks enter the mix 

Format: PC 

Publisher: SCi 

Developer: Torus 

Release: TBA 

Origin : Au strali a 

ID aving generated over £10m in revenue for 
sci, the carmageddon series is nothing 

short of a gaming phenomenon. on the face of it, 
cynics would deem it the Mortal Kombat of 
driving experiences, selling on controversial 
content rather than integral gameplay values. But 
that would be to miss the point. carmageddon 
was, after al l, the title that predated Driver and 
Midtown Madness in offering players a drive
anywhere, anything-goes gaming environment. 

"It's a great feeling to be able to do what 
you want in a game, and naturally the first 
thing people try to do in a driving game is run 
someone over," says Carmageddon TDR2000's 
producer Darren Barnett. 

"It's one of these fantasies that lets you do 
what you want," continues SCi's development 
director, David Ratcliffe, "not what everyone 
else tells you to do." 

Following the departure of original Carma 
developer Stainless, sci drafted in oz codeshop 
Torus to take the series to its next level. The 
company brought with it a new 3D engine, and 
the visual benefits speak for themselves, with 
sprawling environments populated with the kind 
of detail rarely seen in driving titles. 

"In the finished game there'll be over 36 
challenges over nine huge envi ronments," 
says Barnett. "But we'l l also have multi player, 
deathmatch-style arenas including a multi -story 
carpark and an enormous suspension bridge." 

These latter elements are destined to ignite 
the passions of Netheads who've fo llowed the 

SCi cites John Carpenter's movies and 'the more gothic takes on 
Batman and 2000AD' as significant influences for TDR2000's levels 

series like dogs with a bone since its inception. 
The games' open file structure has seen 
hardcore fans modifying existing cars and 
pedestrians, and, more impressively, building 
their own from the ground up. 

'The Net fans have been absolutely crucial in 
coming up with the design for TDR2000," reveals 
Ratcliffe. ·we invited wish lists from players and 
read messageboards to see what people wanted, 
and have incorporated the strongest elements." 
That's real player power. 

With much more user-tweakability planned 
in from the outset, an even larger, more 
rabid fanbase is assured for this sequel. 

The game's excellent 
dynamics stand out on 
the stunt level (above) 
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EVERGRACE 
From Software jumps on the PlayStation2 bandwagon early, with a 

traditionally themed RPG, bolstered by lush visuals and quirky innovation 

The environment is truly organic (top). Realtime shadows exactly mimic 
the object that casts them and grow longer as the sun sets at day's end 

Format: Playstation2 

Publisher: From Software 

Developer: In -house 

Release: Spring (J apan) 

Origin : Japan 
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D t was several agonising months before 
the Playstation received its first decent 

roleplaying game - a mistake, with hindsight, 
that Sony is clearly keen to atone for with the 

machine's successor, as this most obsessively 
followed genre is well represented in PS2's early 

line-up. Sony's Dark Cloud and Evergrace both 
hold huge promise. But the basic setup behind 
From Software's realtime 3D RPG won't win 
awards for originality 

The player selects from two characters, 
a boy named Yuterald, or a girl named 
Sharuami; th roughout the game it's possible 

to swap between the two, while pursuing the 
same story. Naturally, both have their own 
strengths and weaknesses - Yuterald has 

greater physical strength, and can also 
carry heavier weapons and armou r, while 

Sharuami can use light weapons and possesses 
other distinctive abi lities. It's a standard RPG 

Sharuami (left) can use light weapons such as spears and a bow, and also 
boasts greater magical abilities than her stronger male ally, Yuterald (above) 

trade-off and the choice of tactics is yours. 
Adventurers can, naturally, change their 

weapons in real time, but equipment may only 

be dropped or reshuffled at save points. And 
there are some tru ly unusual items to pick up -
including a frying pan . In keeping with firmly 

established RPG heritage, most of these are 
essential in solving the game's puzzles. 

Interestingly, Evergrace also links the power 
gauge to the energy gauge, so the strength of 

each weapon directly correlates to the health 
of the character - an interesting new feature. 

Being a PS2 title, the most immediately 
striking aspect of the game is how it looks. 
Perhaps influenced by Shenmue, the game 
boasts a highly realistic environmental system 
which simulates the passing of day and 

changing weather conditions. Petals float 
on the wind. sunlight filters through leaves. 

And it would seem that the developer's 
tweaking process is far from over - there are 
plans to make the title intricately analogue 
compatible, so the stronger the weapon button 
is pressed, the stronger the attack wil l be. 

From Software's intention appears to be 
one of subverting the traditional RPG from the 
inside, introducing modest control system and 
gameplay innovations to liven up the genre. If 
other early developments for the platform prove 

equally as innovative, PS2 critics may be 
forced to eat their words. 

From Software is 
considering changing 
the camera view to a 
more dynamic system -
just one of many ways 
it will exploit the 
reserves of PS2 
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MICRO MANIACS 
Miniature GM freaks stalk Codemasters' reinvented Micro Machines, 

with the franchise retaining the series firmly established pulling power 

As with Micro Machines, Micro Maniacs takes place in familiar domestic settings. 
The Pot Noodle above is one of the most recognisable hazards in the game 

The cute family Tom 
is a ferocious killing 
machine when you're 
pocket-sized. As they 
say, most accidents 
happen in the home 
- and danger lurks 
around every corner 

Format: Pl ayStation 

Publisher: Codemasters 

Developer: In-house 

Release: Spring 

Origin : UK 

n !though Rare tends to gets the lion's 
Iii share of press as Britain's most gameplay
conscious developer, Codemasters has also 
spent its existence concentrating not on graphics 
or technology but on how much fun its titles 
are to play. And perhaps that's why Micro 
Machines 3 - a 2D, top-down racer - hasn't 
been out of the Playstation charts for around 
two years - and why Micro Maniacs is such 
an exciting proposition. 

Taking the basic racing gameplay from 

the decade-old Micro Machines series, Micro 
Maniacs replaces the cars, boats and other 
vehicles of old with a selection of twisted 

characters. Manga meets 'Mars Attacks' puts you 
in the picture - freaky clothes, massive heads 
and weird special weapons (each character 
having his own) are the order of the day. 

These are tiny genetically modified 
creatures, created by a mad scientist who 
believes miniature people will one day rule 
the world. But this is irrelevant - it simply 
explains why these minuscule, well-designed 
creatures are legging it around a series of 
circuits made out of fami liar household and 
garden scenes a la Micro Machines. 

Micro Maniacs offers a more flexible camera than any of its forebears, 
giving players a tracking shot of each course before you begin the race 

Edge has played a number of the circuits 

in vs and oneplayer challenge modes (the latter 
pitting you against four computer-controlled 
opponents) and Micro Maniacs looks set to 
provide the frantic, challenging gameplay that 
is the series' hallmark. You still have to dodge 
obstacles such as glue puddles, bottles, cereal 
boxes, gardening implements and the like, and 
the level design is still fiendishly tight. Everything 

looks sharper and the tracks are more multi
layered, with plenty of jumps, ramps and hills 

to give more of a 3D experience. 
Admittedly, Micro Maniacs looks ridiculously 

basic next to Gran Turismo 2 - but then GT2 
doesn't have crazy little men powersliding 
around toyshops, their pitter-pattering feet 
squeaking across slippy glass surfaces. For 
those seeking an alternative to realistic physics, 
complex vehicle tuning and endless option 
tweaking, this offbeat racer ought to be 

the perfect solution. 

The tiny characters 
handle pretty much 
like cars, powersliding 
around corners and 
overshooting the 
rigidly marked out 
circuits if the player 
isn't careful 
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THIEF 2: THE METAL AGE 
Sharper Al, more convincing environments and a fusion of steampunk 

and Tolkien enliven this sequel to the stealth-based medieval romp 

Character modelling is much more advanced in the sequel - and so is 
enemy Al. Rushing in with a flailing sword will most likely end in death 

Looking Glass has 
created a diverse city 
using the latest PC 
hardware potential 

Format: PC 

Publi sher: Eidos 

Developer: Looking Glass 

Release : March 

Origin: us 
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D he first person shoot 'em up genre 
can be accused of many things, but 

subtlety is not usually one of them. Knee-jerk 
gameplay and splatter-happy weapons don't 

leave much space for tiptoeing about amid the 
shadows. Which is perhaps why Looking Glass· 

Thief The Dark Project was a modest success. 
Based on stealth, silence and secrecy, the game 
separated itself from its noisy cohorts and 
provided some intriguing hit-and-run missions 
in a sensuous, Tolkien-esque city. 

Thief 2 keeps the same setting as its 
predecessor, and the same warring factions 
(the keepers, the pagans and the hammerites). 

It also adds a powerful new break-off group, 
the mechanists, who have taken over the city, 
employing steampunk-style robots to dispense 
justice and quell unrest. The player once 
again takes on the role of super thief. Garrett, 
who must carry out a series of missions 
against the mechanists and loosen their 
grip on the populace. 

There are many improvements over the 
original title, including even more advanced 
enemy Al (they have realistic hearing and sight, 
and will respond to any noise you make), 16bit 

textures and full support for 3D sound standards. 
This makes the environmental realism even 

sharper than before. Adding to Garrett's 
abilities is a new mechanical eye which can 
zoom in and provide heat and night vision, 
and a remote camera which can be thrown 
around corners and down cliffs to view the 
area before progressing. Invisibility and catfall 
potions are also included, to encourage the 
desired stealthy approach to each mission -
something most players could easily avoid 
in the first title with deft fighting. 

Apparently around one third of the dev team 
on Thief 2 is female. Perhaps that explains the 
determination to avoid endless violence and 
create a game of suspense and intellect. so 
what do you do, if you can't just slay, maim 
and slaughter? well, you eavesdrop on 

conversations, tail other characters, stake out 
key locations and participate in bank robberies. 
sounds more diverse and involving than hacking 
at limbs and blowing soldiers apart with guns. 

Whether or not gamers really can be 
convinced to creep around using shadows and 
fog for cover while avoiding the temptation to 
wade in with a sword and slaughter the highly 
intelligent enemies is unclear. With so much 

thought put into the level design and 
environmental and behavioural realism, it ~ 
would certainly be a waste if they cannot. L...:::J 

The setting mixes 
steampunk with 
Tolkien in an attempt 
at an individual look 
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Format: Playstation 

Publisher: Empire 

Speedball 
The number of old titles gamers call to be exhumed is 

vast, but there's one title that sits atop the list whenever 
hardened veterans chew over the topic. Now, finally, the 

only future sport that ever really worked is being rebuilt, 
rewired and refined for the Playstation generation ... 

Developer: Bitmap Brothers 

Release: May 

Origin: UK 
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lr.'I fter waiting a decade and then 

Iii almost as long again on the train 

from London to Harrowgate, Edge finally sits 

down to PlayStation Speedbo/1 2 I 00. And 

although everyone is making light of the 

situation, in just a few seconds it will 

be clear whether the new, 3D and CD-ROM 

based Speedbo/1 plays just like the old 

Speedbo/1. A joypad is taken in hand. The 

big, bright 3D graphics are summarily 

applauded. The game is underway. It 

doesn't play like the old Speedbo/1. 'When 

I slide in a diagonal direction or throw the 

ball that way, it's just not as quick as it 

used to be," groans your correspondent. 

False alarm 
The five-man team, The Bitmap Brothers' 

owner, the PR people and even Edge's 

photographer debate the issue. Edge 

almost hysterically tries to demonstrate the 

perceived flaw as a crash bug. There's talk of 

the physics of the original being a badge. 

Then Mike Montgomery brings 

everyone to their senses: "I really want to 

make this point clear. You are the first person 

in the world outside of this office to play 

Speedbo/12100. Today is the first time 

we've ever really had it running. Yesterday 

it wasn't playable. We've changed the ball 

code six or seven times over the last 23 

hours already. We're not happy about it 

either. But it's one of those things that 

need tweaking," he continues. "A lot of 

things do. Even yesterday the players were 

running at half speed. We were going 'It's 

not right!' and Chris White the programmer 

was going, 'Well, the code's rightl"' 

■ The Brotherhood (from top): 
Mike Montgomery MD 

Chris White programmer 
Dean Atkin artist 

Byron Nilssen programmer 
Pete Tattersa ll studio manager 

Nick Dent artist 

It transpires that Montgomery - one 

of the original Speedboll programmers and 

now head of The Bitmap Brothers - has 

been up from Docklands since last week, 

assisting with the code crunch. He's very 

tired and while he's as voluble as ever, 

he's a little emotional. But Edge has been 

here before. We've seen more unfinished 

games than finished ones and we're not 

open. to emotional appeals. And yet 

Montgomery is right. We're already playing 

Speedbo/12100 again and again. And 

that's without any sound or power-up 

tokens, no proper gameplay fine-tuning, 

nor the nostalgia of dusting off an old 

3.5-inch disc. Several months from release 

and Speedbo/1 2 I 00 is already a decent, 

competent PlayStation game. So why are 

we making such a fuss? 

. , 
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A Speed ball team numbers 12 players - including three subs who are 
vital. Smashed-up players are airlifted from the pitch by robot doctors 
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More balls than most 
You have to understand that there's a 

passion about Speedba/1. The Bitmap 

Brothers and publisher Empire Interactive 

receive around half a dozen emails each day 

asking them to release a PC version, to keep 

the old team names, to lock the 3D camera 

steady or, simply, not to mess it up. And 

these pleas aren't from punters in the street. 

The pre-launch hype has yet to begin. These 

passionate missives often come from jaded 

and ruthlessly objective 20-something game 

journos. Speedba/1 stands for everything that 

was best about their 16bit childhood. It was 

a game that could silence the endless 

Amiga-versus-ST debate with a reminder 

that while it was certainly a superb 

technical achievement, gameplay was all. 

2100 is more customisable than 
its 16bit predecessors: team name, 
player names, colour schemes 
and 3D logos can all be changed 

A few extra colours or a quarter of a 

MHz on the clock were irrelevant. This 

quicksilver gem came on like a banshee. 

Everyone who played it wanted to be a 

Bitmap Brother. If any UK coder strikes a 

moody black-and-white pose in Edge, he is 

probably inspired by the Bitmaps of old. All 

European gamers of a certain generation are 

curious. Everyone knows the rewards could 

be immense. Everyone wants it to succeed. 

No own goals 
If studio manager Pete Tattersall is fee ling 

the pressure, he's not showing it. Tagging the 

original as a cult classic, he explains how the 

team began taking this quintessentia lly 2D 

game into the next dimension: "We looked 

at how the original actually played and what 

things we shouldn't change at all," he says. 

'We're not even going to give the player 

the option to change the camera view -

they could be knackering the game up 

without realising it'.' 

Homage to the past might seem a 

negative way to start - but Speedbalfs 

elusive gameplay is something that simply 

can't be risked. Indeed, the team is kept 

on track by the old Amiga versions which 

are constantly running in the office. For the 

uninitiated, Speedba/1 is a futuristic game 

of two halves. Or, as Montgomery puts it: 

"It is about going down to the pub, having a 

few beers and playing 90 seconds of pure 

hell against a mate:· Despite all the chrome 

metal, the aim is straightforward. Two teams 

(boasting enigmatic monikers such as 

Brutal Deluxe) try to score more points 

than the other, by getting the ball in the 

opponent's goal or by racking up points 

with a score multipl ier, even if that means 

trampling the opposition. 

Besides the sheer speed, it's the pitch 

that makes the game. The ball can be 

bounced off the walls and you can even 

score goals on the rebound. Then there's 

the bounce dome in front of each goal 

that deflects the ball; Pac-Man-style 

warp passages; score multiplying; and 

collection of the set stars hanging on the 

walls. Oh, and just to make it even more 

frenetic, cash and power-up tokens 

sporadica lly turn up on the pitch. The former 

is used to buy new players or upgrade 

existing ones after the match. The power-ups 

are more immediately handy. Effects include 

being able to boost your team's strength or 

turn ing the opponents into geriatrics, the 

ball into hot molten metal, or the other 



Each player has statistics for attacking ability, defensive ability, 
speed, throwing, stamina, intelligence, power and aggression. 
Between matches, cash can be used to bolster the attributes 
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player's controls upside down. Everything, 

from the pitch size to the power-ups, is 

included in the new version. 

·we want to attract people who don't want to play FIFA. 
They don't need to know anything about football. All the 
control, tackling, passing and shooting is on one button' 

Fed up with FIFA? 
If Speedba/1 sounds more like a shoot 'em 

up than the 54th version of a football game 

your uncle bought you for Christmas, it 

should. Like all Bitmap Brothers games, 

Speedba/1 is about the thrill of the arcade, 

not a delightfully lofted free kick. Still, how 

will Generation PlayStation, hooked up to 

a constant dripfeed of ever more realistic 

sports games take to this brawling, hyper

realistic notch 'em up7 

'We don't necessarily want to attract 

the people who want to play FIFA," says 

Montgomery bluntly. 'We want to attract the 

people who don't want to play FIFA. To play 

our game, they don't need to know anything 

about football," Tattersall points out. "They 

don't even need to know anything about 

Speedba/11 They can just pick it up and have 

a go. All the control, tackling, passing and 

shooting is on one button. It's what most 

futuristic sports games have been based on. 

They weren't based on futuristic sports 

games, they were based on Speedba/1'.' 

Graphically, the shift to 3D is a surprising 

success, considering the iconoclastic style of 

the original. The camera works fine. The 

players look suitably big and burly and react 

quickly - without any ludicrous, arduous 

motion capture to slow them down. Nice 

touches include reflections in the metal floor 

and the sparing use of prerendered vertex 

lighting. The solid look of Speedba/1 2 I 00 is 

maintained throughout the menus, which 

are all big, chunky and 3D. This isn't just for 

effect. The aim is to communicate the tough 

nature of the sport. "It's a hard man's game," 

says Tattersall. "The balls are metal, the walls 

are metal and the floor is metal. If somebody 

smacks you in the gob they're probably 

going to break your jaw. That's the type of 

game it is and that's the kind of effect we're 

trying to achieve." 

He admits: "The most important issue in 

shifting to 3D is gameplay. Going from 2D to 

3D, the dynamics change. What we have to 

do is keep the 2D dynamics but within a 3D 

scenario. But because there's no real depth 

in 2D, we can't emulate everything that 

happens. Issues are emerging now the 

game is up and running. One that came to 

light recently concerned the multiplier stars. 

In the original, it didn't matter if you hit them 

near the floor, in the middle or with the 

highest throw you could, the stars sti ll lit 

up and it looked okay. In 3D, the ball can 

actually hit above the star. If we light up 

the star now, it just looks silly:' 

The first game was inconsistent - to 

continue this example, the notion of ball 

height did exist in places, and you could miss 

a score if you hit above the goal. And while 

the basic Al has been lifted from the Amiga 

CD32 version, lots of code has been 

rewritten for a 3D environment. Sorting out 

the code bodges from the brilliant balancing 

will take time. Hence Montgomery's caution 

that the game sti ll requires_ much work. 

Brutal Deluxe 
Speedba/12100 might look an easy project -

a makeover of a proven best-seller - but the 

twin pressures of appeasing unforgiving fans 

and the vagaries of the saturated and 

aimless PlayStation market mean that the 

Bitmaps have a job on their hands. And as 

the update of Sentinel a couple of years 

ago proved, being almost there is not 

good enough to justify a return to the past. 

Nintendo-style, the Bitmap Brothers 

must now get their latest iteration just 

(amazingly) right. 

A couple of days before Edge goes to 

press, a ca ll comes from Montgomery's PR: 

"Mike rang me on Saturday morning when I 

was shopping at the supermarket," she says. 

"He was manic. He said 'It's urgent, you've 

got to tell that guy that we've sorted out the 

problem with the angles'. Does that make 

any sense to you 7" she asks. Yes, it makes 

a lot of sense. And do you know what? ~ 

They might just pull it off. LS 

Knockouts, two-division leagues and three cup finals are included. 
One and twoplayer management and sixplayer leagues are options 
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Having finally completed the Japanese version o_f the 
most significant Dreamcast game.to date, Edge sets out· 
to identify what makes vu Suzuki's latest such a landmark 



/. 

m s a player, you have entered many types otgame worlds. Unti l now, 
however, they have·only managed convincing representations of 
architecture that exist in reality. You may have raced streets in high

performance cars and taken the lives of enemies while protecting your. own in 
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·combat, but you have never been there. You haven't lived t~er_e. In Shenmue, 
the people, pl_aces and events that shape a person's li fe become the game. 
Shenmue is a meticu lously ch_preographed illusion. And it is a kind which 
has never been seen before. Even more remarkably, it succeeds .. 
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It would be no exaggeration to call 
Shenmue a new type of videogame. 
Perhaps that explains why its producer, Yu. 
Suzuki, has difficulty .describing his project 
and ends up using a metaphor as a means 
of communicating his concept. Imagine . 
Shenmue·s world as an island. on this 
island, places such as an inviting beach, 
a valley and a waterfall await you. 

The beach is an arcade, the valley a 

up to dne million .Japanese Dreamcast 
• ouvners can access the Shenmue network 

simultaneously to.check out where they 
· stand on the national ranking for mini-games 

Format: Dreamcast 

Publisher: Sega-

Develop:r: In-house (AM2) 

Release: Out now (Japan) 

. Origin : Japan 

i ' .. .., 

place where items can be collected, and 
the waterfal l lets.you connecfto th~ 
lnternet·(Shenmue·s Passport disc). The 
narrative is there to make sure you 
explore the island as directly and as 
effectively as possible - but remarkably, 

· you 're.allowed to do whatever you want. 
You can, if you wish, spend a significant 
amqunt of time at the beach, for instance. 

originally planned as a three-chapter 
adventure, She~mue evolved into a 16- . 
chapter epic which was to be divided into 
three parts (incorporated into Shenmue 1, 
2 and 3). At one stage, Shlinmu~ 1 was set 
to have 16 chapters, but the game that 
recently sh ipped in Japan features,but 
one. While the story may have been 
downsized, however, the._!Jensity and. 
volume have both increased. · 

Ask'Suzuki-san wh_atche is .most proud 
of in this three-and-a-half-year enterprise 

. andlie immediately talks about originality 
and the many new technologies used 
throughout the cr~ative process. Fashioning 

· code that allows p_layers the freedom to _ 
wander aimlessly within a sprawling world 
is a task beyond many developers' 
imaginings - add a realtime weather 
·system, 350 highly detailed character 

models (each with vocal dialogue), and 
complemented by 150 musical sequences, 
and you begin to understand suzuki:san's 
claims that, in volume at least, the content 
is over 100 times that of a two-hour movie. 

Moreover, the game features an 
Internet aspect allowing up to one mill ion 

. Japanese Dream cast owners ti:r access the 
network simultaneously to check out 
where they stand on the national ranking 
for Shenmue·s minJ-games. In addition, 
they may wish to trade items at an online 
flea IT]arket while getting handy hints and 
tips from fellow Shenmue players. 

· What suzuki-san has planned for the 
· follow-up remains undivulged. But he is 
confident of continual improvement to 
software libraries allowing for better 
games - s0 much so, in fact, that he 
claims that Shenmue 2 should outperform 
the first game by 200 per cent. 

But the next instalment is some way 
off (there is no firm date - it'.s another -
'ready when it's ready' ki~d of game) - it's 
the premiere Shenmue chapter that Edge 
has been poring over for the last two 
months, and is finally in a position to 
comment upon authoritatively. Enjoy ten 
of Shenmue's dazzling achievements .. 

. ,. 
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.free l>attle .fighting isn't especially_ complex, l>ut it works 
l>eautifully. The accessil>ility of this coml>at inode means 
that taking out multiple foes l>ecomes vial>le (right) 

.. 
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Quick Time Events 
Quick Time Events in Shenm'!e keep 
you alert to dangers, however sli~ht 
th(cly may _be. This system has aitract~d 
criticism from those who haven't even 
played Shen(llue, but it works perfectly. 

Whenever it is necessary to react 
suddenly, icons ·representing a direction 
-arrow or actiorf'tlutton. flash 'briefly on 
scre·en. A ha_rmless example wou ld be 
to catch an object befqre it falls~ just 
tap 'A' to grab it. 

QTEs become more complicated ·as 
the game progresses. During stand-offs 
with•Mafioso types, the ?ituation 

· becoines tense. You don't know ·who is 
going to make the firsnnove, or what 
yow. sli'ou ld do when it comes. Any ., 
number of icons will flash on-screen 
during the next crucial minute. React 
quickly·and you humiliate ihe group. 
QTEs p~II yoii into the scene. In reality, 
the. effect is as similar -to Dragon's Lair 
as Pac'-Man is to unreal Tournament. 

Free battles 

Virtua Fighter maniacs wi ll appreciate 
free battles.in Shenmue. Ryo is simi lar 
to suzuki-san's other famous character, 
Virtua Fighter's A.kira Yuki; his fighting 

. techniques use ac:omruand system 

adapted fromJ/rtua Fighter- in some 
ways it's more complex. · • 

'-Moves are exec~ted by combinations 
of one punch butto/'I and one kick button · 
used witti D-pad commands. It's not 
exactly like VF, thou~h - pressing up or 

. down causes Ryo to sidestep instead of 
crouching and jumping; a separate 
button is used to duck attacks. 

There are moments where Ryo must 
tackle more than one adversary, ana it's 
important to ha~e throw ~chniques 

, ready, to buy time,'and commands that 
allow Ryo to strike ouf behind. There are 
i3lso counter attacks that only work if the 
opponent moves first - your reflexes 
need to -b~ extra sharp. 
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Practice makes ... 
It would be an oversight, oi course, to 
assume every player is a natural at QTEs 

_ and free battles; and its opportim7ty for 
practice is one of She,ri.mue's le5f.- c 
publicised char~s. The Oi:E trqining is 

· perhaps quite obvious, but nonethel~s . 
cle.verly integrated. You find QTE · · 

· rnachines in the Game· cent;e . one 

is a videogame, ario.ther is more of a . 
. physi~al cha.llen·ge. ·A,g?lod h·alf-hour 

session on these niachi'nes should 
serve to sharpen your reflexes. 

· Whars especially impressive is Ryo's 
search for sparring grounds to brush 

· up on free battle techniques. The most 
obvious. place is the Dojo back home, 
where _Ryo goes up against on.e of his 
iather's students. Other locatio(ls useful 
for th is type of practice ·come in the form · 
of car parks and empty warehouses. 

Ryo's entire repertoire is written on 
(l scroll with commands listed alongside. 
New techniques can be obtained in 
writing, botlght from a spe~ia.list shop 

' . ' 
and prese~ted in curiousJy decorative 
envelopes. Friends who ·wish to help Ryo 
wiJh his·quest also 's~ep in on-occasion 
to teach Ryo something flashy. Until .Ryo. 
cop.ies his friend's.roptine he· is not 
allowed to leave - which niay prqv.e 
frustrating for those. short on dexterity. 

Arcade action 
Two· classic sega coin-ops _are avai lable' 
to play in Shenmue - exact replicas of Yu 

··suzuki's Hang On-and'Space Harrier. 

They're ¥100 per go- an~ n8e Ryo}s . 
rarely struggl ing for change, _it's 
tempti'n'g to indulge entire days. 

Both games can be controlled using · 
• the oc:s analogue stick, which will.is a 

dr\)am come true for Mega Drive Hang 
9n worstiipp·ers - now you can. lean into_ ,. 
'those corners just as you always wanted · 
to. Space Harrier, meanwhile, features 
more enemies than the Mega -Drive·s 
pseudo-sequel:.With somebody standing 
behind you to yank your chair around 
while you're hurtling full throttle and 
blas!.ing away, you might just fdrget 

.'Ryo's sensitive mis~ion altogether. 
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How many other games ask 
.you to get a job? Ryo's stint 
.working at the docks. is one 
of the most extreme examples 
of Shenmue' s eagerness to 
simulate real-life· situations 

Ryo·gets to practice fighting in all 
mannfi!r of environments. A scroll 
maps out his repertoire (top right) 

Work and play 
When Ryo lands himself a job at the 
docks, he is told f_o arrive an IJour early - · 

.. to compete in the morni_~j{S forkli ;} .,, ,.,; 
truck race. Ryo's buddy, Mark, giv~ e 
starter·-s orders every morning at_.9affi 
for five forklifts. 

Not only is racing a blast, but it also 
helps Ryo become an expert forklift 
driver which enables him to get .the job 
done ma.re e.ffic~ ntly. The forklifts are 
impressive in thejr own right, featuring 
excellent controls and manoeuvrability. 

.Ryo spends six days working as a 
· forklift driver, carefully Stacking crates. 
By the time the contract is up, you 

• actually start to develop a real pride for 
• your work. It's true. Only in Shenmue. 

(D: i:iE:s: ~ !', !i;llO 

~TC.Of i ~1j : FICtO 27'11'\r 

Atte~tion to detail lil<e you've ·never seen before: Ryo enters the G~me Center an~ is faced with a number _of. · 
entertainment options, including darts. But who ~ould resist spot-on versions of Space Harrier and Hang On? 



.... 

The. quality of character portrayal 
means.that you build a type of bond 
with NPCs that has rarely been seen 

. Taking it all in 
Outside the action scenes, Ryo func,tiolis 
as the player's eyes and ears. You can 
wander a.boat in any direction you so 
choose, which is useful in finding a 
location, or when tracking down a 
specific person . It also gives you the 
opportunity to stand still and admire 
the magnificent detail.in the game. 
There's even time to stop arid pet a . 
cat or read the·l~bel on a carton of 

• milk before purchasing it. 
suzuki.'san's team has app1ied ~-o 

much painstaking detail that the illusioQ 
ot i:eillity can be startllng: Somehow, 
though, the game wou.ld·not feel 

coml)lete witho~t it, - 't · . , -<--~I 
-✓- - /' 

Sh'enmue comes to life thanks 
to its as~onishing.locales. A . 
'real' game clock sees darkness 
descend ( ove right), _and 
'real' weal plays a par[, too 

,,. 

• j 

·1n its bid to offer a super-realistic experience;·Shenmue can prove a humdrum experience - feeding the\cat 
(above left) ~ardly raises the pulse. But this serves simply to heighten the tention when Chai ap,pea_rs ("(1ain~ 

PRE SCREE.~fOCUS 

-- - - - - -

The emotion engine 
Shenmue has entered new depth in the 
art of storytelling - wh ich·takes its' time 
to hit home. The game is far mcire 
expansive than th,e greatest 9f RPGs, · 

.. 

with the apparent potential to' b.e more, , _ 
harder-hitting than epic movies, and 
occasionally more ,thought-provoking 
tha~ a respectaqle paperback thriffer. , .. 
, Th~re's.somet!ling unique about · 

• enacting a drama in such a. vivid CG , 
world. :'(ou spend hours ·9nd days w ith ' 
ch?racters. You can get so close_ that yqu 
even remember thei r. eyes. These people •,•. 
gain impor·tance on an .entirely diffefent_· ~ .. 

. level to that· enco,untered in any ct'7er , 

·entertainment medium, 
Consequently, you find yot1rself 

expeiienc(ng efT!0tions thafwere 
previously impossible with in a 
videegame. Yqu_ develqp a sense of . 
gen.tie affection for the kid who cares, 

• so dearly for her stray, kitten. There's . 
r a cold'tJirr~r ancj a growing hatred for · 

tHe m~'n' vyh~ killed Ryo's father - his 
fr iends alone make you feel 
uncomfortable. When it comes to a: .. . . 
fight, you almost rever in it. 

, ' 

- -

! 

. The element of surprise 
With its realism, the world of Shenmue 
s~rprises when element~ offantasy ,and 
t-lorror are introduced. Days are 

. commonly spent patrolling the streets; 
or workin_g the docks. conversations . 

• lead to more conversqtions. You· get : 

involved wi'.~ a.nu1 e of chores and 
fights. You catch the bus. You feed the 
cat. You.,Pick up your daily allowance_ 
from the shelf on the way•,out to get 
some more batteries. If this .were a 
movie you .might say it'$ kind of slow to 
begin wfth, (ollowed by sudden. dr-arna. 

Chief among the unexpected is a 
•·· charact~r called Chai, a little bald

headed skinny guy wtio works fonhe 
Triads. After a few days asking que;tions 

~ • < • 

• and generally looking for d~es, to 
suddenly have him spring on to the 
scene com~s as a real jol1. . , 

, . 

---r....- • -

. . 
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PRE SCREEN FOCUS 

- -

_ Making a shopping list 
Though you ~an't interact with 
everythiAg in _Shenmue, there ate sti ll 
a SIJ{P[isirig riumber of gadgets _to hand . 

. some are essential; many are purely for 
amusement. It's imperative, f9r example, 
to make the occasional P.hone ca ll. Ryo 
keeps a list of numbers in.his· memo pad 
..: you can contact f_riendstror hints or to 

_, _[flake important appointment_s. 
Likewise, it is necessary to vi~it 

.. the Tomato Marto to pick u·p certain , 
essentia ls that will come irruseful 
later. Other items are available at the 
sto[E! - such as fT)USic cassettes of , 
questionable quality - but these jQiri 
a long list of spurious junk. Guzzling 
hot Georgia coffee or ,adding to your 
collection of Sega-themed mi~iatures 
isn't gqing to improve·Ryo's chances. 
Edge admits to spending cl little too 
long pumping one· vending rr\achi~e 
for a small NiGHTs figurine (though· 
it was snagged eventually). 

Hiding the evidence 

The easiest comparison. to be drawn 
with Shenmue·is with ro(eplaxing 
games. No obvious goal is.offered to 
begin with, other -thao to avenge the 
death of-Ryo's father. Clues to the 
_ultimate mystery are unravelled one 
by one, from information offered in 
piecemeal form by friends and fami ly. 
some characters just ha.ppen to be 
incidental - such as the town drunk 

·who just wants t.9 be~~t alone. Until 
. you speak to people; yo dQri't know 
what they're hiding: or ev,~Jl whom. 

. - " .Though sometime_syou encounter 
the same conversation many times -,,/ 
. ' over, it's eq~ally true ,that some events 
occur quite natura lly. Ryo may juf t 
happen to arrive bac_k tiome and receive 
a phone ca ll from Hanazaki-san, his 
apparent love'interest. Another time 
_Ryo might get involved in looking for a 
lost cat - because there doesn't appear 
to be much else left.to do jn town that · 
afternoon as-h~•heads ba_ck home. 

It's hard to say'how C.SRI could have 
improved on this illusion of combining 
circu'mstance with the obvious. 

. Disguising clues among the routin!? ~ 
all adds to the experience. . • '"LS 

J. 

urn a ove 
which is more than 
its software. Phone 
(left); spe"nding time 
Virtua Fighter fi~urin 

. --

Characters come in many shapes 
and forms (350 in total), and 
r~nge from the harmless-(left) 

· to the mysterious (above) to the 
downright unexpected-(main) · 

.. 
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matters 
Games are getting larger and larger, 
but who is actually bothering to play 
them? Edge investigates whether or 
not the 'size isn't important, it's what 
you do with it' argument holds true 

ITTI hy do games, from RPGs to firstperson shoot 'em ups, 

W so frequently expect their audience to dedicate in excess 

of 15 hours just to view their closing credits? How many people 

actually spend the time to read every last trivial utterance or 

explore that final dungeon? And why do codeshops have such 

an unshakeable desire to produce bloated, SO-hour epics when 

a condensed, action-packed 15-hour equivalent could be a 

refreshing and refined alternative? 

Are developers being hoodwinked by the hardcore? 

Are codeshops preaching merely to the converted alone by 

producing epic adventures that demand over 30 hours of play to 

complete? Looking at mainstream videogame magazines or 

Internet chat forums, it's obvious that the most strident opinions 

are often those of devotees. Metal Gear Solid, it is said, is too 

short. Final Fantasy VIII, by contrast, is rarely criticised for its 

heavyweight 100 hours-plus of play time. Even Zelda: Ocarina 

of Time, a title that demands about 30 hours to complete via 

the most linear route from start to finish, has been described as 

inadequate in length. 

Do game makers know their audience? Consider the most 

fated consumer demographic of recent years: the casual gamer. 

By definition - as vague it may be - these are individuals for 

whom gaming is only an occasionally welcome diversion. 

Publishers are aware that while those who buy software on a 

regular basis pay the rent, it is the interest of the mainstream 

gamer that must be stimulated to maximise revenues. No true 

A-list title can live up to its billing unless it captures the 

imagination of the casual cross-section - as anyone working 

in the PlayStation market will confirm. 

Videogames have much to learn from cinema (and, within 

the next decade, the reverse may also become true). But at 

the moment certain types of entertainment software doggedly, 

and almost naively, attempt to offer experiences modelled on 

their celluloid cousins. A hardcore gamer accustomed to filling 

gaps in the game with his or her imagination - or the patience of 

the dedicated practitioner - is more likely to forgive raw scripts or 

seemingly endless wandering. The casual gamer, lacking that 

experience or perseverence, is unlikely to be as generous. Can 

the art of telling involved stories via the medium of console or 

home PC ever hope to compete with the Tekkens and Cran 
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MGS uses tightly 
focused gameplay 
elements in order 
to maintain pace 
throughout the 
game. Around just 
about every corner 
lies something that 
will stir interest 

Turismos of the videogames industry? In Japan, of course, they already do. But in the 

west, that is very far from being the case. 

Looking at the likes of Nintendo, LucasArts and SquareSo~ it can be argued 

that the standard of videogame adventures has never been higher. Even western 

developers have grasped - final ly - the importance of measured character progression, 

among other, equally desirable, design attributes. But on the sub1ect of size, perhaps 

game programmers have some rethinking to do. 

Lacking the conformity of experience of a movie or a book, videogame adventures 

can be an often solitary pursuit, where isolated events are scattered in among 

environment-based tasks. Whether action-based occurrences or story updates, these 

events are often the hook that maintains or increases player interest. Could it be 

argued, though, that cutting out a proportion of non-essential busywork - like running 

from one end of the map to the other, or attempting to use a mysterious, newly 

acquired object in a variety of contexts in order to progress - would make games more 

enjoyable, more accessible? Could it be that the on-rails FMV genre is not the creative 

cancer that many perceive it to be, but a tentative first step towards a design brief that 

might be of greater interest to casual players than the likes of Alundra or Shadowman 7 

IS big better? 
With a budget that few codeshops could ever aspire to, Digital Anvil's Freelancer is a 

behemoth in every sense of the word. And yet, as a PC title, its developer can make a 

few basic assumptions that its console-coding equivalents cannot. Adam Medhurst, 

art director at Digital Anvil, knows that PC gamers are traditionally well disposed 

towards large, complex titles. But does he fear that Freelancer is almost too big7 \MII 

many gamers, other than the seriously hardcore, get to see every bit of it? 

'We have to look at the context when using the word 'big'." responds Medhurst. 

'The physical environment is indeed big .. an epic universe, which is expected by this 

section of the market. If the game, or at least the linear part, takes over 40 hours to 

experience, is that big? It really boils down to the playing style preferred by the 

individual. In Freelancer, the gamer builds up their status in the universe in a variety 

of ways, from quests to trading over many gaming sessions. All players will have the 

chance to see the majority of the world at some point. I am not sure if it really 

matters that not every single inch of the game is seen. 

"I believe that interactive entertainment should not be disposable. Therefore one 

can play Freelancer several times and experience different stories, events and quests 

of many kinds. To allow this, the scale of the game needs to be generous. A large 

proportion of the interiace is 3D object interactive only. This not only increases the 

sense of environment association within the world, but also addresses a common 

problem - large games offer little interactivity'.' 

With a game like Freelancer, size does matter. But it's what you do with it that 

counts. "Knowing where to place emphasis, and how much, is the key," Medhurst 

states. "I believe scale is essential for Freelancer, to provide a truly absorbing and 

immersive environment - one that not only creates a true sense of space, but also 

provides a high level of interaction and depth. A game of this genre should feel 

massive to the player'.' 

While the likes of Conflict: Freespace and I-War offer bite-sized set pieces, 

Freelancer ambitiously opts for an open universe, a la Elite. But the days when simple 

vector graphics were sustenance enough for hungry imaginations are long gone. 

Players now expect such games to boast visuals approaching those of CG sequences 

from similarly themed sci-fi movies or TV shows. Offering large-scale, varied visual 

content is an expensive business - as Freelancer's current cost, at over i20m, attests. 



Lacking the conformity 
of experience of a movie or 
a book, videogame adventures 
can be an often solitary pursuit, 
where isolated events 
are scattered in among 
environment-based tasks 

Such resources are beyond the wildest 

aspirations of most codeshops, but 

Medhurst firmly believes there are other 

ways to achieve this goal without 

employing an inordinately large in-house 

art staff. The solution, he proposes, is to 

employ external talent. Until recent years 

this was practically a taboo within 

development - expensive and impractical. 

''I've used over 50 artists out of house, 

from over several art houses all over the 

world," reveals Medhurst. "From conceptual 

illustrators in Hollywood to 3D art houses 

as far as Russia and Vietnam. It allows me 

to build several parts of the game at the 

same time - and it also enables me to 

move faster and achieve continuity across 

the board from an aesthetic perspective. 

Companies can take economic risks by 

constructing huge in-house art teams. 

"Obviously this methodology takes a 

great deal of organisation, planning and 

communication for it to be successful. But I 

can honestly say that not only has it really 

worked out well, it has been tremendous 

fun. The model lends itself well to the 

production of large projects like Freelancer. 

I see no reason why it shouldn't be as 

useful for any size of game'.' 

Do developers physical ly, or financially, 

have the ability to undertake such massive 

projects7 "It seems as though the constant 

decreasing cost of backing storage and 

RAM has resulted in more physical 

content," offers Medhurst. 'With tumbling 

hardware costs we should also consider 

the increases in processor speeds in line 

with and above Moore's Law Faster 

processors and cards have been turned 

over to handling the Al and rendering 

components in the game's loop. Wny not 

use these added cycles to auto-generate 

content? Algorithms for auto-generative 

landscapes, interactions, textures, audio 

and characters - and so forth - all exis~ 

yet developers still spend a large amount 

of time physically designing and prescribing 

these things to the gamer. Although there's 

a case for consistency, there's also a case 

for uniqueness and the unknown'.' 

SIZE MATTERS 
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SIZE MATTERS 

Sonic Adventure (above) and 
Soul Reaver (right) are - in many 
respects - flip sides of the same 
coin. Whereas Sega' s title is 
broken into bite-sized chunks, 
with plot as the glue that binds 
them, Soul Reaver is a large, 
continuous epic. Sonic is a game 
you dip into; Soul Reaver almost 
demands extended play sessions. 
Why must episodic design be 
restricted to certain game styles? 
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Growth industry 
Acclaim's Guy Millar worked as creative director on Shadowman. A large and 

compelling adventure, it obviously owes a debt of gratitude to Miyamoto's magnificent 

Zelda Ill: A Link To The Post. To complete it, however, takes far longer -A Link To The 

Post lasts around 20 hours, while Millars work takes at least twice as long to finish. 

Does he feel that advances in technology are forcing or at least compelling developers 

to create increasingly larger games? 

"No, I don't think we are being forced to. Technology allows us to increase the size 

of our games," he argues. "I've always wanted to do a huge epic. 1/vnen I played Zelda 

[on the SNES] I was absolutely captivated by it. It set the standard for the future. Better 

technology just allows you to do it in full 3D, or in high resolution - it helps us rather 

than forces us to do certain things'.' 

Larger, more lavish environments come at a premium, though. "You do have to 

guarantee that a title is going to be a hit because of the cost," concedes Millar. "First 

and foremost you have to design it to be successful. In a marketplace such as we 

have at the moment it's becoming increasingly difficult'.' 

But how can a game the size of Shadowman appeal to the wider reaches of the 

videogame marketplace? How, in short, can Millar hope to snare a casual player for a 

period exceeding 40 hours? "A casual gamer makes a selection in a shop. Once he's 

got it home, then he's going to spend his time playing the game, isn't he?" says Millar 

"I've spoken to people who have played Shadowmon for up to six or seven hours a 

night (and probably been the worse for wear the following morning). But people will 

do that. Once you find a game that's addictive, that you're really into, then you'll play it 

until the dawn is breaking'.' 



Spoken like a true hardcore gamer. So what did Millar make of Edge's line in its 

Shadowman review, where it was suggested that many gamers with the requisite free 

time to complete it were kids prevented from doing so, due to its adult content rating7 

"I think as far as Shadowmon was concerned with journalists .. well, it takes at least 

two to three hours to get into it. That posed certain problems with the reviews ... " 

Steady on. Edge's man clocked around 35 hours with Shadowman. 

''Those first few hours were, with hindsight, a bit dry," Millar continues. 'We've 

changed that with Shadawmon 2, as I don't believe initially there was enough of a 

'phook' to involve the player. That was a problem with a few reviews'.' 

So what about the accusations that Shadowman is too sprawling in places and, 

worse, positively unhelpful where directional pointers are concerned? ''There's 

something in that," admits Millar. "It's a major problem in Shadowman that you can 

get lost and not know where to go next. As far as the design is concerned, if you keep 

searching you will find a way - some find that very satisfying. And there are always 

strategy guides or the Internet to help you'.' 

So why does it not have a hint system, such as Ocarina of Time? "I think it can be 

SIZE MATTERS 

How long- 50 hours, 15 hours, 15 minutes? With Shadowman, 
Silent Hill and AVP, the time required to reach an end or 
satisfactory conclusion differs wildly. Which game gets it right? 

compact levels in a way that not even Half-Life can rival. Does Rebellion MD 

Jason Kingsley favour the episodic approach 7 

"It depends on the type of game you are trying to do," he claims. "If you're tr,ing 

to do a fully immersive roleplaying game, you manifest your episodic inclinations in 

missions and things like that. But with AVP, it's so difficult, so frantic, we wanted to give 

players staging posts - a feeling of achievement. It was deliberately designed like that 

to give people a sense of progression throughout the areas'.' 

Does he believe that the mainstream gamer has the time, or, for that matter, the 

inclination, to invest countless hours on an adventure? "I think your average gamer 

does not. But the hardcore gamer will spend all their spare time doing just that. \/Ve [at 

Rebellion] like the idea of games that give people value for money. If you get three 

solid weekends or 15 evenings of play - and I'm just plucking numbers out of the sky 

here - as opposed to 50 evenings of play, you're still getting pretty good value for 

money. More importantly, a more approachable size means that you're not wasting 

your efforts in building a game that most of your consumers aren't going to see. 

''There's nothing more frustrating than building a game where half your players give 

11There's nothing more frustrating than building a game where half 
of your players give up a third of the way through. It's important that people 
get a sense of achievement. And the learning curve needs to be right" 

a problem as far as suspension of disbelief is concerned. The ro,:son d'etre when 

making a game like Shadowman is to make it completely immersive. If you get text 

reminders popping up on screen, it might make you recognise that you're not actually 

there. Nintendo is good at this sort of thing in cartoon environments like those found 

in Zelda and Mario games, but in a game like Shadowman it's difficult to do because, 

fundamentally, although it is in a fantasy land, it is supposed to be realistic'.' 

And that is a problem central to videogames. How do you maintain an 

atmosphere and a consistency of experience for periods of time that films, or even 

works of literature, barely touch upon 7 Surely that it is something that will only become 

clearer over time, as technology enables rather than restricts those commanding it. 

Looking for some action 
Whereas many developers might have approached a project like Aliens Vs Predator 

with their creative juices soured by cinematic aspirations, Rebellion's interpretation of 

the brief is a videogame first and foremost. The distinction is succinct. Broken into 

bite-sized chunks of high speed action, Ahen vs Predator is a critical, commercial and 

cult success. Part of its appeal, Edge is often told, is that it maintains tension within its 

up a third of the way through. It's important that people get a sense of achievement. 

And the learning curve needs to be right. People do go too far in building big games. 

But then, in many ways, I think some don't go far enough. They have the size, but 

you're not actually doing anything. There are some examples of games that I've tried 

to play but got sick and tired with. I'll be playing them and know what I've got to do 

but I've just got to walk too far to do it. Or you get the other phenomenon - that you 

can see that the testing is very thorough ior the first third, less so for the next third 

and the last part is kind of chucked together. Games should be tested and refined 

thoroughly all the way through'.' 

One problem that used to be rife in videogames, and which still rears its ugly head, 

is where ill-considered graphical touches and gameplay devices collide. Every gamer 

must have experienced this at some time or other, and the dissatisfying search for a 

solution it creates: the act of strafing against in-game furniture while tapping an action 

button, desperate for some kind of response. Kingsley is familiar with this flaw. 'We 

ahNays stress with new artists that if something looks like a door, it has to be a door. 

There's nothing more frustrating than showing somebody an entrance but isn't, unless 

it says clearly: 'I'm welded shut!' I draw parallels between this and some of the very old 
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adventure games. You knew what you were trying to do - you just had to find the right 

phrase so the parser could understand. It's frustrating, because you've already solved 

the puzzle, but you can't tell the computer you've done so" 

One criticism of larger games is that their designers often like to draw out a game 

with mindless busywork. Naturally, not every moment can be a scintillating set piece, 

but endless trawls through non-interactive locales can be dangerously tedious. 'That's 

a dirty old trick, to multiply the size of a level or area," observes Kingsley. "It depends 

how it is done, though. In Alien vs Predator, there are deliberately areas where nothing 

happens. We use this to heighten the tension - it's a specific feature. Sometimes, you 

need those pauses simply to relax before the next big dramatic scene. Differences in 

pace are important in a game, but need to be there as a creative device. If they're 

there for the wrong reason then lulls are bad, cheap and easy'.' 

Should developers consider using more external talent? Would writers with a keen 

appreciation of how to create a watertight film treatment be a boon in the process of 

scripting both gameplay and narrative for a videogame7 Kingsley believes there is much 

for industry practitioners and their counterparts working in other mediums to learn 

about differing techniques or practices - and, in sorne instances, un-learn. 

"I think there are overlaps, which are significant and will grow more so. But 

woe betide anyone who thinks that if they're a filrn-maker they can make a game, and 

vice versa, without going back to the beginning and learning again. l'rn sure there are 

lots of scriptwriters who are talented and want to work on interactive scripts, which is 

great. But they need to learn so many simple things. You can't have a decision tree 

that splits into two and have 28 of them, because you'll have six million endings, 

which isn't practical. The plot strands have got to spread and come back, so you 

have nodule junctions in the story. You can't have it going off at random'.' 

A question of time? 
Metal Gear Solid is a classic videogame. As awkward and unrefined as its plot may 

be (the translation from Japanese to English is rarely kind), its high-paced action is 

condensed into a predominately gripping I 0-to-15-hour lifespan. Does that fact relate, 

in any sense, to its commercial success' A connection surely exists. MCS's distant 

relative, Final Fantasy VIII, could almost be described as more interactive storybook 

than game. It is almost the opposite of Hideo Kojima's masterpiece in this sense. 

The former entertains and immerses the player wilh variable play. The latter offers 

hour upon hour of dialogue as an integral part of the gameplay. 

However, the two 32bil Final Fantasy games are almost an anomaly. With 

production values that are the envy of 1he industry, Square can call upon resources that 

few developers can ever aspire to. To complete Final Fantasy VIII, and doing so in a 

manner that takes in its side quests and secrets, requires 40 days at three hours per 

night, or 60 with two. That Square maintains such a high level of entertainment 

throughout is testamenl to its financial clout, and the legions of creative staff that this 

allows. When other codeshops attempt to work lo a Final Fantasy-style brief, they 

invariably fail. Their games are too big, too sparse. They are almost desolate by 

comparison, with infrequent hook events punctuating hours of low-budget exploration. 

There is also the fact that some western developers fail to grasp lhe degree to 

which the industry is driven by Japan. There, with a far greater proportion of what we 

would describe as hardcore gamers, the heavyweight RPG is a staple of many software 
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diets. In Europe and, lo a lesser extenl, America, that's patently not the case - it's 

unusual to see an adventure game top lhe relail charts. 

Edge recalls an interesting topic of discussion after Final Fantasy VII enjoyed its 

brief sojourn at the top of UK sales charts: many store owners were surprised not by 

the rate by which units were leaving their shop but the rate at which they were being 

returned. Apparently many of lhese players simply couldn't relate to the sprawling plot, 

or lacked the time and patience lo make any progress. 

In conclusion, it's hard not to lapse into sub-sociological musings. Statistics could 

be cited to suggest that nowadays people have more demands upon their time than 

ever before; they simply lack the time to play games for three, even two hours a night. 

How can you reconcile completing Ocarina of Time, Silver or Shadowman with having 

a job, a relationship, or even a few alternative hobbies' Does the much discussed 

golden goose of gaming - the chic, PlayStation-owning club-goer - give a damn that 

a specific piece of narrative-driven bloatware was a labour of love for its designers, 

and took almost three years to create? 

There were anguished cries from certain quarters when Sega announced that 

Shenmue would be broken into digestible episodes. Some might argue that this is 

an exploitative realisation of potential revenue, or a manifest demonstration of Yu 

Suzuki's perfectionist nature and power within Sega. Or could it be one of the 

most inspired decisions in recent gaming history, revealing clarity of vision, an 

understanding of a wider audience? After all, if a tree falls in a forest, and 

no one is there to hear it, does it make a sound7 

Final Fantasy VIII: videogame or interactive storybook? Opinions 
differ. Consider this, tllough: which picture illustrates gameplay? 



Hideo Kojima was 
the director of Meta/ 
Gear Solid, a game 
Edge believes strikes 
a fine balance 
between scale and 
compulsion to play. 
Who better, then, to 
offer opinion on this 
unusual issue? 

Edge: Do you feel that games are in danger of becoming 

too large, that adventure titles requiring more than 20 

hours' worth of play time are making unreasonable 

demands on gamers' time? 

Hideo Kojima: For the typical person with a jOb, the 

play time of current games is definitely too long. There 

are games out there that seem to make you waste your 

precious time and don't se'Ve as entertainment. Some 

RPGs have too many time-consuming enemy 

encounters that have no meaning in the overall story. 

However, one mustn't forget that these battle scenes 

can contribute to the unique fun of games This 

means that if this interactive portion is fun enough, it 

will not be seen as a burden. It is not a matter of the 

overall play time, but a matter of whether or not 

this moment is fun . This is like trying to classify 

objectively whether the period you're going out 

with someone was long or short. If you like that 

person a lot, you want to be with them for a 

long time. some couples only last for a few days, 

some couples last for a lifetime. For those who 

can only compare game entertainment to two

hour film entertainment, the long play time 

could be tough to endure. 

Edge: Some hardcore gamers criticise 

Metal Gear Solid, believing it to be too 

short. What would be your reply to that? 

HK: Obviously, the play time for MGS is shorter 

than that of RPGs with a lot of enemy 

encounters. I believe that the fun element and 

the density of the contents in MGS is not inferior 

to those games. There are a lot of games that 

are made of similar numbers of events and 

scenarios, but which force you to go through 

similar stages over and over - then try to give 

variation to the ga11e by raising the difficulty 

level within the game. In MGS we tried to get 

rid of such time wasting and aimed for pure 

enjoyment of the contents at a pleasart tempo. 

I do now regret that the temperature morphing 

card key event in Metal Gear Solid was a bit 

repetitive, though. 

Edge: Did you envisage MGS taking 

between eight and 12 hours to complete? 

HK: The overall play time was only determined 

after we put together all the components of the 

game. What I think of first is how many events, 

traps, enemies, bosses, cinematics, etc. would 

satisfy the player I then lay them out on a timeline. 

Only after this stage can the play time be 

determined. This intended playtime in the ~lanning 

stage has nothing to do with the actual playtime of 

the finished game. For example, if the running speed 

of Solid Snake was slowed down by 50 per cent, 

the game would take twice as long. After we had 

combined a bunch of enjoyable components in the 

game and linked them, we ended up with between 

eight and 12 hours of gameplay. There's nothing to say 

that a game has to be limited to two hours, like films. 

Edge: Metal Gear Solid has extras that players 

can only get to see by completing it. Do you think 

that developers should concentrate on making 

tighter, focused but shorter games and appease 

hardcore gamers by adding special features that alter 

SIZ E MATTERS 

the way the game plays for the second time? 

The scenario in an action game is to limit the freedom of the 

player within the game. Without this scenario, there is no sense of 

atmosphere and involvement. The mission 'You are a spy. Avoid being 

found and save the world' is one that makes the player feel involved. 

The scenario in MGS is merely a tool to make the player dive into that 

world and enjoy a feeling of infiltration. In reality, one would probably 

like to play in a less limiting environment. That's why, for those who 

have finished the game, we include a mode in which the player can 

play more freely without being bound by the scenario. As you will 

see in the Game Boy MGS (or as you can already experience in MGS 

Special Missions), future games will probably feature a mode in 

which the player can play the same stages or in the same map but 

with a different mission objective. This may become the trend: the 

player learns the game system and action components in the main 

scenario mode, and then use what they have learned in the 

subsequent missions and bonus stages 

Edge: Do you think it's easy to distinguish the difference in 

value between something that is compact, yet packed with 

individual events, or large, but rather repetitive? 

HK: Something with high density is preferable, of course. Total play 

time is not what's important. How many adventures and events and 

surprises a game continuously presents is key. Crossing a 1,000-metre 

bridge with 100 identical battles is not fun. Crossing a ten-metre bridge 

with ten different enemies is definitely more enjoyable. However, I do 

not want to reject the idea of a 1,000-metre bridge as a tool as long as 

it is well presented to the player 

Edge: Do you think it's possible to tell a story on a par with 

films if it must be stretched to fill up to 30 hours of play time? 

HK: As long as the ups and downs throughout the story and plot are 

well designed, it is possible. All existing games are errand games -

games where you must carry out actions to get a result. No story in 

any existing game, including MGS, is a real story in the true sense of 

the word. The final objective in a game may be to kill the dragon and 

the entire scenario simp~ makes the player collect items and 

information until they are able to do so. In adventure games, people 

are forced to look for the key to unlock the door. If the player has to 

keep on doing this for 30 hours there is no scenario or drama. In 

fact, there is a simple lack of drama. Even if the game is short and 

composed of a series of item collecting ('Get the orb to obtain the 

sword to kill the dragon ... '), it is still an errand game. And during 

playable, interactive port ons of the game, dramatic direction cannot 

be applied. This is why it is important that non-interactive, one-way 

demos must be shown to enhance the significance of a particular 

line or scene in the game. 

Edge: Do you believe that games will become shorter as a 

side-effect of increased development time? 

HK: If the game project prioritises reality, that would be the case. -his 

is a critical but paradoxical issue for scenario-based games with 

the oursuit of realism. 

Edge: How do you think game-size issues will be affected 

by the advent of new technologies? 

HK: All of what I've beer talking about here is one of the first debates 

to take place with the introduction of PlayStation2. In order to create 

realism-based games for PS2 with the same volume as similar 

games for current consoles, development time will multiply integrally. 

In 2D, creating a park involves simply drawing a picture and placing 

sprite characters. But in 3D, the entire park and background, along 

with the characters, must be created in three dimensions. Now we 

must deal with fountain water, sand in the sandbox, time and weather. 

Facial expressions must be enhanced, and there must be ten fingers 

on the hands. Everything in the park must be tangible and, ideally, 

interactive. This goes on forever So what becomes more 

important than ever is what the designer sets as a top priority 
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Game of the Year 
The most complete packages delivered during what might be termed a period of drought 

I Gran Turismo 2 

I outcast 

runner-up 

I soul Calibur 

Developer 

Format 

Publisher 

Namco 

Dreamcast 

Namco 

Simplistic on the surface, bGt, like the 
best beat ·em ups, convoluted once 
you learn its nuances, soul Calibur 
cemented Namco·s reputation as a 
master of any format it tinkers with. 

Developer 

Format 

Publisher 

Appeal 

PC 

lnfogrames 

Technically innovative and overly 
ambitioJs, outcast is a rough diamond. 

Despite its relative inaccessibility, 

however, the freeform universe offers 
a rare sense of startling immersion. 

I winner 

Developer 

Format 

Publisher 

Polyphony Digital Inc 

PlayStation 

Sony 

The most comprehensive racing 
title in the history of videogaming, 
GT2 also happens to be a cunningly 
designed, technically supreme, 
exceptionally balanced, disturbingly 
engrossing, and infin tely enjoyable 

title. An astounding amalgamation of 
realism, structure and playability make 
Polyphony's game the year's best. 

runner-up 



Gameplay Innovation 
Thinking differently in order to break ground remains a tough task, making th is award one of the most coveted 

~----- -w_in_n_e~rl ~I s_e_am_ an _ _____ _ _ _ __ ~ 

Developer 

Format 

Publisher 

Vivarium 

Dreamcast 

sega 

The cult of virtual pets taken to its 
extreme is the core of the Seaman 
experience - and it works. Hatch 
the man-faced fish from eggs and 
communicate with trem on a daily 
basis using the bundled microphone; 

tickle them with a virtual hand; curse 
as they die due to lack of attention. 
Original and thoroughly engaging. 

I Aliens vs Predator 

runner-up I Developer 

Format 

Publisher 

Rebellion 

PC 

Fox Interactive 

other games allow two warring tr bes 
to be played, but no one has done it 
with the panache of this three-way 

FPS. Each class fights differently, and 
the multiplayer variations are huge. 

I Silent Hill 

Developer 

Format 

Publisher 

Konami 

PlayStation 

Konami 

Other games attempt to hide the 
PlayStation·s visual inadequacies, but 
here Konami uses its draw-distance 

deficiency to chilling effect by draping 
atmospheric fog about the place. 

runner-up I 



Graphical Achievement 
The most immediately gratifying part of the mix, and one that patently separates the men from the boys 

jshenmue 

Homeworld 

I runner-up 

I soul Calibur 

Developer 

Format 

Publisher 

Namco 

Dreamcast 

Namco 

If Sonic Adventure hinted at what 
Sega's 128b1t console could do, Soul 
Calibur left the gaming world in no 
doubt. Extravagance abounds, from 
backdrops to characters to effects. 

Developer 

Format 

Publisher 

Relic 

PC 

Sierra 

Space-based games were dominaJed 
by blackness before Relic added bright 

technieolour ships, sparkling engine 

contrails and pastel gas clouds. Inky 
voids are now a thing of the past. 

jwinner 

Developer 

Format 

Publisher 

sega 

Dreamcast 

sega 

It's been a long time coming, but Yu 
Suzuki's $40m experiment in creating 
what is a complete. populated virtual 
world in which a game occurs proves 
to be a mighty success. The level of 

detail on the character models, in 
particular. is breathtaking. Never has 
such a convincing representation of 
real life been built into a videogame. 

runner-up 



Technical Achievement 
Perhaps the most difficult aspect of a videogame to mark out, but arguably the cleverest 

winner I [ Hidden & Dangerous 
~------------------~ 

Developer 

Format 

Publisher 

Illusion Softworks 

PC 

Take 2 

Purportedly developed in a mere 
18 months. Hidden & Dangerous 
combines convincing visuals (lending 
it an unparalleled feeling of 'being 
there') and technical flair to maximum 
effect. its squad-based Al, authentically 
researched missions, and excellent 

control system lend this 'game out of 
nowhere· a rare sense of coherence. 

[ soul Calibur 

runner-up [ Developer 

Format 

Publisher 

Namco 

Dreamcast 

Namco 

Remarkable because it came so ear y 
in the Dreamcast's lifespan, Soul 

Calibur made a mockery of claims that 
new systems cannot be made to sirg 
during the early stages of their lives. 

[soul Reaver 

Developer 

Format 

Publisher 

Crystal Dynamics 

PlayStation 

Eidos 

One of Shigeru Miyamoto·s most 

infamous beefs with CDs is load 
waiting. With its caching, Soul Reaver 
eliminates any such concerns, 

delivering its action seamlessly. 

runner-up I 



Audio Achievement 
The days of turning down the TV and slapping on a CD are long gone - now, soundtracks are to be celebrated 

I Medal of Honor 

I Final Fantasy VIII 

runner-up 

!winner 

Developer 

Format 

Publisher 

Dreamworks 

Playstation 

EA 

Medal of Honor takes the interaction 
between movies and gaming to a new 
level, thanks to the involvement of 

Steven Spielberg and, at least as 
significantly, Michael Giacchino, who 
contributed a supremely well-paced 
score. The talents or the Seattle 
Symphony Orchestra create an 
impressive and tense atmosphere. 

I Wild Metal country 

Developer 

Format 

Publisher 

DMA Design 

PC 

Gremlin 

Wild Metal's dynamic sample layering 
system helps create a realistic world 
where every object has an arsenal of 
effects associated with it - each one 
triggered by increasing proximity 

Developer 

Format 

Publisher 

SquareSoft 

PlayStation/PC 

Sony/Eidos 

Probably the most lavish sounding (and 

looking) RPG ever, Square's flagship 

brand continues to delight gamers with 
its mix of haunting character themes 

and recurring incidental music. 

I runner-up 



Hardware Innovation 
Last year Dreamcast took the crown; this year sees an altogether gruntier piece of silicon stepping up for honours 

Manufacturer 

Origin 

Price 

winner I 

Nvidia 

us 

Boards from £200 

Everyone knew it was going to happen, 

just not in 1999. Nvidia's GeForce 256 is 
the first graphics chip to take transform 

and lighting calculations from the CPU, 
freeing it up for better Al, physics and 
collision detection. Next year's games 
sroutd play smarter and took clearer, 
thanks to the 23m transistors 
crammed on to this stab of silicon. 

/ Neo-Geo Pocket Color 

runner-up I 

Nvidia's GeForce 256 Chip 

Manufacturer 

Origin 

Price 

5NK 

Japan 

£60 

It doesn't have anything like the Game 
Boy's software library, but SNK's cute 

handheld kicks its competitor into 
touch where grunt is concerned. 
Try NGPC sonic for ample proof. 

/ 1ntelliMouse Explorer 

Manufacturer I 
Origin 

Pnce 

Microsoft 

us 

£45 

tt may not have been specifically 
designed as a gaming product, but ,he 
first mouse to ship with a laser tracker 
in place of a standard ball is beautifully 
designed and exceptionally effective. 

n A. • 

runner-up I 



Coin-op of the Year 
The arcade industry may be in decline, and yet it continues to offer up the type of innovation simply not possible in the home 

I F355 Challenge I I winner 
~---------------------------------~ 

[ID)"~ 

I Brave Fire Fighters 

I runner-up 

·!@~ 

I Silent scope 

Developer 

Publisher 

Konami 

Konami 

so many games now have sniper rifle 

options but Konami has taken the 
concept, pared it down to its core 

and added fast-paced and tense 
arcade action to the mix. Tre result is 
novel yet familiar and deeply addictive. 

Developer 

Publisher 

AM1 

Sega 

Another in Sega·s continuing 
professions simulations, Brave Fire 
Fighters is instantly entertaining. It also 

represents a breath of fresh air from 
the usual coin-op diet. As a frantic 
twoplayer cooperative experience, 

few things can beat it. 

Developer 

Publisher 

Software R&Dff2 

Sega 

Edge admits initial apprehension at 

learning of Yu Suzuki's ambition to 
develop a simulation title based on 
Ferrari's Challenge r2ce series. The 
thought of a fully fledged sim among 

the instantly gratifying titles usually 
found in arcades seemed a little odd. 
Yet how wonderful everything has 

turned out. Yes. it's a simulation. 
Yes. it's difficult. But the sense of 
involvement is utterly astounding. 

I runner-up 



Developer of the Year 
A category fought out by a number of Japanese codeshops, but only the most consistent could lift the trophy 

Formats I 
Headquarters 

DreamcastJcoin-op/ 

PlayStation 

Japan 

It crafted the one of the games of the 
year and one of the best looking 
games ever - in one package. Namco 
didn't only release Soul Calibur and 
kickstart Dreamcast sales in 1999. It 
also continues to impress with the 
latest version of Ridge Racer pushing 
the limits of Playstation, as does Ace 
combat 3 - visually at least - while 
Tekken Tag Tournament adds polish 
to one of its most valued brands. And 
with Playstation2·s imminent arrival, all 
eyes must be focused on the potential 
of Namco·s key early title& 

Namco 

Publisher of the Year 

soul Galibur 

Ridge Racer Type 4 

Tekken Tag Tournament 

Ace combat 3 

name□ 

In a year of corporate takeovers and mergers, one company put its money behind innovative games and ambitious developers 

Formats 

Headquarters 

Dreamcast/PC/ 

PlayStation/GBC 

UK 

It was once fashionable to deride Eidos 
as a one-trick pony, but its impressive 
line-up in 1999 was proof that those 
days are long gone. From the deals it 
has struck with ambitious Startup 
developers to the canny licensing of 
top Japanese products, Eidos shows 
that business acumen and genuine 
love of computer games can coexist. 

I Eidos 

The Nomad soul 

Power Stone 

Resident EVil 3 

Soul Reaver 

Championship Manager 3 

Braveheart 

Warzone 2100 

Tomb Raider. TIR 

Urban Chaos 

EIDOS 
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Every issue, Edge evaluates the 

best, most interesting, hyped, 

innovative or promising games 

on a scale of ten, where five 

naturally represents the middle 

value. A game receiving a 

'seven out of ten', for example, 

is a very competent title with 

noticeable flaws but which 

should still appeal to a 

considerable range of players. 

It does, after all, score two 

points above average and 

should therefore not be 

considered as such. 

Edge's rating system is fair, 

progressive and balanced. An 

average game deserves an 

average mark - not, as many 

believe. seven out of ten. 

The delinitive monthly assessment ol the world 's lat est video games 

□ ri ving al tern atives 

m ow refreshing it is to encounter three driving 
games in the same month that offer more 

than merely the usual A-to-B formula . 
It's not that circuit-based racing has suddenly lost 

its appeal - particularly when you 're talking about 
racers of GT quality - but the prospect of getting to 
grips with yet another developer's absurd and feeble 
(and even absurdly feeble, on occasion) attempt at 
bettering Gran Turismo can have the nasty side-effect 
of sending neurones into permanent standby mode. 

Attempting to create something to stand proudly 
alongside Polyphony's GT series is a futile exercise for 
just about every codeshop. So it's with no small 
amount of pleasure that Edge samples Beetle Crazy 
Cup, Rollcage Stage If, and Crazy Taxi within column 
inches of each other. If nothing else, it's proof that 
there are developers out there prepared to venture 
off-road with racing concepts. Granted, Crazy Taxi 
has been around for 12 months in coin-op form, but 
the opportunity to play it without the accompaniment 
of a pocketful of pound coins has grand appeal. 

Of these three great titles, Rollcage Stage 11 
emerges as the one offering the most complete 
videogaming package while validating developer 
ATD's claims that its effort was always going to 

be more than a simple, exploitative rehash of 
previous code. 

Sony recently sent out a message to each of its 
PlayStation and PlayStation2 licensed developers 
warning of the dangers associated with churning 
out endless unoriginal sequels and copycat concepts. 
The company urged them to come up with novel 
ideas to break out of this destructive cycle and bring 
the emphasis back on attracting gamers through 
innovation. And it's about time. For the last three 
years Edge has been asking SCEI executives what the 
company was prepared to do about this predicament. 

In some respects it's surprising that Sony has 
adopted such a proactive stance. After all , it 's difficult 
to imagine the suits in Sony's vast music division 
sitting around a table bemoaning the lack of 
imagination evident among girl and boy bands. 
Rather, their debates are more likely to concern 
exactly what their company can do in order to 
grab a larger slice of this most cynically conceived 
sector of the popular music market. 

Does this mean that the videogame industry 
is growing up more quickly than the music trade? 
Not necessarily. But the signs, driven by the 
likes of SCEI, bode surprisingly well. 

What do you mean. there's not necessarily a finish line? Edge's racing skills get rattled by the 
emergence of three titles offering unusual formulae, courtesy of SCEE, lnfogrames and Sega 

Videogames on tne Edge 
The fuel behind those post-midnight working stints .. . . ,,. 

~~ 
- ~ <c' 

~ ~ §}! ~--~ 

Shenmue Gran Turismo 2 SFIII w Impact Colin McRae Rally 2.0 
(DC) Sega (PS) SCEE (DC) capcom (PS) Codemasters 
Suddenly, the offer of The PAL release of the Ken and Ryu may be the The arrival in the office of 
learning Japanese at uni world 's best driving game only characters given a a three-stage demo served 
doesn't seem so absurd. has forced one Edge GT2 regular workout by the to consolidate Edge's 
Somewhere, a 'Japanese in devotee to redo everything Edge team, but this is one belief ir the tttle's solid 
10 minutes or your money he had already completed game even the 2rt staff playability and technical 
back' course must exist. in the Japanese version. can get their heads around. improvements over CMR1. 
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TEST SCREEN 

lHf SIMS 

A fire gets out of hand and claims 
a life (right). It's not as sad as it 
should be - you don't develop 
deep concern. (Above) Layout 
depends on the Sims living there 

Certain possessions 
are obviously vital to 
a Sim's life, so it makes 
sense to buy them 
before blowing the 
family jewels on a 
1000-sq-ft living room 

D he Sim City 3000 saga taught 
the developer a valuable 

lesson: restraint. It saw Maxis abort 
several years work on a detailed, 
man-in-the-street city simulator for, 
effectively, a prettier Sim City 2000. 

Maxis surely hasn't abandoned 
the dream of a fully realised 
metropolis, but now it's tackling the 
problem from both directions. A 
better, faster and more 3D Sim City 
is in the works. The Sims approaches 
the other end of the sca le with 

citizens and their suburban castles. 
The result is brilliant. 

By concentrating on simulating 
real people with their family feuds 
and television sets rather than the 
outlandish beasts of seaman, 
Creatures and Tamagotchi, this 
artificial life game is effortlessly 
empathetic. But there's also a 

potential snag Just as Final Fantasy 

VI/I's characters proved not quite 
realistic enough to justify abandoning 
the cute route, flaws in ostensibly real 

people are more easily spotted than 
in some genetically modified space 
gibbon. (It took a decade of innovation 
for the FPS genre to move from the 
fantasies of ooom to the realism of 
Kingpin and Hidden & Dangerous .) 

But The Sims succeeds by keeping 
the simulation's scope reigned in . 
Sims don't talk. They burble with 
Theme Park-style pictorial bubbles. 

You don't see them at work. The game 
doesn't over reach itself in trying to 

create a computerised 'Brookside' 
What you've got is an infinitely 
versatile house construction kit which 
in itself devours hours, plus a neat 
representation of the daily lives of 
whoever you put in there. 

I You can order Sims about, but if you're not on their w avelength 
they'll usually refuse. It's dow n to a Sim's personality. With 

just a few statistics and a star sign, differentiation is achieve-=:_J 
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You focus on the environment, 
building Sims' houses and buying 
things with their wages. You can order 
them about, but if you're not on their 
wavelength they'll usually refuse, 
looking straight at you and shaking 
their heads with a plaintive 'uh-uh' 

That wavelength is down to a 
Sim's personal ity. With just a few 

statistics and a star sign, reasonable 
differentiation between the citizens 
is achieved. And while Sims have the 
attention span of Dustin Hoffman in 
'Rainman ', they've got the social 
skills of Tom Cruise. Watching their 
encounters is highly engrossing. 

Great technology makes it all 
possible. Top-drawer game Al 
motivates The Sims. Brilliant 
animation and a masterclass in the 
use of sound smoothes over any 
loose edges. Recall the stupid routes 
your units take in even the most 
recent RTS games and you'll why 
realise Maxis' path-finding Al is a 
huge achievement. Here's a game 

where you can build a house of any 



The Sims redefines the 'kitchen-sink drama'. The house can be viewed in 
various levels of undress, and also rotated to allow the ideal action view 

shape, fill it with bric-a-brac and then 
cal l half a dozen sims around to party 
and they can stil l negotiate each other 
to get a beer from the fridge. The odd 
stand-off in a kitchen doorway is the 
exception, proving the rules work. 

Actual interaction between 
Sims and their world is slightly less 
accomplished, although stil l the best 
yet The Al's trick is to have nearby 
objects (televisions, computers, beds, 
etc) all bidding to attract a Sim's 
attention, with success largely 

depending on their current mood. The 
Sims live in a here-and-now world, 
demanding constant stimulation. 

It wil l come as no surprise to 
anyone familiar with chi ldren or the 
Teletubbies that they tend to do the 
same things again and again - an 
expensive bookshel f or piano wi ll not 
be seen as more appealing than the 
TV wi thout your intervention. Sti ll, 
compared to most A-life denizens, 
The Sims has renaissance men. 

Theoretica lly- although it's not 

It's difficult to keep a lone Sim alive. They are social beasts, and you'll 
find that they tend to pine for company. Equally, they can end up broke 

apparent for many hours - The Sims 

is actually somewhat limited. Maxis 
has played it too stra ight with the 
body types and personalities, wh ile 
the toys run out sooner than you'd 
expect The Sims' Web site will help, 
offering hundreds of downloadable 
objects and new Sims, plus the tools 
to create them, though that's not 
much comfort to PC users without 
access to the Internet. 

But perhaps any gripes can be 
put down to the old 'Oliver Twist' 
syndrome - you can always ask for 
more. All th ings considered, it's 
better to see The Sims out a year 
after its E3 debut. It is undoubtedly 
one of the freshest experiences 

avai lable on any platform. It's fun 
to play and it's instructive. 

Other developers should get out 
their notepads, too, for Maxis has 
unearthed a host of design gems in 
th is, its most essential release 
since the original Sim City. 

Edge rating: 

Seven ou l ol ten 

TEST SCREEN 

Format: PC 

Publisher: Electronic Arts 

Developer: Maxis 

Pri ce : £35 

Release : out now 

Ghosts frequent one 
of your initial homes 
(above). Burglars 
will pay a visit (top) 
when the Sims are 
out or asleep 
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TEST SCREEN 

NOX 

The charming of beasts is a primary skill of the conjurer. Significantly, though, this 
key ability only allows you to dominate beasts whose scrolls have been located 

While the end-of-dungeon encounters are dramatic, true set pieces are 
found somewhat lacking elsewhere in Nox's convoluted murky caverns 

68 £ D G£• 

II hese really are depressing 
times for the PC. In the last 

12 months, its most established and 
respected developers have proved 
themselves unable to release 
games that go beyond the lacklustre 
and uninspired. The prime case in 
point must be the father of realtime 
strategy gaming -Westwood. 

was the critical success yet flat 

sales of Blade Runner enough to make 
it pick up its toys and turn towards the 

safe profits of recycling the past? 
Even the many fans of its command 
& Conquer sequel, Tiberian sun, 
must have been disappointed by 
its dearth of inspiration 

Enter the new, single-character . 
action-RPG, Nox, which merely 
manages to reiterate the point. While 
it possesses the deep-shine polish 
that PC games have always tended 
to lack, a hunger for the future is 
equal ly absent, leading it to being 
an ultimately unsatisfying experience. 
The closest comparison is Blizzard's 
glorified Gaunt/et-with-extra
roleplaying-accessories remix, Diab/a. 

Although the game deliberately 
steps away from the random 
dungeons of its inspiration, the 
stripped-down intensity of approach 
remains. Almost every element wh ich 
has personified western roleplaying 

is included, from its straight Tolkien 
clone setting downwards. one of 

the striking elements of Nox, in fact, 

is its almost culture purist attitude. 

Only the most peripheral 
influences of Japanese RPGs appears 
vi llages totally populated by citizens 
who exist to say but a single 
sentence. The most prominent step 
away from the east is in the game's 
plot being notable by its almost total 
absence. While theoretically you're 
a man - sadly this is another of those 
single-sex hero RPGs - brought to a 
fantasy land by an evil necromancer, 
your origins bear literally no 
relevance to how the story unfolds. 

The game seamlessly moves 
from your arrival to choosing wh ich 
of the three character classes you 
wish to play. (Edge wouldn't take 
being torn from its plain of existence 
so happily.) But it's in these three 
character classes where Nox most 
impresses; in play, they're wildly 
different from each other The 
traditional warrior and wizard may 
be expected, but their implementation 

shows a certain amount of flair - as 
well as the standard array of 



TEST SCREEN 

Format: PC 

Pub li sher: Electronic Arts 

Deve loper: Westwood 

Price: £35 

Release : out now 

The little story is told through cut scenes (top right) . Often, archetypal good figures are slaughtered at the hands of 
the chief villain, while you remain unengaged because you have never encountered the deceased prior to that point 

explosive magics, the wizard's more 

than capable of placing combinations 

of his spells into traps. And the 

addition of a functional shield to the 

warrior adds a surprising amount of 

delicacy to gameplay: by positioning 

the character correctly, incoming 

projectiles will be blocked. 

Most praise must be heaped 

on the third class, the conjurer 

While initially he seems merely a 

halfway house between the magical 

and martial poles, he quickly reveals 

his array of subtle nuances. The 

most impressive of these is his 

ability to possess - and, at higher 

levels, summon - certain beasts 

that you encounter, leading to 

increasingly manipulative play 

Each of the trio plays through 

The fire imps are typical of Nox's 
foes, with effective powers and 
exploitable weaknesses 

the campaign starting in a different 

corner of the world. Visiting the 

areas of Nox in alternative order 

upon replaying creates a degree of 

emotional resonance, as you see 

what would have occurred in a place 

if you weren't there to defend it. 

Technically, Nox doesn't come 

anywhere near the level required to 

impress the next-generation-hungry 

blase crowd . It seems to continue 

Westwood's strategy of releasing 

games aimed at lower-spec PCs 

as a means of side-stepping the 

only mildly lauded, it's here that the 

real fight will take place. By offering 

the accepted game modes, such as 

capture the flag, out of the box, and 

with the three classes possessing 

powers such as trap laying, which are 

only really useful in the multiplayer 

game, it certainly has the potential for 

initiating controlled chaos reminiscent 

of ancient pseudo-classic Spy vs 

Spy on a mass scale. 

Nox·s refinement may satisfy 

gamers who will happily pick it up 

because of the developer's name 

Nox's technique of 
dynamically darkening 
areas which remain 
unseen to the player 
is a rarely used idea 
which enhances the 
game's atmosphere 

!The conjurer quickly reveals his array of subtle nuances. The 
most impressive of these is his ability to possess and at higher 

levels summon beasts, leading to increasingly manipulative pi~ 

infinitely spiralling PC upgrade 

trap The most notable effect is a 

rarely used atmosphere enhancer, 

which reveals only those areas of 

the map which are in direct line 

of sight, while the rest is plunged 

into chilling darkness. 

While the solo play contains 

sufficient charm, the game's true 

success will be decided by whether 

the online community embraces 

it. Like Diab/a, whose solo game was 

alone. Ultimately, though, it's a game 

you'll play to completion but would 

never find yourself eulogising to 

friends. Nox's approach may sell well 

today, but with its rampant cultural 

retroisms, Westwood may well find 

that it has sacrificed its tomorrow. 

The future of videogaming has f'2 
rarely seemed further away L...':=:i 

Edge rating: 

Six out ol ten 
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TESTSCREEN 

CRAZY TAXI 

Format: Dreamcast 

Publisher: Sega 

Developer: In -house 

Price: £40 

Release: out now 

m espite playing Crazy Taxi 
obsessively for a couple of 

days when the preview code arrived 
at Edge's office, weeks passed with 
no one bothering to load up Sega's 
cabbie simulator again. 

Now the review version has 
arrived at Edge's HQ, once again 
many hours have been spent 
ferrying demanding customers 
around masterful ly rendered city 
environments - the second, 
Dreamcast-only level now running 
as swiftly and smoothly as its 
arcade-originating counterpart. 

Fail to deliver your customers to their destination within the strict time 
limit and they won't wait for you to stop before abandoning ship (right) 
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Both are tremendous in scope 
and offer an abundance of locale 
variation, shortcuts, and secret 
passageways as well as hordes of 
potential customers lining their many 
thoroughfares. These are colour 
coded (green for longer journeys 
through to red for shortest) allowing 
you to inject a little strategy into 
planning your journeys. 

Mastering power sliding (Crazy 
Drift) and turbo-boosting (Crazy Dash) 
your way around town should ensure 
that your customers wil l reach the ir 
destinations in record time. This not 
on ly ensures higher fares (the longer 
you take, the less you earn) but more 
seconds remain to pick up another 
taxi-seeking pedestrian. As well as 
playing along to arcade rules (rapid 
passenger delivery boosts the time 
limit and hence keeps you in play) 
you have the option of selecting fixed 
time modes (three, five or ten 
minutes). It's an easy way to ba lance 
game time if a group of you is playing. 

There are no prizes for guessing 

Despite the two play areas' many 
locations, and 16 mini-games 
(above), the action in Crazy Taxi 
rapidly becomes repetitive 

that the finished game is a lot of fun. 
After all, crazy Taxi's premise makes 
perfect videogame fodder. 

Despite the game's initial impact, 
however, it's not quite the triumph 
some have already termed it. At 
times, for example, gameplay can 
spill over into the realms of the 
preposterously frantic, robbing you 
of solid play. A more serious issue is 
the reality that, even with the extra 
city and 16 mini-games throw in, 
the game is incapable of delivering 
depth on a sign ificant sca le. It is, 
therefore, a title suited to casual 
play rather than concerted, weeks
on-end entertainment. 

There's absolutely no doubting 
Crazy Taxi's stel lar quality as a coin-op 
conversion. Like The House of the 
Dead 2 and zombie Revenge before it, 
though, it suffers longevity shortfalls. 
Restrict play time to bursts and )s' 
you'll get along fine. '1...S 

Edge rating: 

Seven out ol ten 



ROllCAG [ STAG[ II 

Stage II has 20 new tracks, with obligatory alternate routes, for you to try out 
the most imaginative and impressive ways of defying Newton's principles 

m ad ATD been happy to knock up 
a marginally improved sequel to 

its likeable 1999 futuristic racer, it's 
unlikely you'd read about it here. 

But Rollcage Stage II is a 
wonderfully complete experience, 
offering substantially more than its 
predecessor. The adrenal ine-friendly 
concept of the original remains, while 
the play mechanics have been refined 
to significantly reduce potentially 
frustrating situations. Disorientation 
can still occur, though not as often, 
and one button press gets you facing 
the right way should you require it. 

New features are myriad, and five 
leagues await you, offering two play 

modes: the pure racing nature found 
in the original Rol/cage, and Total 
racing, which introduces the concept 
of battling your opponents for points. 
Your combat skills and finish position 

Technically, this is as adept as its 
PlayStation-pushing predecessor 

then determine your final standings. 
Both modes fol low a three-race 
structure with entry to a knockout 
round granted if you' re leading the 
points table by the end of the third 
race. Winning this fourth race al lows 
progression on to the next league but 
for that to happen you must survive 
four laps without being eliminated 
from the race; whoever is bringing up 
the rea r every time the line is crossed 
is thrown out. You'll know when 
you' re headed for retirement-ville 
because your OSD helpfully turns red 
and you then either scramble to 
overtake the guy in front or gracefully 
accept defeat. The moments of 
intense desperation that fo llow the 
sudden rea lisation that you're in last 
place offer genuine thrills. 

The usual arcade and time attack 
deals are also on offer. This time, 
though, you'l l notice a tra ining mode 
offering a series of tests a ta GT to 
help you get used to the gravity
defying world of Rollcage racing. And 
adding more meat on the game's 
already fleshy construction is the 
Scramble option, presenting 25 sky
set, treacherous assault courses in 
wh ich you must get from A to B within 
the time allowed without venturing off 
the edge. It's gratifying stuff. 

Stage II wouldn't be the success it 

TEST SCREEN 

Format: Pl aystati on 

Publisher: SCEE 

Deve loper: ATD 

Price: £3S 

Release: March 1 o 

The range of weapons has increased, and these can be powered up by 
repeatedly picking up the same icon (not easy when doing 400mph) 

is without its splendidly rewarding 
structure - nearly every triumphant 
achievement brings about new 
goodies. Finish first in ra ces and you 
get access to a new vehicle (the 
better the car, the more weapons it 
has), or earn a retry voucher for the 
knockout run (handy in the higher 
leagues). conquering the game's 
many modes also opens further play 
options (Survivor and Demolition, for 
instance), so incentive is ensured. 

Throw in a selection of hugely 

entertaining twoplayer options and 
other bonus modes and longevity is 
assured. If futuristic racing games are 
difficult to pull off convincingly, ;--2 
it seems no one has told ATD. L.-==:i 

Edge rating : 

Eight out o! ten 

The various twoplayer 
games (top) provide 
plenty of diversion, as 
does the oneplayer 
Scramble mode (above) 
in which you attempt to 
clear hazardous tracks 
before time runs out 
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TEST SCREEN 

Bffllf CRAZY CUP 

Format: PC 

Publisher: ln fogrames 

Deve loper: Xpiral 

Price: £30 

Re lease: out now 

Most things in BCC, including opponent Al, are a little rough and ready. Put up with these, though, and you're 
rewarded with a challenging videogame which should offer occasional moments of old skool-style playability 

The simplest of the 
five categories, Jump 
mode proves to be 
one of the most 
addictive. Expect to 
spend a lot of time 
trying to beat records 

IJ hough there's nothing about 
Beetle crazy cup that could be 

truly be regarded as astounding 
videogaming, it has commanded a 
strange hold over the Edge office 
over the last few weeks. 

on the face of it, the graphics 
are pretty, although hardly likely to put 
an inordinate strain on today's 3D 
cards. The agonising speed loss that 
occurs when your vehicle comes in 
contact with a barrier is frustrating. 

The monster truck challenges are easily the trickiest of the five classes. 
Players lacking in patience and videogame dexterity need not apply 
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And too many cars understeer as if on 
ice. so this isn't a game that overflows 
with refinement. But ace does have 
a couple of hidden aces up its sleeve, 
the most significant being that it 
doesn't take itself too seriously, 
which is relief in itself. 

several displicines are in place: 
race Beetles (and Beetle-derived 
cars) on asphalt, American off-roaders 
on dirt, and beach buggies on a 
variety of terrains, or take part in a 
monster truck dexterity challenge, 
or nitro a racing machine up a ramp 
to set car-jumping distance records. 

Of the game's five racing 
categories, two (Monster and Jump) 
could stand alone as separate games, 
both delivering a brand of old-school 
values that ensures replayability. 

If there's one regret, it's that none 
of the other categories offer anything 
quite as wildly removed from typical 
racing. Granted, each of the Speed, 
Dirt and Buggy divisions provides 
singular four-wheeled competitive 
experiences, but losing one in favour 
of a more adventurous replacement 
wouldn't have been traumatic. 

ace also benefits from a tight 
structure, reflecting its arcade nature. 

Bypass the Quick Race option and 
focus instead on Championship and 

the Beetle Challenge Mode. The 
former is split into three events 
of increasing difficulty - which can 
only be opened once the previous 
championship is beaten - and 

consists of a series of races from the 
Speed, Dirt and Buggy categories. 

Meanwhile, the latter is 
unmistakably the game's core, 
offering challenges in all five 
categories. Each one contains five 
trials to clear. completing them 
qualifies you for the world Beetle 
Cup, featuring a race for every 

category. That in turn grants access 
to the Super New Beetle Challenge 
cash (from posting fastest laps, race 
time and winn ing) works as a further 
incentive to work your way through 
the races, allowing you to buy 
improved machinery from the 
50-odd models available. 

A Dreamcast version would 
undoubtedly guarantee better 
commercial success, but on the 
PC this kind of hugely playable, 
arcade-inspired stuff is hardly 
run-of-the-mill material. If justice 
is served, Beetle Crazy Cup will 
carve its own valuable niche. 

Edge rating: 
----------

Seven out o! ten 



BfASfAK 

From open areas to tight confines, Berserk superficially encourages players to 
adapt their fighting style. Nevertheless, the button-bashing remains constant 

"'" hile the one-on-one fighting 
W game has evolved in recent 

years, the scrolling beat 'em up, once 

a huge genre thanks to the qual ity of 

Golden Axe and Double Dragon, has 

largely stood still. And Berserk makes 

no great strides in pushing it along. 

It is undoubtedly attractive, 

though . And so it should be, 

considering Dreamcast's capacity 

for high resolution, smooth 

frame rates and lavish textures. 

Its sets appear solid and, although 

often spartan in terms of furnishing, 

they are consistently evocative. 

This is fortunate, because you 

often play the role of observer. 

Based on Kentaro Miura's popular 

manga series, Berserk spins an 

ambitious yarn, with a heavy amount 

of dialogue for an action game. For 

minutes between fighting sequences 

it pays homage to its original comic 

form - although it is possible to skip 

these on-rails moments. 

Trouble is, Berserk's brawls rarely 

border on the spectacular or varied. 

Its fusion of story and gameplay 

is no more than a marriage of 

convenience, weakly joined by the 

mutual use of Miura-san's characters. 

If these cinematic asides are intended 

to build tension and establish 

emphasis for spectacular, varied 

combat exchange, they fa il. 

central protagonist Guts has an 

enormous broadsword to bludgeon 

familiar foes. Your dim assailants 

are easily dispatched with simple 

combos, and their habit of swarming 

towards your swinging blade means 

that the included block button is 

largely redundant. In an attempt to 

enliven fights by introducing a 

strategy, Guts can only perform 

combos with his blade in open areas. 

If he strikes a wall or suchlike mid

swing, he pauses, leaving himself 

vulnerable to attack. The alternative 

is to use his fists and a variety of 

projectile weaponry. 

But the collision detection in 

Berserk is dismal. Enemies half 

submerge themselves into walls with 

alarming regularity and Guts barely 

needs to touch his opponents to 

land a blow. After a set number of 

hits, Guts fulfi ls the titular description 

and enters a powered-up mode, 

making him far faster and stronger. 

Only the most inept of players wi ll 

fail to clear a particular area before 

this status expires. 

With little in the way of balance, 

TEST SCREEN 

Format: Dreamcast 

Publisher: ASCII 

Developer: vuk es 

Price: £S ,800 (£35) 

Release: out now (J apan) 

In some instances, such as during this boss encounter, Berserk hurls 
polygons around with 60fps abandon. If only its gameplay was as slick 

and a bare trace of innovation, 

Berserk's combat is repetitive. Its 

well-crafted aesthetics do lend 

cred ibi lity, yet the design of action 

sequences appears lazy and 

uninspired. worst of all, the game 

lacks a multiplayer mode. Surely 

this has to be a prerequisite for 

a game of this type. 

Like soul Fighter, Berserk's 
graceless execution is its undoing. 

That Eidos has picked it up for F2 
western release is shocking. ~ 

Edge ratin g: 

Three oul o! ten 

Fans of Miura-san's 
work will find the 
lengthy cinematic 
asides a delight. But 
only those with a firm 
grasp of Japanese will 
truly appreciate it 
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TEST SCREEN 

MARIO PARTY 2 

Format: Nintendo 64 

Publisher: Nintendo 

Developer: HudsonSoft 

Price : ¥5,800 (£35) 

Release: out now (Japan); 
May (UK) 

Familiar Mario Party elements, such as the chaos caused by Bowser's 
appearances, sit comfortably alongside fresh fixtures. Six twoplayer-only 
games are incorporated into a batch of near-faultless new mini-games 

Rather than jettison the 
mini-games found in 
the original, Hudson 
has salvaged the best 
for Mario Party 2 -
these two simple but 
superb games included 
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ffl ultiplayer gaming so often 

WI refers to individuals doing battle 
across different cities, countries and 
continents. It"s heartening to see 
Nintendo and Hudson jointly 
organising another Mario Party- and 
in doing so getting people together 
around a single. plastic game box. 

The central board game section 
remains the most turgid, despite 
attempts to enhance it with all 
manner of shops, event tiles and 
mobile scenery. Th is dice-rolling 
section can prove involving - mostly 
when a player gains the opportunity 

to steal match-winning coins and 
stars - but an impatience is left 
hanging in the ai r for that captivating, 
end-of-turn mini-game 

And what a joy Mario Party 2's 
mini-games prove to be. Whether 
asking you to accurately count 
wandering Bob-Ombs, skip in time 
with a burning rope, or tiptoe towards 

a sleeping Chomp, the sheer range of 

control systems, graphical styles 
and victory conditions called upon 
make each game a truly individual, 
and highly competitive delight. 

sensibly, Hudson has retained 
many of the original's most popular 
levels, but the developer has also 
reaped rewards by drawing on a 
wide range of influences for the 
newer games: elements from titles 
as diverse as Pong, Pilotwings and 
Dance Dance Revolution are also 
evident. And little appeal has 
been lost in transporting these 
seemingly disparate ideas into 
the Mario universe. 

weighing Mario Party 2 down, 
though, is the tiresome need to 
spend at least 70 minutes on a single 
game A range of bonus games 
aims to placate this, offering a 
shorter ride with the emphasis on 
mini-games, but the absence of the 
option to simply play fewer rounds 

on the main board is frustrating. 

Time spent feasting your eyes 
upon Maria's vibrant world is 
invariably a pleasure. Hudson has 
given the third dimension a meatier 
role in Mario Party 2, stretching as 
far as a splitscreen, thirdperson tank 
battle in one mini-game. Its flair, 
ingenuity and sense of humour, in 
both 2D and 3D, coupled with 
Nintendo's most infamous and 
irresistible characters, make play 
gleeful and often hilarious. 

Its limitations as a oneplayer 
game aside - never have rooms 
seemed more empty than during 
Mario Party 2 solo play - this is a 
thoroughly enjoyable console board 
game. It's proof that blowing up your 
friends isn't a requirement to having 
fun. Not when you can watch them 
being dropped into a bin by a ~ 
giant metallic mouth instead. ~ 

Edg e rating : 

Seven out ol ten 
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Programmers,. Graduate Programmers, Lead Programmers 
A warm welcome awaits you at one of the Norths top 
development studios, USA owned company. Pleasant and 
prestigious working environment. Friendly creative crowd. PC, 
console and tools programming vacancies.. 

............ £ 16-35k + benefits (North East) 
UC++ Programmers Strategy and historic board game titles. 
Small well established studio in popular niche market . 

.............................. £181<-251< (Oxon) 
Console Programmers Excellent opportunity to work on a PC 
conversion of what wi ll undoubtledly be one of the lif not the 
top) best selling products of 2000. 

.. ...................................... £neg (Yorkshire) 
Programmers Experience and versatile games programmers 
with minimum 5 years experience to work in small team 
environment. Company has 20 years history, offices overseas 
and are highly successful. .... c£40k basic (West Midlands) 
C++ Programmers PSX2 project. Racing and flight genres. 
Minimum I product plus assembler advantageous. 

.............................. £22k-£40k + benefits (North West) 
Tools Programmer PSX2, N64 development studro with bright 
future. 3DS plug in experience beneficial. Licensed product. 
Small team environment ................ ... £ I 8k-£25k fWarwicks) 
PlayStation/3D Programmer Action adventure genre. Newly 
created role. Exclusive and unadvertised . 

...................................... £40k basic + bonus (Leeds) 
Tools/Technology Programmers fX2) Operate in team of 
six to create leading edge games technology, e.g. engines. 
special fix. world building etc. Varied challenging role 

... . ................. £ 18k-£40k + bonuses (North) 
Assembler Software Engineer Playstation 2 low level 
developmenl for innovative evolutionary !Al genre). Embedded 
systems, 3D graphics hardware and DSP 1ype background ideal. 

............................. ...................... £neg (London) 
Assembler Programmers Very healthy level of demand for 
low level programmers !positions currently avaliable in most 
geographic locations) to work on - yes - PlAYSTATION 2! .. 

....................... ..... .............. £neg + bonuses 
3D Engine Programmers requirements at two organisations 

................. .. .............. .......... ........... . Nationwide 
Web Programmers fx2) Major new Internet On-Line game. 
Experienced rn C. C ++. HTML Flash. SOL, Php or similar. Leading 
role within the organisation . .............................. £neg (North) 
Lead Programmer Senior programmer needed by highly 
successful developer with string of number one hits to their 
credit. Several products and writing core game engine 
experience essential. Al beneficial. One of the Norths best.. 

...... £25k-£32k + exceptional benefits (North) 
Play.Station 2 Programmers Well established Japanese 
developer and publisher with officially licensed product require 
coders preferably with PlayStation experience. 

....... £high + bonuses (North England & Japan) 
UC++ Programmers Prestigious developer urgently seeks 
game experienced programmers tone with Al skills) to assist in 
completion of a sequel to a best selling soccer product. PC and 
PlayStation platforms. Immediate start ... £ I 8k-£40k (London) 
C++/Al Programmer PC strategy product. Sequel to best seller. 
Multi player/network coding beneficial. Experienced directors. 
great working atmosphere. Newly qualified graduates 
considered. .. ................................ £I 6k-£30k (South East) 
Tools Programmer Proven track record, ideally with 3DS Max 
plug in experience and DirectX programming. A challenging role 
at the very cutting edge of real-time physics simulalion .. 

. .......................... ........................... .......... London 
Play.Station Programmers fx2) Developer seeking to 
establish UKs number one team for simulations. Major new deal. 
3D networking, Al, Multiplayer experience advantageous. 

.. £high (South West) 
Play.Station Programmers fx2) Urgent requirement for 
action adventure myth and magic type product. Long 
established company !pre Amiga) .................... West Midlands 
Internet Programmers Unbelievable opportunily for C++, 
Java developers with games and Internet background or interest. 
Superb benefits include action outings. adventure trips, free 
tickets for the footre, celebration parties, training courses in 
exotic locations etc. Work hard, play hard ethic, plus one of the 
best working environments around and flexible hours 
......... £40k . £50k + Stock Options (Central London) 

UC++ Programmers fx2) Small team environment. Action 
s1yle product. 3D team players needed with good ma1hs/physics. 

........... £251<-£301< + bonuses (East Midlands) 
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Al Programmer New cutting edge technology company seeks 
background in evolutionary Al/Biology, fuzzy logic, route 
finding, flocking etc. Excellent opportuni1y to assist design and 
implement own comprehensive Al system .. 
........................................ £30k-£32I< + royalties (London) 

Home Based Programmers fx3) Rapidly expanding 
developer with well established streetwise management team. 
PC. PSX and Dreamcast conversion work. 3D skills essential. 

............................. £neg 
Dreamcast Programmers Many opportunities nationwide. 
Some with opportuni1y to work in the very heart of the 
development communi1y - Japan! .. .. ................. £excellent 
PlayStation 2 Programmers Project and vacancy 
notifications now coming through thick and fast. Call now and 
acquire valuable "next gen" skills. 
PlayStation Contract Programmer Home based or in 
house, well established company.. .. ....... £neg 4-6 months 
Play.Station Programmer Action adventure/platformer. 
Immediate start . 
£High plus generous "golden handshake" (South East) 

"Disneyesque" Illustrator Excellent figure drawing and 

diverse ski lls required for high profile cartoon 1ype product. Large 

well funded organisation. Permanent role .. 

............................................. £20I<-£30k + benefits (London) 

3D Studio Max Animator Every product ever produced a 

number one - a class act. RPG/adventure genre defying game. 

Very talented creative team. Beautiful location 

.................................................. c£30I< + benefits (Yorl<Shire) 

Maya, 3D Game/FMV Artist Team player with 

cameral/lighting knowledge sought by top London company. 

Showreel mandatory. .......................... £22k-£30k (South East) 

Maya Artists Superb and rare opportunily to learn Maya -

training provided for talented artists with MAX. Lightwave etc 

and existing games experience. Innovative company with smash 
hit franchise.. ... £neg (South Coast) 

Graphic Artist fx2) PC. PlayStation, Dolphin and Dreamcast 

development house with offices in the States. Broad range of 

projects from 2D colour Gameboy and conceptual work to high 

profile original 3D titles. Well established company with 

admirable track record.. . .............. £13.51<-£25 (Brighton) 

Graphic Artists Highly respected company widely acclaimed 

for their 3D technology and stunning graphics. Need 3DS 
Max/Photoshop skills for PC adventure game. Very low staff 

turnover - good team spirit and atmospl1ere. 

... £14.5k-£28k Birmingham 

Maya/Alias Animators Sequel to best seller. Mo Cap 

knowledge beneficial. Large, secure and well respected 

organisation.. .. .................... £251<·£301< + bonuses (London) 

Texture Artist Dpaint or Photoshop skills urgently needed by 

prestigious developer. I 6 colour experience essential.. 
..... £22k-£28k (South West) 

3D Studio Artists fx4) Established studio. Racing/Rally 

product. Mainly modell ing .. 
............... ........................ £16k-£28I< + bonuses (North West) 

Lead Artist Games experience and 3DS Max essential for 

senior role on sports produce Central location. USA owned 
company. Exclusive .... .......... £25k-£30k + bonuses (London) 

IMJ@llill©J~ ~m~lillfr 
General Manager Production and commercial management 

role. Working in conjunction with a former !now well known/ 

"bedroom programmer" Adventure product with sports bias . 

.......................................... ...... c£50k + bonus (Midlands) 

Technical Director Award winning developer of 

entertainment software and computer simulations. Strong 

project co-ordination and knowledge of web/multimedia 

development sought. and Java, C++. HTML Trend setting 

company employing some of the very best... £high (London) 

External Producer Perform technical and Gameplay advisory 

role for one of the industrys biggest names. Newly created 

vacancy .... ........ ......................... ........ £301< + car + bonuses 

Producer Newly created role. Small select team of talented 

individuals working on next generation product. AAA experience 

prefered with minimum one published product. Good 

opportunily to join at early stage in life cycle and influence 

scope, direction and content of project.. 

.......................................... £Neg + bonuses (North West) 

Multimedia Producer Manage the strategic, creative and 

technical development of software titles across multiple 

platforms for educational/lifeslyle product.. Well established 

company. ............ £25-£381< + bonuses (North) 

Producer Manage team of I 0-12. Avid gamer with MS project 

tor equivalent/ sougllt by premier development house. 

..................... .................. £25-£40k + Bonuses (Scotland) 

Executive Producer Internal and external responsibilities. 

Senior role working with some of the best known licences in the 

business .................................................. £35-£401< (North) 

Producer Internal project manager required by hugely 

successful medium sized developer. Scheduling and tracking 

skills especially prized. Autonomous role .. 

.. ...................................... c£35k South East (not London) 

Creat ive Director State of the art new media studio. 

Experience of gaming web design and high end creative 

applications leg Softimage/ advantageous. 

.. .................. c£40k + 30% bonus + car etc (North West) 

Producers Positions currently available at 3 separate 

organisations. All internal roles managing the development of 

quality products from initial design to fina l mastering to agreed 

costs and schedules ............. .. £241<-£381< + basic (Midlands) 

New Development Studio Chester - Lead Dreamcast 

Programmer. PC Programmers, Designer, Assistant Producer, 

artists and animators urgently required. Be there at the outset. 

Established company with previous hits in variely of genres 

Designers fx2) Concept and specification work. Programming 

knowledge beneficial. Arcade adventure games .. 

............................................................ £I 8-£28k (London) 

Testers Many vacancies. some short term, mainly South. Must 

currently work in industry. 

Level Builders fx2) Innovative character based adventure 

game for console. Experience of using a purpose made level 

building tool and some 3D Studio Max ideal. . 

............................................... ...................... £14-£18k (London) 

Games Designers fx3) London based developer with strong 

product portfolio tno sports games) seek 3D graphics experience 

for cartoon style arcade/adventure and new racing title. 

Immediate start .................................... £221<·£261< (South East) 

Lead Programmer,. Programmers, 3D Artists, Animators 

and Web Artists Pioneering organisation with world leading 

technology. Interviewing in London now so apply without delay! 

....................................... ..... £excellent (Australia) 

USA The market's alive again' Very many vacancies, especially 

California. West Coast. Call or apply now whilst visas are sti ll 

available. 

3D Studio Max Artists 6 months work. Large animation project. 

Fancy a change7 This ones for you! . 

.............. £neg+ accommodation+ paid flights (Norway) 

Programmer/Artists (USA) Well respected West Coast developer 

always in t11e market for "good Brits" to join team in sunny (alifomia. 

Company works for major publishers, are British owned and are just 7 

miles from the beach . 

..... .... $651<-801< + royalties, medical and legal fees 

Register by Sending a CV (8. examples where applicable) to: 
Aardvarl< Swift Consulting Ltd, Silicon House, Farfield Park, Wath upon Dearne, Rotherham, South Yorkshire S63 SDB 

Tel: (01709) 876877 Fax: (01709) 760134 Email: SLD@ardswift.demon.co.ul< 

IM©llill'bli m©JIF~ '¥'©Jrc©l1n1rco~~ ©Jfr www,©J1F(Q)~wu~fr,rc©J,1U1ik 
More vacancies with us; more opportunities for you = more lil<elihood of helping you find the right job 

Please indicate locational preferences and salary guidelines. All enquiries and applications will be treated in the strictest confidence. 



3D Engine Programmers 

Ref: PES-ID-EP-0100 

To work within our Advanced 
Technologies Group (ATG). 
Your role will consist of developing 
world build ing tools, rendering and 
animation engines, collision systems, 
and special effects engines for next -
generation platforms. You will be 
expected to demonstrate the 
necessary maths and physics required 
to create state-of-the-art 30 engines. 

Minimum of 3 years experience 
and at least one published 30 title. 

£ Unlimited + Signing bonus 

■ 

Pure Entertainment Studios. Pure Entertainment is a world leader in video game 
development. Our fully air-conditioned studio is located in the heart of London's 
West End within minutes of Oxford Street with its hundreds of shops, pubs, 
clubs, and restaurants. 

We can offer a relaxed and professional working environment and membership 
of your own private members club offering a late-night bar and restaurant. 

Pure Entertainment is a world leader 
in video game development. The 
company boasts a string of hits 
including the stunning 3D shoot-em
up, Lunatik and the original and 
highly creative Respect Inc, the 
world 's first suit-em-up! 

GamePlay Programmers 

Ref: PES-ID-GPP-0100 

Experienced and creative 
programmers required at all levels. 
Whether you've written arcade, 
strategy, sports or adventure titles, 
we want to hear from you. 

Must be industry experienced. 

£ Competitive - we will beat your 
current salary 

Our latest AAA blockbuster, Rat 
Attack, offers fun-packed action for 
PlayStation and Nintendo 64, and is 
already being hailed as the greatest 
multi -player game of all time! 

Graduate Programmers 

Ref: PES-ID-GP-0100 

We have a few vacancies for highly 
talented, dedicated graduates to 
join our team. You'll need extensive 
experience in C/C++ and 30 physics, 
as well as a passion for games and 
a top-grade degree in Computer 
Science or comparable field. 

Must be able to demonstrate 
30 physics. 

£ Competitive 

2000 will see our development 
catalogue grow to include a whole 
host of exciting and fun titles. As 
part of this we need the very best 
development staff. 
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A n 5 Vi! er 5 Re C r (J f /{T7 8 {J I are one of the major leaders in the 
computer games/interactive industry who have been established for around 
8 years and have offices in both the UK and Europe. Our highly, skilled staff 
have been working within the industry for 15 years. 

LEAD ARTIST South £neg 

Forword thinking market leader requires on experienced lead artist. Musi be able to demon
strate the ability to use 3DS Max, Photoshop, any other 3D packages would be on advantage 
but not essential. Samples of work would be required. Ref: E2356 

MANAGER PRODUCER South £neg 

A position exists for o Design Manager /Proda<er. This rarely available position requires a 
person with the following key skills; ability lo manage a team of designers/graphic artists, 
communicational skills al all levels and able lo stimulate a ueative and stable environment, 
multifaceted approach to project, minimum of 3 years experience in game development, 
preferably working as both a designer /producer. Strong ucotive buckground. Ref: 12582 

SENIOR/ASSISTANT PRODUCER London £neg 
One of our major clients has an exciting and challenging role within a well established team. 
Musi have computer gaming industry experience, to include good team co-ordination, work· 
ing to pre-agreed schedules and strong human motivation techniques Ref:E2576 

LEAD LEVEL DESIGNER Midlands £neg+ royalties 

We are looking for the suc<esslul <andidote to join a major new product in development with 
a very large and famous license. The individuol must be a passionate level designer, may hove 
been a senior artist, with some management experience. Must have worked on quality titles 
and have the ability to manage people and perform within given targets. Ref:E2573 

SENIOR ARTIST North West £neg 

Our clients is in the process of «eating a new, vivacious and exciting team. This position 
requires ex<ellent team building skills, enabling high quality projects to be produced. Must 
have proven knowledge of 3DS Max and good bosi< drawing skills. Experience essential. This 
position is vacant and requires filing quickly, so don't, delay apply today Ref: E2585 

LEAD DESIGNER North East £neg 

The successful candidate must be <Ompelenl with a number of the major 3D packages. Hove 
the ability lo oversee and drive forward, the design team. A real team leader with flair and 
innovative skills to influence and enhance top line products. Ref: E2586 

PROJECT LEAD PROGRAMMER Scotland E20k·£40k neg 
A very copoble individual is required for o large games developer. Must be able to work under 
pressure and lead by example. Capable of generating excellent lines of <Dmmunicolion lo the 
Project Manager, <0oching less senior learn members. 2 Years industry experience as o lead 
programmer, proven track re<ord demonstrating suc<esslul <ompletion of titles to a high stun· 
dord. Knowledge of network APT's and implementation into control code. Ref: E2562 

ARTIST South £neg 

Good 3D skills ore required for one of our major blue chip clients. Proven tro<k record of 
humon animation skills, o necessity. Full showreel required to support CV. Gaming background 
a must, with a minimum of 1 years experience. Sell motivation a must and ability to work 
within a very high quality team. Ref: E2587 

UK Office: Gary Winwright, Answers Recruitment, Stable House, Main Street, Tur Langton, Leicestershire LES OP J 
Tel: +44 (0) 1858 545192 Fax: +44 (0) 1858 545194 E-mail: recruit@answers.u-net.com Website: http://www.answers-recruitment.com 
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1250: ARTIST (& ART DIRECTOR), 
PROGRAMMER: SOUTH: DOLPHIN/DC/PSX2: £££ 
Cool studios 3D model, licence from huge movie. Must have 
experience. Art: modelling, texturing and creativity. All levels. 

810: PRODUCERS: LONDON (x2) & WARKS: to £40K 
Deal with external developers. Project management role, 

crossed with a talent scout. Selecting 3rd party 
developers, judging games, ensuring performance. 

Reviews & standards. Powerful company 
830: ARTISTS & PROGRAMMERS: 

SOUTH: PC: £21-30,000K 
Futuristic developer of real-time virtual 
reality worlds. Programmers must have 
min. 1 year commercial experience, 
maths, C++, MFC, 3D, Real-time, Al. 
Artists high poly, 3DS Max, modeliing 
& animation skills. 
1214: ARTIST & PROGRAMMERS: 

NORTH: PSX/PSX2/PC: £25K++ Basic 
The best co.ever. Either: Photoshop, 30S 

Max, Maya, Lightwave or C, C++ reqd. to 
work on hit driving game. Mega bonuses up to 

50% salary + bens. New projects. 
1000: PROGRAMMERS & ARTIST: DC/PSX2/GB/N64/DOLPHIN: 
LONDON: £20-50K 
Choice of 3D Adventure strategy or racing game for Next 
Gen. consoles. 3DS Max or Maya skills. Creative input with 
Loadsa doshl 
816: PROGRAMMERS: ON-LINE: SOUTH: £££ 
Break into on-line gaming with leading developer having 
only on-line gaming division in UK. Licences and sports 
titles. C, C++ 

the company you keep ... 

990: PROGRAMMERS, ARTIST & ANIMATORS: ON-LINE: 
FROM HOME/CAMBRIDGE: TO £45K 
Games for digital TV and mobiles, Games, TV, scientific or 
telecomms background. Fantasy & retro genre. Any of these 
skills: C, Java, WML, 3DS Max, Macromedia. Retire early with 
these share options 

1700: PROGRAMMERS & ARTISTS: PSX2/FUTURE 
CONSOLES: BRISTOL: £25K 
Mass market, character based action adventure game. 
Using 3DS Max and Maya. Programmers with any of: C, 
C++, Assembler. Modelling skills. A sure-fire hit! 

700: PROGRAMMERS & ARTISTS: PSX2/DC: 
WARWICKSHIRE: £NEG 
Driving in style. 3DS Max or C, C++ & strong maths. A 
company that will get that game on the shelf. Glory, glory, 
glory. Photo-realistic or cartoon style options 

100: PROGRAMMERS & ARTISTS: GAME BOY: SOUTH: 
PERM OR CONTRACT: £WHOOP! 
Great rates • these people are desperate for you I Must have 
had previous Game Boy experience. All genres covered. 

605: PROGRAMMERS & ARTISTS: DOLPHIN/PSX2/DC/X
BOX: MANCHESTER: £24-40k + SHARES 
Experienced only, to work on original titles. Flight and 
racing. Friendly team. Smart offices, central location. Real 
cutting edge technology. 

620: LEAD PROGRAMMERS & ARTISTS: PSX2/DC/PC: 
SOUTH (GUILDFORD, KENT): £18-S0K 
Revolutionary games developer. Strategy and hack & slash. 3D. 
Creativity insisted upon. Team based. Be flabbergasted I!! 

Opportunities: 2D, Localization, QA, JUNIORS/GRADUATE, Licensing, Sales, Marketin , PR. 
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As part of our continuing expansion in our existing DEWSBURY studio 
and new GLASGOW studio, we are looking to recruit additional talented 
individuals. 

A well structured Company, incorporated in April 1997, with a strong 
management infrastructure we currently employ 74 in-house personnel 
working on major projects for 2000, 2001 and beyond. 

EXCELLENT SALARIES 

COMPANY PENSION SCHEME 



We are currently looking for 

CODERS 

ARTISTS 

PRODUCERS 
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FORGET THE REST, REGISTER WITH THE BEST! 
Zodiac Pursuit is the games industry favourite! We 've placed people in top games development jobs since the 
early 90 :S. Our client base ranges from small innovative software development teams to world leading software 
publishers. We have vacancies in most geographical areas of the UK as well as overseas opportunities. Below is 
a small selection of current national requirements. LOTS MORE VACANCIES AT: 

www.zodiac1.demon.co.uk 
Programmers 
Lead 3D Programmer c£35k + Bonus + Ben (North East) 
Urgently required by top developer to work on a PlayStation2 racing game. Strong 3D maths 
background essential. This company has a history of producing No 1 hits, including their 
latest hit "Driver". 

Programmers £High + Big Royalties (Oxford) 
To work on high profile products (including a real time strategy and a football game) on the 
Dreamcast, PlayStation and PC platforms. 

A1 Programmer £25-£35k + BIG Benefits (Scotland) 
To Work on a VERY high profile Real Time Strategy War game. 

Programmers £28-£45k + Overtime (Yorkshire) 
Urgently required to work on a choice of four exciting projects for the PC, Dreamcast and 
PlayStation platforms. Great company atmospherel 

Programmers £25-£35k + BIG Benefits (Scotland) 
To work on high profile products across all major platforms. Current projects include a 1 st 
person shoot 'em up, a racing project and a real time strategy game. Super working 
conditions. 

1999 Graduates £Neg (Various sites) 
CIC++, 3D maths/physics background desirable. Passion for games. Also vacancies for 
TOOLS programmers 

Artists 
Lead 3D Animator c£35k + Benefits (Scotland) 
3D Studio Max 2 / 2.5 and Character Studio plugins Biped and Physique required. High 
profile products. Unique working environment 

Artists £High + Bonus (Oxon or Warwick) 
3DS Max and Photoshop or similar texture package. To work on major sport title for the year 
2000, an action adventure or a racing product 

Artists £Neg (North East) 
Live life in the fast lane working in major new racing titles. Good low- poly modelling and 
texturing skills required. 

Animators £Neg (Yorkshire) 
Proficient computer animators with good drawing ability. Lightwave or Softimage skills. 
Would suit recent graduate. 

To apply, forward your CV (& work samples where Felevant) to 
Marie Harris, Zodiac Pursuit, Raines House, 
9 Edgerton Court , Tadcaster LS24 9NZ. 
Tel: 01937 835700 Fax: 01937 531986 
Email: marie@zodiacl . demon. co. uk 

LONDON - WARWICK - GLASGOW - LEEDS - OXFORD - LIVERPOOL 
GATESHEAD - BRISTOL - BIRMINGHAM - MANCHESmER - DUNDEE 
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~ .Creative Director - game design 

eak the mould 
negotiable around £50k + car 
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Midlands 
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supersonic 

Supersonic have been developing some of the worlds most playable multi
player console games for over a decade. As an intentionally small team 
we maintain an energetic working atmosphere in which each individual 
plays a major role in the development process. 

Our pedigree allows us to offer large company stability with attractive 
bonus and pension schemes whilst retaining the familiarity of a small 
company environment. With an exciting and original project schedule we 
are looking for talented. self-motivated individuals to help us make a 
massive impact worldwide in the coming years. 

With the imminent advent of the next generation games consoles we are 
currently seeking: 

Programmers: 

Experience not essential - good graduates or candidates from other 
industries will also be considered. 

Direct applications preferred. Strictly no telephone enquiries 

Please apply to : 
Peter Williamson 
Supersonic Software Ltd. 
Supersonic House 
23 Adelaide Road 
Leamington Spa 
CV313PD 

jobs@supersonic-software.com 
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NEW VACANCIES - YORKSHIRE 

Caffeine Studios are a leading PC & Console games developer based 
in the centre of Huddersfield. Due to expansion we now have a number 
of exciting new vacancies including; 

Web Programmers 
We have a small number of exciting web programming vacancies 
working on a major new Internet game project. Persons with experience 
in all or some of the following are being sought; 
HTML, Flash , SQL, PHP and similair. 

Animator/Artist 
An experienced animator/artist is required to lead the work on character 
animations within a real-time 3D environment. 

Production Manager 
Reporting to the Production Director the successful applicant 
will have proven games development management experience plus 
excellent communication and organisational skills. 

Lead Programmer 
A very exciting opportunity for an experienced and creative C++ games 
programmer to lead the technical design and development of a new game. 

To apply please post or e-mail 
a full CV to:-

Daniel Blackburn (Ref: E06) 
Caffeine Studios Limited 
Kirklees Media Centre 
Huddersfield 
HD1 1RL 
e-mail: jobs@caffeine.co.uk 

3rd Party Account Manager .London .... to £30k 
Producer ............................... South ..... to £45k 
Assistant Producer .............. London .... to £35k 
Producer/Girls .............. London .... to £40k 
Producer/Electronics ........... London .... to £40k 
Executive Producer ............... North ..... to £40k 
Associate Producers ........... London .... to £2Sk 
Producer x 4 ........................ London .... to £40k .. 
Producer .............................. North .... to £35k .. 
Producer ............................... North ..... to £30k 
Producer ............................. London .... to £30k 
lnt & Ext Producers ............... Midlands ... to £35k 
External Producer ............... Midlands .. . to £35k 
External Producer ................ London .... to £45k 
External Producer ................. South ..... to £40k 
Internal Producer ................ London .... to £30k 
Internal Producer ............... Scotland ... to £30k 
Internal Producer .................. South ..... to £35k 
Internal Producer .................. West ..... to £40k . 
Senior Designer ................. N London .. to £30k 
Lead Designer ................... Scotland ... to £25k 
Games Designer ................... North ...... £Open . 
Games Designer .................. Midlands 
to £25k ................................ ref 342 
Game Designer .................... North 
£Open ................................. ref 462 
Designer/level Designer ...... London 
to £25k ................................ ref 304 
Product Manager ................. London 
to £25k .............................. ref 303 
Designer ............................. South ..... to £30k 
Level Designer .................. South West..to £20k 
Level Designer ...................... South ..... to £25k ... ref 371 
Tech Support Engineer ......... North ...... £Open 
Tester .................................... North ...... £Open 
Tester ,c3 ............................. London .... to £16k 
Lead Tester ........................... South ..... to £20k 
Contract Programmer .......... London ...... £Neg 
Localisation Tester Spanish .London ...... £ 15k 
Programmers ...................... California ...... $Open 
Dbase Administrator ......... South East .. £Open 

Senior/ Lead/ Programmers, C, C++, Ai 30, Console, PC, 
Network. Games, Multimedia and Film, Nationwide 
recruitment to £40k basic. Ref 248, 277,282, 292, 301 , 
305, 311 , 344, 345, 349, 350, 359, 360, 365, 367, 368, 
372, 376, 379, 391 , 397, 398, 399, 400, 401 , 402, 407, 
412, 414, 416, 421 , 422, 425, 426, 430, 431 , 441 , 443, 
444, 451 , 452, 454, 455, 456, 460, 461 , 463, 464, 465, 
473, 476, 478, 480, 481, 482, 492, 495, 496 

Artists ............................. California .... $Open .. ref 467/8 

Artist/ Animators ................. Australia ..... $Open .. ref 485/6/7 

Lead/ Artists, Animators, 30s, SGi, Games, Multimedia and 
Film, 3D, 20, PC, Console, Nation.wide recruitment to £35k 
basic ref 279, 290, 302, 312, 334, 336, 346, 361 , 362, 364, 
369, 390, 396, 403, 404, 405, 406, 410, 413, 415, 417, 
418, 419, 420, 423, 424, 427, 432, 438, 439, 445, 446, 
447, 448, 453, 459, 474, 477, 483, 490, 491 



Battle station ____ .,. ... ,, ___ _ ___ ,...,._ ... ___ _ 

Issue 7 6 OCTOBER 1999 

News Developers respond optimistiailly to 
DevCon '99, Sony's UK PlayStation2 roadshow 
An audience with ... UbiSoft's Michel Ancel, 
France's answer to Shigeru Miyamoto 
Prescreen Star Gladiator 2, Off the Raad, 
Jet: X, Star Wars: Force Commander, Vampire: 
The Masquerade, Wild Arms 2, Breath of Fire 4 
Prescreen spotlight Titanium Angel, Rayman 2 
Testscreen Trick Style, Soul Cahbur, Shadowman, 
Unreal Tournament, Airforce Delta, Darkstone 
Features Fourteen-page Dreamcast pre-PAL 
launch special; Inside Silicon Valley, UK, the 
heart of Britsoft; Game patches: the truth 

I SSUE 77 AUTUMN 1999 

News Sony unveils PlayStation2 in Tokyo - Edge 
grabbed obtained the first images of the hardware 
and software, plus details of the corporation's 
plans for world domination 
An audience with ... NOA president Howard 
Lincoln, and videagame legend Shigeru Miyamoto 
Prescreen Eternal Arcod,a, Runabout 2, Super 
Runabout, Legend of Dragoon, Furballs, MDK2 
Prescreen focus Space Channel 5, SOF 
Testscreen Jet Force Gemini, Final Fantasy VIII, 
Ready 2 Rumble Boxing, Homeworld, Draken 
Features Spaceworld '99 report; ADSL's gaming 
potential explored; The Usual Suspects - six 
leading industry creatives discuss gaming's future 

ISSUE 78 N OVEMBER 1999 

News Dreamaist finally hits European shores -
Edge reports on Sega's successful launch; Milia 
2000 prepares for its biggest showing in Cannes 
Prescreen Gran Turismo 2 & 2000, Metropolis 
Street Racer, Roadsters, Giga Wing, Virtual On 
Oratono Tangram,Jet:X, Crazy Taxi, Parasite Eve II, 
SWAT 3, Phantasy Star Online, SNK Vs Capcom 
Prescreen focus Republic, Vampire 
Testscreen Rally Championship, Biohazard 3, 
Tomb Raider: TLR, Hydro Thunder, FI World 
Championship, Toy Commander, Win Back, FI '99 
Features Edge reports from the autumn Tokyo 
Game Show; PC 3D: the next generation explored 

ISSUE 79 DECEMBER 1999 

News Mobile phone gaming gears up; Dreama,st 
enjoys soaring Euro start; BT rethinks ADSL pricing; 
N64 finally gets online in Japan; BAFTA awards 
Prescreen Medal of Honor, Munch's Oddysee, 
Spider-Man, Daikatana, Wheel of Time 
Prescreen focus Bungie's Oni and Halo 
Testscreen Donkey Kang, Urban Chaos, The 
Nomad Saul, GTA2, Age of Emipres II, Supreme 
Snowboarding, Extreme Biker, Turak: Rage Wars, 
Bangaiah, Rayman 2, Crash Team Racing 
Features Console Wars II: Edge la\~ bare 
the next-generation battleplans of Sony, Sega, 
Nintendo and Microsoft; Videogames as art' 

ISSUE 80 JAUARY 2000 

News 3dfx unveils Napalm's new technology; 
Sega and SNK Japanese coin-op shows; Sega 
creates ten new companies in reorganisation; 
Dreamaist blunders through its Australian launch 
Prescreen focus Black & White, The Sims, ATD 
Testscreen Half-Life: Opposing Force, Medal 
of Honor, Zombie Revenge, Q,u Chu Rocket, 
Fighdng Force 2, International Track & Field 2, 
155 Pro Evolu6on, Thrasher: Skate & Destroy, 
Tomorrow Never Dies, Indiana Jones & The 
Infernal Machine 
Features Edge's best t 00 games of all time; 
videagaming hardware from the world's first 
console through to the present day 

ISSU E 81 FEBUARY 2000 

News Dreamaist spearheads Japan's set-top 
revolution; PlayStation sales triumph; VM Labs 
announces hardware partners; El~ir and 
MathEngine's play-as-you-learn plans revealed 
Prescreen Syphon Filter 2, FI 2000, MediEvil 2, 
Beetle Crazy Cup, Evolva, Devil Inside, Crazy Taxi 
Prescreen focus Tekken Tag Tournament 
Alone in the Dork IV 
Testscreen Gran Turismo 2, Virtual On Oratorio 
Tangram, Messiah, Quake Ill: Arena, Jo Jo's 
Bizarre Adventure, SRI/: W Impact, Space 
Channel 5, Maken X, Runabout 2 
Features Edge's guide to the games to watch 
in 2000; True tales of development hell 
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*£5 UK. £6 Europe. £8 rest of the world. 

To order call the credit card hotline on: +44 (0)1458 2711 12 

With an Edge subscription you'll be kept up to date 

with all the latest games industry news, previews and 

reviews, and benefit from the most in-depth, thought

provoking features. By taking out a subscription now, 

you'll not miss a single issue over the coming months 

EDGE is the registered tradema,k of Edge 
Interactive Media lnc. Used under licence. 
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~ bscribe and save up to 40% on 12 issues by direct debit (uk subscribers only) 

12 ISSUE SUBSCRIPTION RATES 

UK DIRECT DEBIT £25 UK (CHEQUE/CREDIT CARD) £30 EUROPE (ING . EIRE & N. AMERICA) £59 REST OF WORLD £79 

how to subscribe 
by Direct Debit - saving £17: 

complete and return the subscription card by post - remember to complete the mandate. 

" important: quote order code EDGPBO when telephoning or emailing your order 

by cheque or credit card: 
complete and return the subscription card or contact us via: 

telephone 

fax 

email 

the world wide web 

subscriber hotline: 01458 271112* 

01225 822523 

subs@futurenet.co.uk* 

www.futurenet.co.uk/edge/html 

existing subscribers: you can extend your subscription with this offer 
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INDUSTRY 

THE POWER BEHIND THE INDUSTRY 
CUmax is Europe's leading independent software 
developer. Our clients and partners are the most 
powerful in the video games industry. Our 
development teams ara made up of some of the 
finestandmostcreativeminds.workingonsomeof 
the industrys· highest profile titles. This year alone 
will see the release of 14 Climax-developed 
projectsfromthebiggestpublishersintheindustry. 
eachandevery oneatributetothehardworkand 
dedicationweputintoallofourwork. 

Even so it's possible that you've never even heard 
of us. UnUke some more vociferous developers. 
we've spent our time doing the work and very little 
talking about il For the last 12 years we've been 
fuellingthegamesindustrys' clamourforthrilling 
andinnovativeproduct-thisyearwe·vedecidedto 
blowourowntrumpel 

2000 sees Climax further building on the huge 
successwe·vealreadyenjoyedbyexpanding intoa 
multi-studiodeveloper.startingwiththeopeningof 
our Brighton office. This year we will also be 
shiftingourfocusontooriginalgamesandpowerlul 
nextgenerationhardware.aswellasrevealingour 
long-standing commitment to online 
entertainment. You'll also be hearing exciting 
announcements of collaborations with publishers 
and developers alike. 

WHAT WE NEED NOW IS YOU 
We need talented and dedicated people lo join us on our mission to be the worlds' premier 
computer entertainment company. Whether you have years of experience or if you're not even 
in the games industry right now - what we·re interested in is your commitment and enthusiasm 
toproducingthebestgames andtechnologypossible. Wecurrenttyhave vacanciesacross the 
board at all levels within our Fareham and Brighton development studios. Contact us al the 
address below andhelp shapethefaceoftheindustry. 

Please send allCVsanddemos. includingstudiopreference, lo: 
CLIMAX. Fareham Heights. Standard Way. Fareham. Hanis. P016 8XI UK 

I +44 (OJ 1329 827777 
F, +44 (01 1329 828777 

www.climax.ai.uk 
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TING is expanding in the 1\lorth West 
nd we are seeking to fill a number of key positions .•. 

xperienced Programmers,(5 positions) 
Senior Dreamcast Programmer 

I programmer 
hysics Programmer 
ragrammer 

xperienced Artists,(G positions) 
CJrperienced 3D5 MAX artists 

rienr:ed texture artists 
ttimators 

Production 
Experienced Designer/Producer. 

TWG offers a very competitive package to the right individuals, 
including pension and royalty packages. 

L(Jse the ureaucrar:y and join us in an informal and creative environment 

WEU llOI YOO 1/JNPI 
PROMISE YOO IONOSES YOlJ'U NMR SEE/ 
WOllK 8IJ HotJ!lS A .wk' FOil PfANIIISl 
!IIIIRES711? ... THEN APP/.Y 7iJIJAYl 

TOP ARTISTS 
MUST 11E EXPERIENCED IN 30 STUDIO MAX ANO P~OTOS~OP 
PREVIOUS GAW EXPERIENCE ANO GOOO TRADITIONAL Sl(ILLS AN A0I/ANTAGE 

TOP (Ol>ERS 
MUST ~AI/E (, (++ EXPERIENCE WI~ AT LEAST ONE PUPLIS~E0 Tlll.E, 
NE1WORK PROGRAMMING. PSX OR 0REAMCAST EXPERIENCE AN A0I/ANTAGE 

ALSO REQUIRED: 
EXPERIENCED PRO0Uc.ERS. DESIGNERS ANO SOUN0 ENGINEERS FOR MAJOR NEW PROJECTS 

r-------------- - -------------- - --- - -- - -- , 
1 D2J YES! I'm really quite gullible and want to take advantage of this once in a lifetime 1 

1 offe r to be completely exploited. I have enclosed my CV, some examples of work 1 

1 and a non-refundable cheque for£ 100 to cover 'administra tion' costs (optional) 1 

I 

Send to: Steel Monkeys Ltd . Grange House , Grange Place 
1 Kilmarnock, UK, KA 1 2AB 
1 Tel: 01563 550660 Fax: 01563 536565 www. steelmonkeys.com :.J 
L----------- - - - -------- --- ------ - ----- - -

~~ 

g 
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HavAt generation product? 
abroad. 

4, PSX, Al, Z8o, Mac, 

Programmers, Artists, Designers,Producers OH MY 
We've Got deals that will make your head Spin 

~ II ~ 
3 .r:'ngine 

1l 111
'Game rogrammers 

12 months game programming or 1 game credit or better. Strong Knowledge of C,C++, OlroctX/3d, 
3dfx chlpset. We are also seeking 3d engine coders. Salaries from 18K lo 50K • profit shares etc. 

Al/Tools Proarammers 
12 months game Al programming or 1 game credll"or better. Strong Knowledge of C,C++, 

Salaries from 18K to 50K + profit shares ate. 

Playstation & Nintendo 64 Programmers 
12 months minimum coding on those consoles or 1 game crodlt or bollor. Yaroze Programmors welcome. 

"' !:2 

j 
... ... 

Name your Price (£NEG) 

, Dreamcast Programmers 
/ Only the boat of the bast wanted for this Baba. (£Nag + Profit Shares) 

3ds/Max LW,Soft/Alias 3D Artist 
Skllls air.round In Low & High Polygon modelling, animating, 

haractar daalan & anvlronmanta.15K to 35K+ (graduates Please call first) 

Designer/Level Designers & 
Producers Gama lndust't ! ~••lencad only (£Neg) 

Game Teams wanted 
II you art a team of Programmers and Artltlt wanting to develop 

Gam:~~:~r!~.~i~v~a~x~!,l':l' 1':'a~:~:iir~:nil~~~\~~p g~~~~~~cepll, 

GameBoy Coders & Artists 
Graduate 3d programmers12K101sK• 

We are eeaklng BSC/MSC grada with strong 3d graphics programmers skllls • .; 
Candidate muat submit 3d graphics programmod demo, this Is compulsory. il; 

Seeking Private Investors ~ 
for PC/PSX/N64 development [ 

We are •••king private Investors who can finance professional game teams .i 
developing 30 games for PC/PSXIN84 & Oreamc11t, II you are Interested & want !li 
to find out more CALL US. All loam, have track• rocorda and 3d Technology. ~ 

USE KRS EXCLUSIVELY ~ 
Krystal is the only company 1n the entire UK who (apart from helping a huge number of ~ 

game people find cool jobs} have a team of consultants who work full-time in game design o 

WE sr~Jt~~~"/;°~bt~mJJe1AR·t:ori~JN~L ~ec":s"~/K"e'"rH~·o~im~s1 ~ 
KRS 1, 1 1/11tr company ol Supor3dPowor Studios i 

Recruiting at: London, Guildford, Enex, MlddloIox, Warwick, Bristol, Somerset, ii 
Banbury, Birmingham, Coventry, Corby, Nottingham, Staffs, Cheshlro, 'i1 

Mancheator, Loods, York, Stockton on Tooa, Nowcastlo, Liverpool, Knutsford, a. 
Sheffield, Dundee, Glasgow, Runcorn, and many other UK Locations. 1. 

Subml~~ mall or floppy Preferred, Not hardj ~ to Kas~ hand Jr .! 

,:~~~g~~::ft.rys ~a I ( ft.R-,) i 
ONLY email: kassey@krystal-krs.demon.co.uk ~ 

' Tel: 020 8599 8691 - Fax: 020 8262 8696 l!l 



~ TRA INI NG AND COURSES O ADVERTISE CA ROB SILVERMAN ON 020 7317 2645 OR EMAL rob.silverman@futurenet.co .u k 

r 
wh itespace studio ~ ., 

Learn from the experts 

We give you work at industry standards, giving you an invaluable 
tool for gaining access to the industry. 

!NEW! Professional film compositing course 
Learn to use "Shake" the film industry most talked compositing tool. 
!NEW! Advanced Texture and Lighting in 3D Studio Max 

Film and TV Courses offered in : 
• Shake (Compositing for feature film effects) . 
• Commotion (Paint for feature film effects). 
• 3D Modelling, 3D animation, 3D Studio Max. 
• After Effects, Media 100 and Premier. 

Web Creation Courses in : 
• Web Design. 
• Dreamweaver, Flash, Photoshop and Director. 

Small classes and individual courses tailored to your specific career 
or company needs, call for details. 

Check website for details on times and our new range of courses . 

Whitespace Studio ... 
AZTgc... 

Tel : 020 8547 7066 
E-Mail : d.lawson @kingston.ac.uk 
Web: www.kingston.ac.uk/whitespace ~NGS TON 

II ~ I I I l \ I 1 t 

~ Want to get into Games, 
.., Animation or Television? 

Announcing a new Government sponsored training 
and research facility in the centre of London to get 
people into the Games and TV industries. This is an 
initiative to bring new talent in to the industry and is 
supported by the DfEE, top facilities houses and 
hardware/ software manufacturers. 

We are launching in January 

More details? 
Ask for information on '7he Finishing School" 
CREATEC, Ealing Studios, Ealing Green, 
London W5 5EP Tel/fax: 0181 758 8619 
courses@nfts-createc.org. uk 

3D Animation O 3D Studio Max O Maya for Beginners 

and Advanced O Softlmage Beginners and Advanced 0 
Designing fur Vim.ml Sets O and more 
Digital Compositing and Effects O Avid Media Illusion 0 

Quant.el Editbox O Quant.el Henry O Aft.er FX 4.0 0 

Premiere 5 0 Avid Digit.al Studio O Discreet Logic Effect 

O Discreet Logic Flame O Discreet Logic Edit O and more 

2D AnimationO Taonz O Flash O Animo O and more 

National 
Film O 
Television 
School DJJD 



The trials of a start-up developer: part 20 

After co-founding Lionhead Studios with Peter Molyneux, Demis Hassabis set up his own development house, Elixir Studios. 
In the latest instalment of his exclusive diary, he ta lks about bu ilding that all important mood for Republic: The Revolution 

Onward spirals 

We had a milestone set for the start 

of February and we couldn't afford 

to lose any time working towards it 

Game development has always been a chaotic process. 

In the beginning you had three blokes in a room, all doing 

a bit of the art, programming and some of the design. 

They got away with it because they sat next to each other 

and communication wasn't a problem. The game would 

only ever be played by gaming enthusiasts who wouldn't 

mind if the engine was written by an artist, or if the sound 

was nothing more than a series of minimalist bleeps. 

But what do you do? You could always sacrifice 

creativity on the altar of MS Project, but that would not 

be much good either. You're creating a spreadsheet 

package. You need to leave room for the inevitable 

changes in the design. We've got a solution at Elixir 

called the spiral cycle. 

Director Dave Silver explains: "The way we try to 

address this problem at Elixir is by using a spiral life 

cycle for our development. Doing this involves breaking 

the development cycle down into stages of increasing 

size and level of completeness. At the end of each 

phase in the spiral there is an opportunity to adjust 

with the art in Republic: The Revolution. Every couple 

of months we have an art review which results in us 

throwing away a lot of good work, to maintain consistency 

in the game's world. In terms of the overall style, we've 

come a long way from where we were at the start. 

Initially, many of the artists were dubious as to the 

fun factor associated with creating authentic-looking 

eastern European buildings for two years. We had a long 

discussion which is sti ll going on. My point was that 

rea lity wasn't what we were looking fo r. Places like 

Kiev are in reality little more than adverts for foul '60s 

prefabricated architecture. This is authentic, but is it cool? 

'People's idea of eastern Europe may not correspond to reality. We've discovered plans for monumental 
communist buildings that were never built, fostering, I hope, the sinister film noir setting the game calls for' 

As teams and budgets have got larger, the cu lture has 

struggled to keep up. Games are immensely complicated 

and require st rict, less glamorous project management. 

It's not just a question of efficiency - it's also about 

preventing bloodshed. Every game's team has three 

very different and mutually antagonistic components 

in design, programming and art. 

Artists need the designers to have designed the game 

and the programmers to have finished before they can 

start their work. Designers would ideally like to know 

what technology they're going to have before they start 

designing their game. Programmers need to know exactly 

what the designers want before they start programming. 

It's a recipe for handbags at ten paces. And crap games. 

the direction of the project. We assess the major 

remaining risks, and plan out the next phase of 

development accordingly. 

"This way, we can have a full plan for each stage 

that takes account of all the work that needs to be done. 

Compromise is also important. It's too easy for artists 

and programmers to become insular and parochial in 

their individual approach to work. The attitude becomes 

'Well, I've done my bit, it's their fault it isn't done'. I loathe 

this sort of attitude - if you fa il , you fai l collectively. If 

you can encourage each side to see each other as allies 

you've got a better chance of producing a good game 

and a happy team'.' 

Over the last few months we've made a lot of progress 

I want cities and towns that reflect the sinister 

reality of the game - imposing buildings that enforce 

the belief that the man on the street is a mere ant. We 

spent some time watching and discussing films where 

cityscapes have been changed or tweaked to achieve such 

an effect. Starting with Fritz Lang's seminal 'Metropolis', 

we looked at 'Blade Runner', 'Batman' and 'Seven'. The 

cities in each film are recognisably based on real places, 

but have been exaggerated to create an atmosphere 

conducive to the ideas within the stories. 

We also examined pictures of Prague and St 

Petersburg. People have an idea of eastern Europe that 

may not correspond to the reality - give them what they 

want. Even the rundown parts of Novistrana need to look 

cool in their own way. Miles of concrete monoliths aren't 

going to look good. We're trying to create a look that's 

plausible, cool and then real istic, in that order. 

It's been a slow process and we've made mistakes 

(pink flats spring to mind') but the art is getting better all 

the time. We've discovered plans for monumental 

communist buildings that were never built, such as 

lofan's Palace of the Soviets (pictured below left). We've 

placed them in the game thereby fostering, I hope, the 

sinister film noir setting that the game ca lls for. 

News of Republic: The Revolution seems to have 

ruffled a few feathers and several people have expressed 

doubts about Tim Clarke's Total ity engine. In a creative 

industry there are many fragile egos. You run the risk 

of upsetting them if you attra"'. what they deem to be 

unwarranted attention. It's all very sad - one developer's 

success is rarely to the detriment of another. This has 

made us more determined to make the best game we 

possibly can. From bitter experience I've discovered that 

there's always a queue of people waiting to take a pop 

at you, hoping you will fail. There's only one way 

to answer them - prove them wrong. £ 

£DG£
0
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~ CLASSIFIED TO ADVERTISE CALL ROB SILVERMAN ON 020 7317 2645 OR EMAIL rob.s il verman@futurenet.co .uk 

·c1earance Software available for: g Super Famlcom, Super Nintendo 
c.,. Sega Salum (JAP/IJSA) 
~ PlayStatlon (JAP/IJSA) 
~ Nintendo 64 (JAP/IJSA) 
~ Plasse call for p~ces, from £2.50 

~ PLAYSTATION 2 IN STOCK 
FROM MARCH 20001!1 

fi rstplay software Technology Relations 

CAN YOU FINO THE £ZERO PRODUCT? PO Box 28132 London SE6 4WN 
CHECK OUR WEBSIJEJ:OR DETAILS Phone/Fax 0181 699 4921 

At FirstPlay Software we sell: ■~I DVD I IDreamcastl l.~a 
IMPORT GAMES AVAILABLE ON PSX, N64 AND DREAMCAST IN BOTH NTSC AND JAPANESE 
FORMATS AT COMPETITIVE PRICES. CUSTOMER AND SUPPLIER QUERIES WELCOME. WE 
NOW HAVE STOCKS OF SONY PLAYSTATION 2 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE AT MARKET 
LEADING PRICES. LOG ON TO OUR WEBSITE OR PHONE FOR DETAILS. OUR 'SPECIALS' 
SECTION NOW HAS UK DREAM CAST GAMES @ £29.99 AND RECENT-RELEASE DVD's@ 

£8.99, BUT IT DOESN'T END THERE - WE WILL SHORTLY BE POSTING NEW RELEASE 
TITLES ACROSS ALL FORMATS IN THE SAME SECTION. JUST HOW CHEAP CAN NEW 
RELEASE SOFTWARE BE? LOG ON AND FIND OUT, AS MANY OF THESE OFFERS ARE 

AVAILABLE ONLY VIA OUR WEBSITE AND THEY WON'T LAST FOREVER ! 

web: www.firstplay.co.uk 
email: support@firstplay.co.uk 

Free postage for all items over £20 and £1.00 for all others within the UK. 
All other territories, check website for details 

RAVEN GAMES LONDON MAILORDER 
74 BROMLEY ROAD, BECKENHAM KENT BR3 SNP 

TEL: 020 8663 6810 OR FOR MAIL ORDER & CREDIT CARD ORDERS: 020 8663 6822 FAX: 020 8663 0046 
PLEASE CALL FOR OUR FULL PRICE LIST 

FIRST WITH THE LATEST RELEASES 

USA/ JAl'ANK.%: CONVERSION NOW A\AILABLE BELOW 
ACCESSOIUF.S IN STOCK 
VMS I ROB DECODER BOX, LEAD /CONTROLLER/ SVHS LEAD / 
VIRTUAL JOYSTICK I RACING CONTROLLER/ CHU Cl-fiJ ROCKET 
CONTROLLER/ KEYBOARD/ RUMBLE PAK / GUN/ MISSION STICK / 
NEO GEO / DREAMCAST LlNKCABLE / GODZILLA VMS/ 
KEYBOARD I MODEM 
LATEST SOFTWARE .IAl'AN 
CRAZY TAXI 
UNDERCOVER AD 20?..5 
SEVENTH MANSIONS 
AERO DANCING: ADD DN DISC 
BIO HAZARD CODE VERONICA 
SEGAGT 
VIRTUAL COP 2 
TREASURE STRIKE 
GUNBIRD2 
MARVEL Vs CAPCOM 2 
KING OF FIGHTERS EVOLUTION 

LATEST SOHWARE USA 
ZOMBIES REVENGE 
CRAZYTAXI 
vum.JAL STRIKER 
RAYMAN2 
SOUL REAVER 
DEAD OR ALfVE 2 
TEE OFF 
CARRIER 
CASTLEVANIA RESURRECTION 
CLIMAX LANDERS 
TOM CLANCYS RAINBOW 6 

~ NEOGEO 

NEW NEO GEO POCKET COLOUR (SMALL VERSION) ......................... £69.99 
NEOGEOPOCKETCOLOUR ..... ---- .......... £59.99 
COi.OUR SOICl"WARE 
METALSLUG2 
PUZZLE LINK 2 
WORLD LEAGUE 2(XX) 
DARK ARMS 
PUZZLE BOBBLE MINI 
METAL SLUG 
ACCK'iSORIES 

PACMAN 
BASEBALL STARS 
DERBY CHAMP 
SAM SPIRITS 2 
SNK VS CAPCOM 
TURF MASTERS 
KING OF FIGHTERS R 2 

NECK STRAP.... . ................ .£12.99 OFFICIAL HEADPHONES ...... .£14.99 
LlNK CABLE .............................. .£9.99 LlNK CABLE DREAMCAST ..... £24.99 
Above available in USN JAP / UK versions 
NEO POCKET B/W MACHlNE£34.99/ ALL B/W SOFTWARE£19.99 

PLE\SE CAIJ. FOR A FllU, wrr OF IURDWARE Ai\'D SOFfW\RE 
BEWW iSASMAU. SE:u:cnoN OF GAMES IN STOCK 
R TYPE II / PC KID □ / GUN HEAD/ SPLATfERHOUSE / SUPER S1AR 
SOLDIER/ LEG-AXE / SHINOBI / R TYPE/ PC KID/ GRADIIJS I FINAL 
SOLDIER/ P47 CHAN AND CHAN/ MOTOROADER / FINAL LAP/ J. CHAN 
KUNG FU ORDYNE/ ALIEN CRUSH 

II 
5(1'(,()HZCONVERSION - PLAY ANY GAME (NO BORDER) .................... .£44.99 

P+P£10 
SOFTWARE SllLL L'i SfOCK 
FINAL FIGHT/ ST FIGHTER ZERO 3 / SHINING FORCE 3 PT.J / SHINING FORCE 
3 PT.2 / RADIANT SILVER GUN/ DEAD OR ALIVE/ ALL CAPCOM 
GENERATIONS/ DRACULA X / MARVEL VS STREET FIGHTER / KJNG OF 
FIGIITERS 97 /MAGIC KNIGHT RAY EARTH (USA) DUNGEONS & DRAGONS 
+ LOTS MORE .................................................................. PLEASE CALL FOR FlJLL LIST 

SEGA NOMAD (USA) IN STOCK .......................................................... ......... .£99.99 
SEGA NOMAD CONVERTED TO RUN UK/USA GAMES .................... .£129.99 

II 
Pll¼S£ CALL .FOR l..ATE,_,;,I MAIL ORL>ER J>IUCF.S ON BEJ.O\\' SOITWARE 
JAP I USA tUK • METAL SLUG X / COOL BOARDERS 4 / STRIDER PACK I ROAD 
RASH JAIL BREAK / HOTSHars GOLF 2 / RESCUE SHOT I CHAOS BREAK / 
PARASn"E EVE 2 / BIO HAZARD SURVIVOR/ ST F1Gl-ITER EX 2+/ RESCUE SHOT 
BUBIBOO/ CHOCOBOS DUNGEON 2 / WWF SMACKDOWN/ 40 WINKS/ ST 
AGHTER EX 2+/ JURASSIC PARK WARPATH/ BIO HAZARD 3 / SLED STORM / 
GRAN TIJRISMO 2 

RPGS 11" STOCK - FEAR EFFECT I SAGA rRotfflER Y KOULDELKA / VAGRANY 
STORY I PARASITE EVE 2 / GRANDIA / ALUNDRA 2 / ANAL FANTASY ANll-lOLOGY / 
THOUSAND ARMS/ ALUNDRA / LUNAR (LTD EDfnON)/ LEGEND OF MANA/ 
VANDAL HEARTS n I AZURE DREAMS I SAGA FRON11ER /TALES OF DESTINY I 
LEGEND OF LEGAIA I STAR OCEAN I ANAL FANTASY VIII (USA) 

All •. M,AJOR ACCESSORIES AVAIL,\.BLE 

L<\"IF.ST SOFf\\'ARE 
PERFECf DARK (APRIL)/ POKEMON SNAP I POKEMON STADIUM/ JVIARIO PARTY 2 

HARVf:ST MOON I BANGAIOl-V CAS11.EVANIA LEGACY I JET FORCE GEMINI/ 
SOLTrH PARK RALLY/ J LEAGUE 99 / RES EVIL 2 / RIDGE RACER 
OWN YOUR O\\"N llOW, ARCADE MACH!Nb 

AS FEATURED ON TV AND REVIEWED IN THF. EOOE 
SUPERGUN DELUXE INC. JOYPAD ............ ....................... ............. £179.99 
6BlJITON JOYPAD ....... .£24.99 3 BUTTON JOYPAD ............... .£19.99 

O"IHER E.URASAVAIL\BLE / A.11.L BACK UP SERVI CF. 
BELOW ARCADE !'CBS L~ STOCK· PLEASE CALL FOR FULL UPDATED LIST 
POW £30.00 / GHOST & GOBLINS £95.00 I COMMANOO (V) £65.00 I CHAM PION 
\VRESTLER£50.00 / KNIGlffS OFTI-IE ROU:,.JD £95.00 I GOLDEN AXE £75.00 / 
FORGO'nEN WORLDS £95.00 / NEO ONE SLOT £185.00 / BLACKHOLE (V) £35.00 I 
MYSTIC RYDERS £75.00/ SUPER PANG £65.00/ SUPER STREET FIGHTER ZERO 2 
£135.00 / BATJ'LE RANGERS (BLOODY WOLF) £35.00 I ROBOCOP 2 £75.00 / ROLLING 
THUNDER £70.00 I STREET FIGHTER 2 WORLD-WARRIORS £70.00 / SPIDERMAN 
£1 15.00 / DODGEBALL £25.00 / NEW ZEALAND STORY £95.00 / FINAL ROUND £40.00 I 
LEGEND OF KYRA £35.00 / TIGER HELi (V) £65.00 / DARK SEAL £65.00 I 
WRESTLEWARS (V) £65.00 / VANDYKE £45.00 I WORLD CUP 90 £25.00/ CHOPPER I (V) 
£45.00 I EURO FOOTBALL CHAMP £35.00 I GRYZOR (V) £65.00/ STREET FIGHTERS 
EX £145.00/TYPHOON (V)£70.00/ MAIN EVENT £45.00/ GT MLLE RALLY 2 £80.00/ 
l\llARVEL SUPER HEROES £125.00 / GANG WARS £30.00 I GREEN BERET £55.00 I 
TETI~IS (V) £45.00/ MAGIC SWORD £110.00 I NOSE TO TA IL (V) £30.00 / IMAGE FIGHT 
(V) £70.00 I RACK EM UP (V) £30.00 I BRA YWOOD D5.00 / MORTAL KOMBAT £75.00 I 
NEMESIS £95.00 / THUNDERZONE £85.00 / 1943 (V) £65.00 / STREET FlG HTER CHAMP 
EDn'ION £75.00 / HARD PUNCH £35.00 I MUSTANG £30.00 / SEARCH & RESCUE (S) (V) 
D0.00/ SIDE ARMS £75.00 / E SWAT £75.00 / BOMBERMAN WORLD £70.00/ STRIKE 
FORCE £95.00 I OLYMPIC SOCCER 92 £60.00/ WONDERBOY 3 £85.00 I PARODIOUS 
£75.00/DARKSTALKERS (f()P BOARD)£75.00 
Please 110/e 1lu11 all pcbs are on'gillllljmnmn a11d are all/111/y tested before being sent 
(V) = VERTICAL GAME 

WE ALSO STOCK 
VIRTUAL BOY / 3DO / ATARI LY NX/ JAGUAR/ SNES / SEGA MEGA 
ORNE/ LATEST GAME HINT GUIDES/ JAPANESE MAGAZINES 
COLOR GAMEBOY I USA ACTION FIGURES/ DVD REGION 2 

USED TITLES AVAILABLE - WE ALSO DO REPAIRS AND CONVERSIONS 

OPENING HOURS MONDAY-SATURDAY 10AM - 5.30PM, WEDNESDAY lOAM-lPM 
P+P: J GAME £1.5012 GAMES £2.50 ETC. I MACHINES £10 I P C BS £ 10 I SMALL ACCESSORIES £ 1.50 I NEXT DAY D ELIVERY AVA ILABLE 

PLEASE NOTE: ABOVE PRICES ARE MAIL ORDER ONLY. SHOP PRICES MAY VARY 
PLEASE CALL FOR A FULL PRICE LIST I PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO RAVEN GAMES LONDON I TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

ALL ABOVE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY ESTA BLISHED S INCE 1988 

BE AWARE: CHIPPING VOIDS ANY SONY UK WARRANTY ON YOUR PLAYSTATION. PROCEED AT YOUR OWN RISK 



CLASSIFIED TO ADVERTISE CALL ROB SILV ERMAN ON 020 73 17 2645 OR EMAIL rob. s ilverm a n @futurenet.co .uk ~ 

DGE is the registered t 
ctive Media Inc. Used u 

The Best Mail Order Games on the Internet 

IiJ~f ;?,JJn?t,~!AII IIPII, 
11am to 11pm Mondat to Sunday 

Visit our web site at: www.cybernet-f1lmstudio.com 

~pe:.c::ic:il C::>-F-Fe:.r-1 
Buy Any Game and Get 2nd for Half Price 

Onl one cou on er erson valid until end of December 1999. Cou on must be resented at unhase of rune. 

ANOTHERWORLO, 52 STAFFORD STREET, HANLEY, S-0-T-TEL, 01782 279294 
ANOTHERWORLD, 23 VICTORIA STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON TEL, 01902 717440 

ANOTHERWORLD, 11 MARKET STREET, NOTTINGHAM TEL, 0115 948 4122 
ANOTHERWORLD, 42/43 CASTLEFIELDS, MAIN CENTRE, DERBY TEL, 01332 206606 

Check us out @ www.anotherworld.co.uk Over 100 Game Music Soundtracks in stock 

UNIVERSAL DREAMCASTS NOW IN STOCK 
DREAMCAS;"J" CHIPS AVAILABLE 

04/03/00 CALL F7OR PRICE PLAYSTATION 2 
POWER REPLAYS £10 

AIBO ERS111 NOW lN STOCK - CALL FOR DE\TAILS 
LARGE SELECTION OF REGION F.REE DVD'S FROM £200 

/~ - ~CALL OUR 24HOUR ORDER UNE NOW! 
-/~ 485 570256 

P.O.BOX 212, HEACHAM, A.', , 
NORFOLK,PE317TX " 

' "l{e1,1~t~ 
• - M~d'1ll r.i;.G~n:-m 

Next day delivery for orders before 4.00pm 

BE AWARE, CHIPPING VOIDS ANY SONY UK WARRANTY ON YOUR PLAYSTATION. PROCEED AT YOUR OWN RISK 



The magazine for business 
in the Internet Age 

Launches Spring 2000 
Register for your copy now: www.futurenet.eo.uk/business2 



~ CLASS IF IED T ► ADVERTISE CA ROB SILVERMAN ON 020 7317 2645 R EMJl rob.silverman@future net.co .uk ~ 

fireworks 
tutorial & demo3 

0 

Also this month, 
in the biggest-selling 
magazine for creatives: 

► Making monster textures in 3D 
► Optimising techniques in 
Photos hop 5. 5 ► Dreamweaver 3 
review ► FreeHand 9 unveiled 

► From the makers of Edge• ► More from ~www.computerarts.co.uk 

ll=OR CASH OR EXCHANGE 

CONSOLES 
COMPUTERS 

GAMES 
RETRO & MODERN 

COMPUTER & GAMES EXCHANGE 
65 Notting Hill Gate, London WII JJS ff 020 7221 fl2J 

BUV • SELL • TRADE 
POSTAL SERVICE AVAILABLE 
OPEN 7 DAYS 10am - 8pm 

Please bring official ID with address & 
signature when selling/exchanging 

s 
3D0 S T 

NINTENDO 
Y G R 

A PC 

COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES 
IMPORTS AND EXCHANGE 

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

9 Wilton Parade, High Street, Feltham, Middx. TW13 4BU 

* Open I 0·6 Monday-Saturday & 12•4 Sunday 

ff 020 8893 2100/844 2575 \'P' 020 8844 1944 

AFTER HOURS LINE 6PM•IOPM 0973 552398 

GAMETRON 
EXCHANGE 

56A King Street, Cambridge CBJ JLN 
Tel/Fax: +44(0)1223 462 825 

BUY - SELL - EHCHAIUGE 
DREAMCASI' CONSOLE .......... £149.99 11 DREAMCASr COLOUR 
DREAMC,\Sf MODCIIIP .......... £15.00 
GB DREAMC,\Sf SCART ............ £7.99 COVER 9.99 
COLOUR CONTROLLER ......... .£24.99 ADAPTOR (PL\Y \'OUR 

~~:~~ ~~t~ (PL.\V AI.L) ___ J.~~ PS CONTROLLER ON DC) ......... .£29.99 

CONTROLLER -----~19.99 MULTl•REGION DC SYSTEM . .£2-19.99 
ARCADE STICK-----~39.99 BIO•HAZ.ARD C.V __ __,,.9.99 

CONVERTER (rHA) SMARTI 1''TSC/PAL .... £39.99 MARVEL VS CAPCO!\t 2 ............ £49.99 

SOFr\l'ARF POKEMON YELLOW ._ ............. £29.99 
CRAZV TAXI ------.u9.99 POKEMON son TOY ............... .£7.99 

~1:rg~;!;oR z ----~::: BIG POKEMON -----t14.99 

~~T~~E~~i~~~~ .................................... £.14:: ~~- ~~~· ti11-
~t~;g.'ANCE REVOLUTION ............... .£4::~ ____ !..,__i_!._._ 
RESIDENT EVIL cv ____ _w9.99 ■ ♦ 

Trade & wholesale f rices please fax 
ml Tel/Fax: +44(0 1223 462825 ml 

Email: GAMETRON@UKF.NET 
WWW.GAMETRON-EXCHANGE.CO.UK 

When calling, please quote Ref: 56A 
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HIS COMPANY WAS WORKING WITH 
PLAYSTATION2 DEV KITS BEFORE 
SOME INDUSTRY TYPES EVEN KNEW 
THE FORMAT EXISTED. HE FORESEES 
A FUTURE WHERE 'GAME JOCKEYS' 
PUSH INTERACTIVE ENTERACTIVE TO 
THE MASSES. HE WOULDN'T MIND 
GETTING NEXT TO 'FEISTY YOUNG 
THINGS' MEET CRITERION'S MD ... 

• 

I 

I 

ho had the first 

PlayStation2 development 

kit in the UK? Codemasters? 

Core Design? Some beleaguered 

backroom programmers at Psygnosis? 

Think again. As a premier pillar in Sony's 

ambitious (yet unproven) middleware 

support plans, Criterion's Renderware 

was being rewritten for PlayStation2 

in early 1999. Staff at Criterion's office in 

Guildford were keeping the box a secret 

before other industry insiders even 

believed it existed. Not bad for a 

company that some overlooked after 

1995 when - like Argonaut - it lost out 

in a Microsoft feeding frenzy, to fellow 

Brits RenderMorphics, when the giant 

came hunting for a 3D API to shoehorn 

into Direct)(. 

"After Microsoft hooked up with the 

RenderMorphics guys, there was a sense 

of 'My God, what next?"' admits 

Criterion's managing director David Lau

Kee. "But there was also a release. We 

thought, okay, now we can begin to do 

our own thing and compete in our way:' 

Judging that it would take Microsoft at 

least two years to come up with a 

product, Lau-Kee accelerated the game 

development side of the company he 

spearheaded out of a Canon research 

project in 199 l. While Criterion Software 

continued to develop on Renderware -

arguably the world's first consumer-level 

3D graphics API - its sister company 

Criterion Studios was founded to bring 

3D games to market. 

Today, Criterion is certainly doing its 

own thing. Some 800 development 

companies have been beta testing its 

Renderware 3 API, and Criterion hopes 
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to sell s,ooo licences. That's meaty 

middleware. Meanwhile, early products 

such as Scorched Planet - a 3D take on 

Defender which required 3D accelerators 

before the world had them - have given 

way to funky, playable titles such as 

Acdaim's Trick Style. 

"We're probably better placed in terms 

of the studio side than we've ever been," 

Lau-Kee says. And with talent like those 

on the Trick Style team, world-leading 3D 

graphics technology, an inside track on 

future platforms, and strange visions of 

the future at his disposal, he might just 

have a point. 

David Lau-Kee: I think in terms of some 

of the elements in it, Trick Style is a 

terrific game. It's not perfect, but show 

me one that is. The team are now 

working on what we're calling Trick Style 

2, although you shouldn't think it's going 

to be a straight sequel. There are a 

number of fundamental differences. 

OLK: Well, one reason Trick Style may not 

sell ten million units is that it has both 

the trick element and the racing element. 

Maybe those don't combine in the 

fashion they ought to in a mass-market 

game. Also, I think that the multiplayer 

element works, but doesn't really bring a 

whole new dimension to the game. 

OLK: Well, we have a version running on 

PlayStation2, but that's as much because 

Trick Style has a Renderware engine 

and we used it as a test case. 
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OLK: We had a recognisable version 

running in about a week. 

OLK: You might say it was fortuitous 

timing in that we were ready to move 

away from solely developing for PCs. 

But we never had any doubts about 

Dreamcast From first seeing the 

development kits we thought it was 

going to be a good machine. 

OLK: No. There was a lot of tittle-tattle 

that it wasn't going to sell very well. But 

if you went out and talked to the people 

on the street who weren't industry 

insiders, they were excited by it. 

OLK: The first games .. can I remember 

those? Maybe I've purged them from my 

memory! [Laughs] Yeah, it was really just 

dipping our toes into the games market. 

The first games were technical exercises. 

Scorched Planet had an industrial

strength networking component, which 

was like using a sledgehammer to crack 

a nut! But in terms of a piece of 

engineering it was wonderful. 

OLK: Absolutely. We were building 

games only for ourselves. I think it's a 

stage that people with a strong technical 

background have to go through. 

I see it with the new spin-off 

companies. You've got smart technical 

people doing some really interesting 

things, but they have to exorcise this 

notion that games can be driven by 

technology. You'll hear them say time 

and again: 'Oh, it's all about gameplay' 

but there's more to it than saying those 

words - it's translating them into muscle. 

OLK: We recently released Suzuki on 

Dreamcast. And we have Deep Fighter, 

which is looking dead cool. It will be 

released around March on Dreamcast. 

And we've got another game that 

probably won't be released until 2001 . 

OLK: Yeah, probably. We've got a bunch 

of other stuff going on with Dreamcast, 

too. We're not saying a huge amount 

about this at the moment but we're 

really intrigued by what Sega has 

managed to pull off on the online 

side of things. 

OLK: Well, yeah. [Laughs] Let's talk again 

in six months time! I think there are all 

sorts of possibilities there, outside the 

image you might have of a Dreamcast 

game. If you ask where games are going, 

people tend to reel out this analogy with 

the Hollywood blockbuster. There's a 

huge amount of truth in that, but I 

also think you'll find there's scope for 

other styles of game. 

OLK: Yeah, or TV programmes or TV 

soaps. Those are tremendously 

compelling as forms of entertainment 

but they don't compete with Hollywood. 

They are a different kind of experience. 

OLK: I think it's now a misapprehension. 

We've shown the first glimpses of that 

with Trick Style. The stuff you'll see from 

us in the next couple of years will seal it. 

OLK: Yes, of course, and this is why we 

have a demo team upstairs in the 

technology division which does just that. 

----·· ........ . • 

I 

OLK: Absolutely not. The studio guys 

have completely free reign to choose any 

technology they like. They can use 

Renderware or something else. 

OLK: Absolutely. [Laughs] If they want to 

build their own technology then 

fine, they can go and do that. And there 

might be a good reason to. Of course, it 

would be a very interesting decision for 

us. That's one of the big benefits of 

having technology development next to 

game development. With technology 

development alone, you can be in you r 

own corner thinking 'this is great' and yet 

lose sight of the real world. 

OLK: It's awesome. Quite spectacular. 

OLK: Well, is it perfect? Show me a 

technical person who finds any platform 

perfect. The cute thing about 

Play5tation2 is there's so much flexibility 

thanks to the arcane nature of the 

architecture. You've got this central CPU, 

••• ••• ••• . .... "' ... 

and then there are these vectors units 

dotted around. Communicating with 

them is a real art. There are so many 

tricks you can pull, so many backdoors. 

It's a coding junky's dream. 

OLK: Absolute ly! The more complicated 

the better as far as I'm concerned. 

OLK: I don't think so. You think 

something is a bit strange, that they 

didn't have enough time to get this bit 

right or they skimped a bit on that, 

but then you talk to them and they've 

thought it through. They've made some 

pretty good design trade-offs. 

OLK: It would be a mistake for most 

developers to put too much effort into 

it right now. But it would be a bigger 

mistake not to have someone at the 

company conceiving what the future 

will be like. 

Things will change, without a 

doubt. And not just in terms of 

broadband either, but in terms of the 

very social arrangement of games. 

One thing we've been thinking about 

emerges from unified imaging, 

bringing together all the different 

forms of imaging. 

OLK: It all stems from the observation 

that the intrinsic visual quality of 

synthesised graphics is approaching 

that of sampled graphics - synthesised 

being computer generated and sampled 

being natural images. Once the visual 

qualities are the same, you have to ask 

why you're using a different framework 

to process them. 

There are certain things you can do 

with video footage that you wouldn't 

think of doing with 3D graphics - and 

there are things you do with 3D graphics 

that you wouldn't conceive as being 

possible with video. 

OLK: I think this example brings together 
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the social aspects and the unified 

imaging aspects. Once you had records, 

but they have been transformed by the 

rise of the DJ. The DJ is the person who 

is conducting this social experience. 

Records are being played, but it's the DJ's 

interactivity and creativity that is creating 

the entertainment experience. 

In the future we'll see GJs - game 

jockeys. People who are up there 'mixing' 

the game, presenting the game, telling a 

story through it and interacting with it. 

OLK: Hmm. Think more 'The Matrix'. The 

quality of the imagery you get in terms 

of the live action-stuff and the computer

generated stuff. What would it mean to 

have somebody take images of that 

quality and mix them in real time and 

play around with them in real time? 

As a social experience, that's what 

gets me going on future games. I want 

to experience the euphoria of somebody 

else co-ordinating and conducting this 

mass event within the form of a game. 

OLK: That can happen, but it's a 

separate thing. You can have a game 

with one person there and the crowd 

experiencing it. Another way of doing it 

might be to have a mass network with 

lots of people coming together. 

OLK: In a ll sorts of ways. How does a 

DJ interact with a clubbing crowd? 

They're taking feedback from what's 

going on and they're mixing it accordingly. 

And there is this huge euphoria when 

DJs get it right and they move from one 

particular beat to another beat. 

The same thing is going lo happen 

with games. You can see the beginnings 

in some of the media installations you 

see in clubs - the stuff Lori Anderson 

does with performance artwork. 

OLK: In certain games in the future I see 

no distinction between the two. I think 

the act of participating means that in 

some fashion you are creating. You can 

see that already in multi-user games. 

You're participating but you're also 

creating some aspect of the game itself. 

DLK: Possibly, but again for me, games of 

the future are not so much Dungeons 

& Dragons and wizards. I want to be 

there, in a club, in this game experience 

with some feisty young thing next to me. 

When people talk about emotions in 

games, I think it's those sorts of things 

that we're going to see. 

OLK: The £2.Sbn non-existent device? 

[Laughs] I've got to say I have no 

privileged information on X-Box. 

OLK: Yeah. [Pause] What can I say? 

I don't know whether Microsoft hasn't 

quite forgiven us yet for the graphics API 

wars of seven years ago! [Laughs] I think 

X-Box is going to happen because of 

what I hear within the industry. 

Do I think it should happen? My gut 

feeling is no. And I also think that if it's 

Microsoft that's doing it and running it as 

the Microsoft we know and love today, 

then it won't be as big a success as it 

might be. I don't think Microsoft really 

understands the consumer in the same 

way that somebody like Sony does. 

OLK: Sure. I think Bill Gates' problem is 

he can see that his traditional segment 

has started to be eradicatecf.because of 

the decimation of what it means to be a 

PC. It's beginning to segment. That's fine, 

but what he needs lo do is exploit each 

segment - servers with NT, desktop with 

Windows 2000, the embedded market 

with Windows CE. 

OLK: Second best is often good enough. 

OLK: No, no. I've got lots of electrical 

sockets in my house that I plug things 

into but I've only got one electricity feed 

coming in. The server is about 

centralisation of information coming into 

the household. It's an information feed 

and storage area. But aspects of the 

processing and display and so on are 

becoming distributed. 

OLK: I think if you can own a format, 

you will still do incredibly well. The 

big problem is it's becoming more 

difficult to retain ownership of a format. 

The stakes are going up for format 

holders, just as they're going up for 

developers and publishers. But the 

point about the balance shifting is a 

really interesting one. 

If you have va rious consoles at the 

bottom level and see middleware sitting 

above that, then what we're providing 

at the moment is the 3D part of it. To an 

extent, we are mediating access to the 

platform. Without a doubt we're finding 

that the position we're developing is 

one that's stronger and more important 
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than a straightforvvard Rendervvare 

play might indicate. 

We've been talking about this 

entertainment device in the future. We 

don't know what it is, we only know it's 

not a PC. The convergence is coming 

from the PC, it's coming from digital 

television, from game consoles and 

somewhere in there are mobile phones, 

too. II all somehow leads towards that 

device. What we're doing with 

Rendervvare is working in every one of 

those areas - including mobiles. 

OLK: Yep. The only thing we can say for 

certain is that technology is driving 

fundamental changes. You can have 

images flashing up twice a second .. or 

you can have them flash up 30 times a 

second and you've got a movie. It's a 

qualitatively different experience. 

If you take something like 

PlayStation2, people go on about how 

it's faster and can do more of this, that 

and the other. Absolutely, it's a 

quantitative change. ~VI sometimes 

a quantitative change leads to an 

inflection point in qualitative difference. 

Because it's able to go much faster, 

that allows you to do something 

completely different. I think that's , ~ 

what we're going to see. 7-'=:i 



CHOICE CUTS FROM THE VIDEOGAMING VAULT 

LITTLE COMPUTER PERSON 
Will Wright's spectacular!}' evolved Sims mav. have moved into the neighbourhood and begun to make a racket (see 1266).,_ 
but Edge remembers their founding forefather who was livin . around these 12arts when ever}'thing was just fields .. . 

Dear Friend, 
Thank ycu fer keeping me well ~tacked with feed 

and wate 

The house in which your virtual friend existed was a bachelor pad in the great American tradition, replete with record player, piano and home computer system. 
Communication was limited to type-written letters. (What did happen to LCP creator David Crane, anyway? Answers, please, on a postcard to the usual address) 

lr.W h, the good old days of 8bit gaming, when mags 

Lir.J were printed on bog roll, written by adolescents 

with more hairspray than sense, and graced with the 

occasional titles whose shocking disregard for convention 

saw them shine among the swamps of starfield-speckled 

shoot 'em ups and licensed platform-u-like actioners. 

Little Computer Person was such a release. A virtual 

pet simulator that predated the likes of Tamagotchi by 

over a decade, the 'game' genera ted a little house 

on-screen which rapidly became home to a little man and 

his little dog. You gave him a name and thereafter it was a 

matter of experimentation, from sending records over to 

his place, to writing him a letter, to playing card games. 

The life evolving in this digital petri dish was not nearly 

as clever as it purported to be (few decent simulations 

are), but here was a plaything with the capability of 

inspiring curiosity in even the most jaded 

computer gamer. Legendaiy, influential stuff. 

Manufacturer: Activision 
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Your little computer person could dance (to music lifted from the likes of Master Of The Lamps), exercise, 
play piano, watch TV, talk on the phone, brush his teeth, cook, eat, drink, and do all manner of other things 

1985 Developer: David crane C64/various 



EDGEVIEW 
The videogames world never stands still, riding the breaking wave of advancing technolQgy~s reg_lllar column 
Edguuts the industry_'._u>_mg~j_o_.r2erspective with a look at esteryear'~ headlines: five y..§!s1rs ago this month 

Edge issue 18, March 1995 

D t may seem like something of a 
contridiction for the words 'the 

future of interactive entertainment' and 
'Apple Computer to share space on the 
same Edge cover, but issue 18 was 
celebrating the company's decision to 
open up its operating system to outfits 
traditionally seen as competi tors. Inside 
the mag, an eight-page featu re chronicled 
Apple's chequered history, regaling its 
hardcore gaming readers with the beauty 
and significance of spreadsheet program 
VisiColc in the grand scheme of things. 

Thank goodness for Sony and its 
PlayStation, which was by now in the 
process of romancing UK developers on a 
wide scale, a fact Edge recognised with 
its report from SCEE's technical workshop, 
held in London. Guest of honour was 
Teruhisa Tokunaka, then deputy 
president of SCEI, who expounded on 

I 
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'; Japanese stats give 
, ~;; Saturn the edge 
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.... , ...... , 

Company report 

Sega's Tom Kalinske and friend. 
(Note: one of these individuals 
would not stay with the brand) 

the virtues of Sony's choice of storage 
medium thus: "PlayStation CD-ROM is like 
a MacDonald's hamburger: quick, cheap, 
tasty and easy to get another'.' (He failed 
to foresee the other parallel - that, like 
MacDonald's, the PlayStation would also 
prove capable of capturing the attention 
of an entire nation's delinquent 

Clockwise from top left: an inauspicious start for the Saturn in Japan; the 
visionaries at Division attempt to show the world what it's been waiting 
for; Saturn Panzer Dragoon; ambitious Mercenary update, Damocles 

youth of a Saturday afternoon.) 

Did they really say that? Did Edge really say that? Testscreens (and ratings) 

Sega US chief Tom Kalinske: "No matter how great 'Who would have thought that Apple and IBM would now Descent (PC; 8/10), Victory Goal (Saturn; 6/10), Return Fire (3DO; 

Saturn is, or PlayStation is, or Ultra 64 is, we will not only be talking to each other but would have a common 8/ I 0), Dark Forces (PC; 7 / I O), Kileak The Blood (PlayStation; 6/ 10), 

outsell them by an enormous amount with 32X" business interest?' More importantly, who'd have cared7 Ra iden Project (PlayStation; 6/10), Cybersled (PlayStation; 4/ 10) 

PIXELPERFECT 
Ever amer has occasional moments of s arklin excitement be it_.tb.e first time Speedba/1 booted up, or completing 
Sabrewulf. Here Ade Carless, senior designer atJnfogrames UK escar-ed a lik.__gf meat thanks to one Obi Wan Kenobi 

D was about 16 years old and working as a YTS 
butcher. Each day was a gruelling stint lasting 

from 6.30am to 6.30pm. I used to carve meat, lift 
cuts and serve customers. 

During the winter I hardly ever saw daylight -
except for the few minutes that it took me to get to 
the slightly sleazy arcade in Wa lsa ll town centre, that is. 

Here, I remember, they had a few decent 
machines - singed Defenders, a broken Tron and 
a rea lly loud Star Wars stand-up cabinet. The latter 
was my favourite. For just a single coin I could last 
out my lunch hour ragging the Empire's Tie Fighters, 
battling my way through the surface towers and 
making a frantic run along the trench of the Death 
Star - again and aga in. 

One day, upon heari ng Obi Wan's advice - "Let 
go" - for the gazillionth time, I decided to take his 
word for it. I travelled the length of the Death Star 
trench without squeezing the trigger once. 

Then, at the last second, I fired my torpedoes 
into the vent and made good my escape. I can't 
remember the exact title of the bonus awarded (1 
think it was a Force bonus or something), but it 
changed my perception of the game completely. 
It seemed so deep! 

Soon after this I had secured a bit of casua l 
artist work with Elite Systems, based up the road 
in Aldridge. It didn't take me long to tell the gaffer 
in the butcher's shop where to stick his meat, ~ 
and I've never looked back! '1...S 

Ade Carless (left), 
who worked on 
the likes of I-War 
among many other 
titles, admits a 
Force allegiance 
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Bea/mania's dedicated Euro 
controller in all its plastic glory 
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( out there) REPORTAGE 

A song for Europe 
UK: While Japanese arcade-goers have been busying themselves with all 

manner of music-led coin-0ps over the last few years, from drums to DJ 

decks to electric guitar sims, Konami's BeMani phenomenon has largely 

passed western audiences by. That's set to change thanks to Konami 

Europe's sterling efforts in localising the game that started it all, Beatmania. 

Mindful of the fact that the game's original Japanese score, with its well

intentioned but ultimately lightweight bunch of tracks, would not sit well 

with Euro audiences, Konami expended around a years worth of effort. in 

signing up established western dance acts and their most prominent work. 

Thus, Euro gamers get the opportunity to tap and scratch along to Moloko's 

'Sing It Back', Ruff Driverz's anthemic 'Dreaming', and more besides. Best of 

all, the Euro version comes packaged with a dedicated controller. 

The westernised version of Beatmania includes funky new self-referential visual motifs (main) and audio 
accompaniment from the likes of (right column, from top) Les Rhythmes Digitales, Ruff Driverz and Mqloko 

Konami's BeMani scales up 
Japan: As Beatmania hits the UK, Japanese arcade-goers are now testing 

the latest in Konami's preposterously successful BeMani series (sales made 

the company Japan's top publisher in 1999). Entitled Keybaardmania, it's 

the logical next step for the genre. Step forward, budding Jean Michel Jarres. 

The latest BeMani coin-op 
is a slinky beast. You don't 
need any explanation of 
how it plays, do you? 



Poo-Chi Poo-Chi ... poo 
Japan: In the wake of Aibo, Sony's robotic pet dog beloved of techno-nerds 

the world over, comes a reply from Sega in the form of Poo-Chi. Retailing in 

Japan at the ecuivalent of around E20, Poo-Chi is the mongrel to its rival's 

Shih Tzu, offering an altogether less comprehensive range of responses to its 

owner's commands. Though it's capable of recognising signals in the form of 

light, sound and touch (pat it on the head and heart symbols appear in its 

electronic eyes), the poor beast can't help looking more 32X than Dreamcast 

Brave hearts prepare for battle 
UK: The success of l 999's Scottish Computer Games 

Championship has ensured that this year's event, again 

to be held in Perth, is ramping up. Sponsored by 

Electronics Boutique Group, SCGC 2000 will be held 

on July 28-31. More details closer to the time. 

Electronic toy company Tiger 
will be bringing Poo-Chi to 
the UK in July at around E30 

Horror's new point of view 
Japan: During experimentation 

with a demo version of BioHazard 

Cade: Veronica, an unusual new 

viewpoint came to light Yes, 

it's now possible to blow away 

undead freaks from an altogether 

more satisfying firstperson 

perspective. Look out for this 

cynically cribbed element as a 

bonus mode in the final release. 

Last year's event (left) featured 
several categories, the winner 
of each going on to compete 
in all disciplines in order to 
crown the overall champion 
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( out there) REPORTAGE 

Pocket begins to bulge 
Japan: If someone told you 12 months ago 

that a new handheld console would shortly be 

challenging Nintendo's all-conquering Game Boy 

as the format of choice for developers looking to 

take proven formulae and squeeze them down 

into portable form, you may well have laughed. 

But SNK's Neo-Geo Pocket Colar is doing just that 

as its latest wave of software attests. Apart from 

SNK itself, which is doing a fine job in bringing 

Neo-Geo titles such as Metal Slug 2, Magician 

Lord and Lost Blade to the format battle game 

specialist Quest has produced a Pocket conversion 

of Ogre Bottle, with U EP Systems' Cool Boorders 

and ESP's Evolution also making the journey. 

Handheld gaming enters new dimension 
UK: Nintendo fans awaiting the Game Boy Advance 

in the hope that handheld gaming is about to enter 

a new dimension need not anticipate any longer, 

because Tyrannosaur Tex proves shows just what 

the Game Boy Colar is capable of when it's tickled in 

the right places. Yes, it's been a long while coming, 

but now you can have firstperson shoot 'em up 

action on the move thanks to Slitherine's game. 

VVhat do you mean, it looks like 30 Monster Maze? 

Left to right (by column): Metal 

Slug 2, Cool Boarders Pocket, 

Last Blade, Ogre Battle 

Densetsu, and Evolution 

Using similar techniques to those that made Sega's Mega Drive handle firstperson 3D, Tyrannosaurus Tex gives the Game Boy Coler FPS action 



Quakers show their oats 
US: Like every other honest gamer, Edge staffers enjoy the odd session 

of Quake Ill - nothing too serious, just a couple of hours during lunch 

and a few more after work. Of course, it's all taken slightly more 

seriously in the US, where you can't simply play the game, it has to be a 

lifestyle choice, even if you don't actually have a life to style. And so it 

was with a sense of foreboding that Edge checked out the 'Get Naked 

Yes, gentlemen, now put them away. For 

the full story, visit www.planetquake.com/ 

features/articles/ naked_a.shtml 

Press F13 to start 
UK: Horror-loving PC/Mac owners who like to tinker with their desktop 

configurations will no doubt shriek in delight as they explore the various 

options available in F/3, a Stephen King-licensed release from Blue 

Byte. The package allows users to either install one of six screen savers 

(all of which deliver a multi-branching episodical story), test their 

knowledge of horror-related trivia, assign a multitude of system sound 

For Quake' competition on Planetquake. Just like Groucho Mall<'s 

assertion that he wouldn't want to join any club that accepted him 

as a member, surely the logic must be that, with the possible exception 

of KillCreek, an image of any Quake player wishing to get naked would 

be, by definition, not something anyone would want to see. Still, it's 

difficult not to admire the devotion, however misplaced. 

effects to accompany their computers actions, or play one of 

three mini-games. And if that isn't enough, fans should find King's 

'Everything's Eventual' novella (previously only available in a US

published magazine), which comes as a bonus, worth the E20 RRP 

alone. F/3 won't win any awards for high-action gaming, but as an 

intriguing conceptual hybrid, that's not what it's attempting to deliver. 

Watch a story unfold 

in one of the six 

screensavers offered 

(above) or opt to 

squash dangerous 

skeletons of death 

Gran TuNismo 
Since launching the latest version 

of the Skyline GT-R (the stupidly 

swift R34 model of which is 

shown below), Nissan UK reports 

that it has been astounded by the 

number of people recognising the 

car simply from having played 

Gron Turismo. Company reps 

have allegedly found themselves 

surrounded in petrol stations, 

supermarket carparks and motor 

shows by individuals regaling them 

with tales of their GT-R related 

antics in Polyphony's racer. This is 

the kind of publicity manufacturers 

kill for - Aston Martin has 

admitted in the past that the 

original game did wonders for 

creating brand awareness in the 

US - and yet you'd be amazed 

to find out some refused (or at 

least made it very difficult) to have 

their line-ups included in GT2. 
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(out there) REPORTAGE 

Going for a SOngBoy 
US: Considering Nintendo's little portable has an audience of 160m ears, it was 

only a matter of time before someone woke up to the potential of introducing 

MP3 into the Game Boy mix. Step up the SongBoy. Recently announced at the 

CES in Chicago, the accessory plugs into the unit's cartridge slot, allowing the 

handheld to operate as an MP3 player, similar to Diamond's Rio. 

But because the SongBoy uses the secure MP3 standard MPE, you will only 

be able to download music from its dedicated Web site. And while the first 

l 0,000 downloads of a track will be free, a nominal fee will be charged for 

further downloads. Advertising will scroll across the Game Boy's screen when 

the player is in use. The screen does allow lyrics and relevant artwork to be 

downloaded, however. Priced at igg (£62), the standard version of the SongBoy 

has 16Mb of memory, enough for around 16 minutes of music. A 32Mb 

expansion pack will also be available. Both can be ordered at www.SongBoy.com. 

sonic shrinkage 

UK: Another month, another 

bundle of game-related figurines 

tum up on Edge's doorstep. In 

The MP3 revolution rides the back 

of the most successful console 

ever. Would Nintendo approve? 

--

. 
••• • •• ••• ..... 
•••• •••• ,. .... 
•••• 

this instance, however, the 

merchandise in question isn't the 

kind of third-rate tat gamers are 

accustomed to, with Sonic, Tails 

and Knuckles lovingly recreated in 

dinky plastic form. Each character 

even comes replete with his own 

gold ring. (Edge hasn't worked out 

what to do with that yet, though.) 

Shouting retro, retro, retro 
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UK: To the layman it may seem 

like lunacy, but the number of 

people who cherish old computer 

game soundtracks as if they were 

Godly heirlooms stands in the 

thousands. And, as with many 

groups of hardcore devotees, their 

passions are indulged by like

minded individuals who're keen to 

make a few quid while celebrating 

the unusual pastime themselves. 

'Back In lime II' is the latest 

product to pander to these whims. 

Running at nearly 74 minutes 

in length, the compilation brings 

together 15 of the Commodore 

64's most beloved slices of game 

music including the legendary 

theme from Ocean's Rambo (as 

one half of 'Galway Is God 2000') 

and a remix of Rob Hubbard's 

arranged version of the Sanxion 

loading theme, 'Thalamusik', 

which originally appeared on 

'Back In Time II' can be purchased at www.c64audio.com 

a covermounted cassette with Zzap! 64 magazine. 

Like most compilations, the inclusions are a mixed bag. 

It's difficult, for instance, not to appreciate the haunting tones 

of 'Forbidden Forest' and the meandering wibbles of the 

dancey 'Wizball 2000', but 'Roland's Rat Race' and 'Rydeen' 

will test the patience of a saint. Promisingly, the next 

instalment is set to be a more Rob Hubbard-centric affair. 

DataStream 

Amount of Japanese Gran 

Turismo 2 that can be 'finished' 

because Polyphony Digital 

removed elements from the game 

without recalculating percentage 

totals: 98.6 per cent 

Amount of online sales generated 

by AOL members between 

November 25 and Christmas: 

S2.5bn 

Number of Dreamcasts produced 

by Sega each day: 12,500 

Number of Dreamcasts Sega aims 

to produce daily by June: 35,000 

Amount of money Sega loses per 

Dreamcast in Japan: ¥2,000 (El l) 

Number of copies of Shenmue 

Chapter I sold in the first week 

of release: 260,000 

Number of copies of Sego Rally 2 

(Dreamcast's biggest game of 

1999) sold in Japan: 290,000 

UK Saturn installed base: 214,460 

UK Dreamcast installed base: 

236,438 

Length of time after releasing the 

Opposing Force mission pack at 

E25 that Havas released a 

combined pack of Half-life, Team 

Fortress Gassic and Opposing 

Force at £40: nine weeks 

Percentage increase in Red 

Storm's revenues from 1998 to 

1999: 400 per cent 

Size of grant given to Midway 

by Chicago's local government to 

stop the company moving into 

the suburbs: £1 .3m 

Number of units Samsung 

expects to sell of its Nuon

enhanced Extiva DVD player 

by the end of 2000: 500,000 

Length of cut-scene footage Sega 

of America cut from Warp's 02 

because of concerns over sexual 

violence: 60 seconds 
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(out there) MEDIA 

Eels 
Daisies OfThe Galaxy 
Dreamworks 
Considering the Eels' frontman, 
E, has dealt with the death of 
his mother and the suicide of 
his sister, the fact that the most 

touching song on their new 
album is 'It's a Motherfucker 
should be no great surprise 
(a beautiful and sparse track, it 
seems to mark the nadir of his 
grief). Much of the album is 

touched by melancholy, but it 
remains the saddest happy 

record you'll hear all year. 

Yo LaTengo 
And Nothing Turns Itself 
Inside out 
Matador 
The best-kept secret of American 
rock, Hoboken's Yo La Tengo are 
now on their tenth album, with 
as little chance of world fame 
as their less-than-slick name 
suggests. Far from being obscure 
for its own sake, they push their 
creativity with a fierceness 
matched only by Sonic Youth. 
This album is one of Yo La 
Tengo's quietest. Hardcore fans 
will lap it up. Interested newbies 
would do better to start with one 
of their mid-'90s releases. 

Kid Koala 
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome 
Ninja Tune 
Pushing the power of mixed 
media, Kid Koala's album comes 
with a comic booklet and a 

crude DJ version of Asteroids. 
The music's also a bit of mixture 
- lazy rhythms rub shoulders 

with speeded-up vocals and 
odd scratches, while the finale 

features manic banjo playing. 
Reminiscent of early Death in 
Vegas, it's certainly not breaking 

any new ground, but while it lasts 
it's occasionally likeable stuff 

INTERNET 
Site: Penny Arcade 
URL: www.penny-arcade.com 

Videogaming and humour are neither natural 

nor happy bedfellows, and yet a quick scan of 

the Net reveals a dedicated bunch of individuals 

committed to wringing grins out of the pastime 

whatever the consequences. The most 

successful of an admittedly limited selection has 

to be Penny Arcade, a site put together by two 

American gamefreaks with clearly too much time 

on their hands (three strips appear per week, for 

heaven's sake). Best catch it on a good day. 

FINITY 
As long as there has been recorded history, the school 
of 'what if alternatives has followed a few paces in its 
wake. It's one of the easiest plot devices available to 
the uninspired writer: a cheap twist of fact and voila -
a whole novel is ripe for the plundering. And, as proved 
by Robert Harris' 'Fatherland,' a few Nazis seem to 

guarantee bestseller status. 
The latest book from the normally thoughtful John 

Barnes at first appears to have fallen prey to this curse. 

Set in 2061, in a world shaped by the Nazi's victory in 
the Great Reich War of the 1950s and the dropping of 
atomic bombs on the USA, the future is the usual mix 
of authoritarian control and intelligent machines. It's only 

when obscure research scientist Lyle Peripart swaps a 
dead-end job for a mysterious post at the giant Con Tech 

corporation that things start to happen. 
His girlfriend sees him in places he physically knows 

he couldn't have been. Then she saves his life from an 
assassin wth combat skills she can't remember learning. 

Additional research shows this fragmenting reality is 
related to no one having had recent contact with anyone 
living in America. At this point, Barnes remembers he's 

writing science fiction. Released from the shackles of 
tediously working through the historical alternative, the 
writing picks up pace. Mixing parallel universe conjectures 

wth the race to discover whatever happened to America, 
'Finity' comes alive and finally finds its own voice. 

REVELATION SPACE 
The cover on this debut novel is underscored by praise 
from the best British sci-fi writer working at the moment, 

Stephen Baxter. There are striking parallels. Like Baxter, 
Reynolds is a trained scientist. He works at the European 

Space Agency as an astrophysicist. Even more important 
than the veracity both men bring to their work is their 

scope of imagination. Baxters last book, 'lime,' was a 
fascinating investigation of the scale and depth of the 
universe. And the foundation of 'Revelation Space' is 
similar, if contained within a more accessible approach. 

Starting in much the same way as Arthur C Clarke's 

'2001 ', the book begins as archaeologist Dan Sylveste is 
about to make a major discovery which will have major 
implications on the human race. Before he can complete 

his find, a civil war breaks out and he is captured. An alien 

warship, equipped with a powerful quantum weapon 

called the Cache, is also after Sylveste. Its captain has been 
infected with a killer virus that is slowly driving him to 

psychosis. Only Sylveste can save his mind. 
Behind this action-packed scenario are the more 

serious thoughts of the scientist - why is the universe so 
empty? To Reynolds' credi, he manages to keep both 
aspects of the book in balance. Stirring stuff 
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VIEWPOINT 
EXPRESS YOURSELF IN EDGE - WRITE TO: LETTERS, EDGE, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH BA l 2BW (email: edge@futurenet.co.uk) 

was interested to read Edge's 

comments (Prescreen, E79) 

about how Nintendo and Sega used 

to reward gamers with secrets and 

bonuses for playing a bit harder. 

Nintendo still produces games in 

this way on the Game Boy Colar. 

The graphics are simpler, but a GBC 

with Tetris DX, Mario Deluxe, Zelda 

DX, R-Type, Conker, Pokemon, Game 

& Watch Gallery 2 and Mario 

Golf wi ll keep the fussiest casual 

or hardcore gamer happy for 

months. Even years. 

Not everyone can be bothered 

with learning a complicated 

control system and walking around 

aimlessly for more than two 

minutes. Perhaps developers 

should consider making their 

next game simple and linear 

rather than another ep ic. 

Andy Scheuber, 

Stevenage 

would like to question each 

and every gamer reading this 

magazine. Do you still like games as 

much as you used to? Bar a few 

really outstanding titles recently, 

such as Zelda and Half-Life, I find 

myself less motivated to switch on 

the PC/console and play. 

The vibes that come from most 

new games now are of a sta le, 

genre-worn nature. I'm not sure that 

the user is going to hold out for 

much longer. Dreamcast owners 

(including myself) cannot honestly 

say that the machine has brought 

innovation with its 128bit visuals 

(Shenmue excused for now). The 

promise of 'emotion engine' 

technology in PlayStation2 sounds 

like Sony realises this only too well. 

Let's hope that it works, or I for 

one will have to find another 

interest. I urge readers to inspire 
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me with a reason for optimism. 

The only ga me I still actually enjoy 

playing is Tekken 3. It might sound 

daft but I now enjoy playing 

Pokemon with my younger siblings 

more than gaming. 

Simon Nicolaou, 

via email 

D s the whole videogaming 

world just waiting for the next 

generation age to arrive? I have 

been into videogames since the 

8bit days. Each new machine and 

the arriva l of a new console or 

computer has been an earth

shattering event. 

they aren't blowing me away. I 

remember the smile on my face 

the first time I turned on Super 

Mario 64, or Tomb Raider and the 

earth moved, but even with titles 

like Soul Calibur I can't help 

thinking Tekken 3 does it better on 

my 32bit hardware. I can only hope 

that Dolphin/ PS2 returns things to 

how they should be. 

And you can tell that Dreamcast 

was never going to set the world 

alight because of one simple rule: 

a new console needs to blow PC 

games of the time out of the water. 

Sony's debut machine did this, as 

did the first Amigas. Dreamcast 

'Inspire me with a reason for optimism. 

The only game I still enjoy is Tekken 3. It might 
sound daft but I enjoy Pokemon with 

my younger siblings more than gaming' 

I wa lk into Game at the moment 

and there is no buzz. I find it hard to 

get excited about PlayStation or N64 

games any more. Even the best 

Dreamcast games are nice, but 

doesn't seem to be able to do 

anything that a well-programmed 

PIii can manage. 

David Walker, 

via email 

D f Australian Dreamcast owners 

can take any consolation, 

it's that they are not the only 

owners of a system with its trump 

card ( online connectivity) not fully 

sorted. Holland's army of gamers 

who bought into Sega's dream 

were met with a suspicious 

coupon rattling around inside the 

blue box, which made it clear that 

the console's online facilities 

would not be functional until 

well into 2000. 

Prospective DC Internet users 

must now stop by their nearest 

retailer in March and hand over 

the coupon in exchange for their 

Dream Passport GD-ROM - an 

item which should have been 

available in the box. 

Perhaps Sony's decision to 

release the PlayStation2 without 

such things as standard isn't going 

to be the huge deficiency many 

people make it out to be. 

Dan De Matteis, 

via email 

D t has been hard to ignore the 

constant bickering between 

so-called casual and 'hardcore 

gamers. I am grateful that casual 

gamers have made the industry as 

big as it is today. 

My message to hardcore gamers 

is stop moaning that the chart is 

dominated by Tomorrow Never Dies 

and FIFA, happy in the knowledge 

that you have bought neither, and 

have spent your cash on unlicensed 

gems such as Medal of Honor. 

Games charts are becoming 

increasingly similar to the music 

charts. The best songs and games 

often don't get to number one. Are 

Westlife really better than John 

Lennon? Music inspires young girls 

to buy countless boy band singles, 



while games have teenage boys 

buying every FIFA title. 

It is a shame that good games 

don't always get the sales 

recognition that they deserve, but 

that's life. Rise above the hype. 

Do what you supposedly love: 

play good games. 

Lee Hawley, 

via email 

"-'I ith reference to SN's advert on 

W p36 of EBO), I think you should 

cut down on the sexist advertising. 

Paul Tapper, 

email 

Edge isn't sexist. Just to prove it, 

let's ba lance things up by printing 

SN's other ad (left). Happy now? 

n t the bottom of 'Videogaming: 

!al The Odyssey' (EBO) was the 

second system I ever bought - the 

NES. (The first was the great 

Colecovision, with games such as 

In the Hall of the Mountain King.) 

When the first NES came out in 

the States, the machine was 

accompanied by R.O.B. (the robotic 

2nd player that never seemed to 

work but looked cool) and later, 

the Zapper. Of course, the Zapper 

wasn't revolutionary, which is why 

you didn't feature it. But the robot 

should have been included. Most 

people would have got a kick out 

of seeing that old plastic box. 

I would still love to know what 

R.O.B. stands for, and whether 

Europe or the UK got it. 

Shannon Clouston, 

via email 

R.O.B. stands for Robotic Operating 

Buddy. And yes, it did make it to the 

UK. Where it died on its backside. 

Cl aving played the wonderful 

GT for many hours in its 

Japanese guise, I waited with 

anticipation for the release of GT2. 

Finally, in January, the postman 

delivered an American copy. We 

booted it up and gasped at the 

great new intro and theme tune 

and arrived at the slick menu 

screens. But as the camera jerkily 

panned across the starting grid 

and the awful sound banged out 

we wondered what had gone so 

horribly wrong. 

The crisp update of the original 

had been replaced by tediously 

slow framerate and blocky graphics. 

The sensation of speed has 

disappeared, unless playing the 

time trial option. The best part of 

he is the source of all evil. 

Alan P Thorpe, 

via email 

D was surprised to read the 

letter in EBO stating that PC 

gamers must be 'slightly ignorant or 

very dedicated'. This in an issue 

w here a PC game was the cover 

story! I've owned almost every 

console that's been out since 

the Atari 2600, barring the Neo

Geo, and that includes handhelds 

and imports. I find myself 

somewhat disinterested in the 

next generation of consoles as 

immediate must-haves. 

I'm a computer animator. For 

'My friend was forced to be evil as I was 

forced to be good. So we swapped issues. I bet 
many readers ended up displaying 

the alignment that they deserved' 

GT was the close racing against the 

computer-controlled cars and the 

feeling of driving down a straight at 

150mph. All is not lost, though - the 

buy-your-own-wheels shop is cool. 

Benjamin Burton, 

via email 

Yes, GT2 is a disappointment. And 

the moon is made of cheese. 

f':! lever that 'choice of cover' 

l!J thing - choose your allegiance 

at the newsagent. Only one small 

problem. Subscribers. My friend was 

forced to be evi l and I was forced to 

be good. So we swapped issues. 

I am confident that other 

readers ended up, one way or the 

other, displaying the alignment 

they deserve. Oh, and I hope to 

God that Seth B from Viewpoint 

a few months ago received an 

evil cover, for I know him and 

me, consoles are a great way to fi ll 

those test render gaps between 

work periods. I get instant 

satisfaction gaming with them, but 

my PC gets the quality after-hours 

time. I have been playing 

multiplayer games for years, on the 

Internet and over LANs. Frankly I 

can't see how a system that still 

relies on a NTSC/PAL screen is ever 

going to beat my hi-res monitor. 

Even an HDTV monitor will not let 

you play at 12B0x1024, which for 

strategy games makes a huge 

difference. Nor is a static box ever 

going to compete with my 

constantly evolving one. 

Sure, a kitted-out PC is an 

expensive habit, but so is a Jag. 

As for Japanese game designers, 
r 

I have a huge amount of admiration 

for Mr Miyamoto, but Molyneux, 

Carmack, Meier, Roberts, (the 

admittedly recently fallen) Lord 

British and the rest of the gangs at 

Rare, EA, Bullfrog, id and many 

other non-Japanese companies 

certainly deserve credit. Anyone 

who can afford to play on a 

computer and doesn't is the one 

who's really missing out. 

Chris Subagio, 

via email 

rr,n hen AOL and Time Warner 

l...t merged, there was a great 

outcry of voices singing the 

multimedia signature tune. Every 

day, reports on the news draw 

closer to the world of videogames, 

which seemed protected from the 

outside world not so long ago. 

Something I thought was mine and 

shared only w ith a few is now 

heading for mass market. 

I can see the PlayStation2 

being in the headlines soon, like 

Final Fantasy VII was two years ago. 

I can see the broadsheets featuring 

videogames in their art sections 

alongside films and music within 

a few years. Lara Croft is talked 

about like a film star, the PlayStation 

comes up in business meetings, 

and Richard and Judy casually drop 

Mario into daytime television. 

I am torn between the 

excitement of future creations and 

a strange longing for the past when 

videogames weren't something 

that were dissected and analysed 

in the mainstream media. I wonder 

if anyone else feels the same? 

Nathan Baseley, 

via email 

But how can anyone not see the 

value in 'Frag Your Neighbour 

With Richard And Judy'? 

Cl ave I missed something? I like 

to think that I'm reasonably 
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well informed about the world 

of videogames and computer 

entertainment in general, but I'm 

starting to think that I must have 

missed a major news story. 

Virtually every letter I read in 

Edge seems to be treating the 

PlayStation2 (and Sony in general) 

as if it is the root of all evil or 

something. Huh? Did Sony commit 

some major crime while I wasn't 

looking? Even Edge seems to have 

some sort of problem with this 

machine, presenting its prediction of 

Sony's success like an unavoidable 

but inevitable disaster. One format 

dominating the whole videogames 

industry would not be a good thing, 

but this doesn't mean that a format 

that is in danger of doing so should 

be treated in such an unfair manner. 

I have owned virtually every 

major console since the Sega 

Master System and I also have a 

PC. Out of all these formats, I think 

the PlayStation is the one I look on 

with the most fondness. My N64 

has some excellent games, but little 

overall software. My PC hasn't yet 

run a single game that I didn't 

need to chase down a patch for, 

and I still haven't forgiven Sega for 

all that money I spent on a Mega 

CD! So why pick on Sony, the 

company which has more than 

delivered on its promises? 

Are videogame enthusiasts 

jealous that their activity is being 

brought to a much wider audience? 

Stephen Wasling, 

via email 

""' ith the PS2 poised to become 

W videogaming's hardware 

standard, I was interested to 

observe that not one of the titles 

in your '100 Best Games' list was 

developed by Sony, and that only 
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one of them was published by SCE. 

I don't think anyone could make 

a reasonable case for the inclusion 

of any piece of Sony software. Sony 

has been in the business for getting 

on six years - and what has it 

contributed to developing original 

games? Not a great deal. It has 

established a peerless platform for 

their fingers in that particular pie? 

I know that there are considerable 

royalties to be made from thirdparty 

licensing, but does that really 

outweigh the risk and cost 

of designing, developing and 

marketing a new piece of hardware? 

Sony is moving into new 

territory with the PS2, and is far 

David Steer thinks it's time for Sony's rivals to call it a day and watch PS2 dominate 

others to innovate on, but when 

was the last time you heard Philips 

congratulated on the content of an 

album recorded on its CD system? 

Software is what matters. Sega and 

Nintendo have been the Beatles 

better structured to deal with it 

than its rivals. Maybe it is time for 

Sega and the big N to drop out 

of this particular competition. Sega 

has already indicated that it could 

take a software-only path in the 

'Why pick on Sony, which has more than 

del ivered on its promises? Are videogame 
enthusiasts jealous their favoured activity 

is being brought to a wider audience?' 

and the Stones of gaming. 

Edge has stated in the past that 

there is little money to be made 

from hardware. That it is merely a 

platform for the more profitable 

software division. So why are Sega 

and Nintendo so keen to keep 

future. Maybe it's time for 

Nintendo to follow suit. Both 

could concentrate on the areas 

they excel in and watch the 

royalties roll in. 

David"Steer, 

London 

ffl ideogames as art? Listening 

1.:.1 to a record I hadn't played 

for 10 years I thought how different 

it sounded, with more depth and 

more structure, and then I 

wondered how many games can 

you go back to and discover new 

experiences or moods within the 

existing structure in the way you 

find with both music and art? It's 

not the game that's changed but the 

player. Only a very small number of 

the top 100 games you presented 

have the ability to offer such an 

experience, but I don't think they 

were designed to anyway, due to 

the nature of the technology 

available at the time. However, 

I see this changing with the 

introduction of 128bit hardware 

and better Al routines. 

With the ever-increasing turnover 

of titles across all platforms I 

wonder how can we, the players, 

maintain the pace of being at the 

cutting edge? Personally, I will not 

be rushing to purchase the next

generation consoles while I still 

have a large number of half-finished 

or barely played titles across the 

32/ 64bit platforms arid PC. What 

will I be missing? Apart from the 

improved graphical presentation 

of games I don't think there will be 

many groundbreaking ideas, just 

more of the same genres. I intend 

to give my existing games the 

respect they deserve by not 

discarding them prematurely 

(especially those on the N64), 

and look forward to the next 'next

generation' releases to be thrilled 

by videogames once again. 

Robert Oldfield, 

via email 

So you're going to forsake Dolphin 

in favour of the N64. Right. Okay. 

Nurse! 



AS PROM ISED (A SMALL FRACTION OF) LETTERS CONCERNING EDGE'S 100 BEST EVER GAMES (EBO) 

D would like to praise your 

'100 Best Games' (EBO). 

When gaming history started in the 

late '70s we didn't know any better 

than Pong or Space Invaders. A 

game's age does not necessarily 

mean it is great. Pong in its time 

was great. Now we find it boring. 

Some of these games were 

influential, but not always fun. 

We may be about to see a next

generation machine, but who 

knows w here we are in the 

evolution of games? Today's games 

may be dull compared with what 

we will play in 15 years' time. 

Would the first talking film be in 

a 100 Best Films list? No. What 

makes a good game is its gameplay. 

You might argue that Tetris is 

boring and similar to Pong, but one 

is addictive and the other is not -

because Tetris has good gameplay. 

I would never place Super Mario 

Kart where Edge does, but I am 

pleased to see you rate Final 

Fantasy Tactics that highly. 

Mark Philpott, 

via email 

D am glad to see Defender and 

Tetris in Edge's ' 100 Best 

Games' - but horrified to find the 

top three spots taken up by N64 

games. GoldenEye is enjoyable, but 

do you really think it betters Half

Life? It must be hard to name the 

greatest, but Zelda is no patch on 

Final Fantasy VII. What happened to 

the great classics - Attic Attack and 

Jet Set Willy on the spectrum? If the 

chart is based on playability, not 

many games have been played 

more than these two classics. 

One of your crew states his 

greatest game is Elite on the Amiga. 

How dare he take that from the 

BBC Micro Model B! That will always 

be known as the BBC Micra's 

greatest contribution to computer 

games. And, unlike the failed PC 

version, it has optional missions and 

gives you more freedom. 

Josh Gardner, 

via email 

great game is someth ing a 

lot of people can play and 

feel a sense of achievement and 

enjoyment from. Tetris and Street 

Fighter II ra te favourably in this 

definition. The most important 

factor is accessibi lity. Tetris is 

'Edge has laid out its hardcore sta11-

whe1·e development and technical scope outweigh 
simple gameplay. The high inclusion of 

Tetris and SF/I merely indulges that game style' 

Sorry, Beeb fans. That was a 

disgraceful oversight. 

['] our Nintendo-kissing ' 100 

U Best Games' describes Exile 

as great, but says it was written 

for the Amiga - wrong! It was a 

BBC Model B game, later 

converted to the C64 and Amiga, 

Robin Jubber, 

via email 

Of course it appeared on the BBC 

first. That's no secret. But the list 

was based on the definitive 

version in each case. 

simplicity itself. Street Fighter II, 

though taking time to gain 

competence, gives everyone a 

favourite character. Even a novice 

could beat a pro unfamil iar with his 

or her technique, There is no 

doubting the genius of Zelda: 

Ocarina of Time, but it does 

not encou rage pa rticipation on a 

communal level. And for all its 

immersiveness, it remains a 

oneplayer experience and demands 

enormous perseverance. 

Edge has laid out out its 

hardcore sta ll - where development 

and technical scope outweigh 

simple ga meplay. The high inclusion 

of Tetris and SF/I merely indulges 

the type of ga ming these titles 

represent - like an Etonian 

attending a Millwall football match 

as a bit of cultural tourism. Its 

admiration really lies with 

intellectual genius, such as 

Miyamoto, w ho produces superb 

yet elitist experiences for those w ith 

sufficient patience and pedigree. 

Daniel Hargreaves, 

via email 

You're quite welcome to visit the 

Edge office and indulge in a spot 

of Tetris and Street Fighter II 

against the team. Then we'll see 

w ho's the 'cultural tourist'. 

n he '100 Best Games' was a 

U fantastic read, but I was in 

shock that no Championship 

Manager games made it in. I know 

many people like to think of it as 

simply a well-dressed spreadsheet, 

but it is the only series of games 

that has kept me hooked at times 

w hen I should have been asleep. 

Also, w hy did Elite only come in 

at 63? Looking at what is below it, 

(The Need For Speed) you ea n see 

how misplaced this absolute classic 

is. The latter is an accomplished 

title but I am sure Electronic Arts 

w ould ad mit that Elite has had 

more influence on its almost 

undefined genre than the 3DO 

game has on the racing genre. I 

was pleased to see Death Tanks in 

there, though. That is possibly one 

of the best multi player experiences. 

Mat Thomas, 

via email 

Football management games? Just 

feel fortunate that Edge's editor's 

vote for Brian Clough's Football 

Fortunes was shouted down. 
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1:":11 hank you for not including the 

U two most hyped computer 

games of all time, Myst and Riven, 

in the ' l 00 Best Games'. My favourite 

mag is written by.sensible people. 

James A Jack, 

Amsterdam 

r:I ools! No mention anywhere 

I.II in your '100 Best Games' of 

SquareSoft's finest game, Chrono 

Trigger. This game (I'm ta lking 

about the SNES original) 

singlehandedly whoops the ass of 

the entire Fino/ Fantasy series. Half

Life took me five days, two stuck on 

the same level due to a bug. I spent 

three months on Chrono Trigger. 

Directhex, 

via email 

It's arse, not ass. 

['J our ' 100 Best Games' 

U overl ooks the scrol ling beat 

'em up genre. Three outsta nding 

exponents spring to mind - Final 

Fight, Double Dragon, and Streets 

of Rage 2. Each one features perfect 

controls, balanced gameplay and an 

equally brilliant one or twoplayer 

mode. The punches and kicks are 

totally convincing. 

Playing the sequels to the latter 

two (p laying Streets of Rage 3 has 

possibly been my biggest gaming 

anticlimax to date) or more recent 

examples of the genre only 

emphasise how good these games 

are. There are few gaming 

experiences to match completing 

Streets of Rage 2 on the hardest 

setting w ith Max. - its relentless 

bodycount is probably only 

surpassed by Doom. Was this genre 

or these games considered? 

Andrew Haigh, 

via email 

Absolutely. But when push came to 
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shove, nostalgia was not allowed to 

rule over anything else. 

r::I ome glaring omissions in your 

IC::.I ' 100 Best Games': IK+, UN 

Squadron, Revenge of Shinobi -

some of the most beautiful and 

balanced games created. Forgotten 

gems: Batman Returns, Hellfire, 

Super Ghouls & Ghosts, Batman 

The Movie, Actraiser. 

The most fun genres overlooked: 

the scrolling beat 'em up (Final 

Fight, Golden Axe, Streets of Rage 

//) , the overhead shooter (Meres, 

r:11 ' 100 Best Games' should have 

t.J a Jordan Mechner design in it. 

Karateka aside, if Tomb Raider 

makes the cut, then Prince of 

Persia must. The real omission 

is his beautiful alternative to 3D 

polys, The Last Express. It has 

failed commercially because 

Mechner has grow n up and the 

customer base hasn't. 

David Lockwood, 

Leamington Spa 

I'll et's face it, everybody loves 

L:11 reading a '100 Best Games', 

'Let's face it, everybody loves reading 

a '100 Best Games' but nobody agrees with them 
a wise man once said, "Opin ions 

are like arseholes - everybody's got one"' 

Dogs of War). Most overrated genre: 

boring old twitch ga mes -Asteroids, 

Robotron, Bubble Bobble, Super 

Pang. Fun for five minutes. Tempest, 

Ga/ago and Defender last longer. 

Marcus Koivula, 

Finland 

but nobody agrees w ith them -

a w ise man once said, "Opinions 

are like arseholes - everybody's got 

one'.' I'd agree with nearly 

everything in the chart. As an old 

C64 owner it was a pleasure to 

see Paradroid - even my old man 

used to spend hours on this w hile 

I was busy doing homework. Did 

Carrier Command (Amiga/ ST) 

come into consideration at all? 

MR, 

via email 

Yes - like so many games, it was 

hovering just outside the 100. 

Maybe Edge's list should extend to 

200 next time. Actually, maybe not. 

r.r,i y main gripe is the exclusion 

1,,\;£,1 of the l 6bit-era Dungeon 

Master (on the Amiga and ST) in 

you r ' 100 Best Games'. I have yet to 

see a spell-casting system as 

innovative. Its puzzles, the huge red 

dragon, and being able to control 

the difficu lty by ta king on one 

character instead of the usual four 

are all absorbing. How could you 

forget the shrieking mummies? 

In three years, there has not been 

an issue of Edge I have not enjoyed. 

You are the Dungeon Master of 

computer gaming magazines. 

Helal Miah, 

via email 

n,i here was Mortal Kombat in 

LA.:.I your list? I admit, it was hardly 

a masterpiece, and I can think of 

other defining moments in 

videogaming history, but I can't 

think of one piece of software more 

important given the ever-enduring 

'violence in videogames' debate. It 

virtually set it all ablaze. Oh, and the 

revolutionary digitised sprites did 

realistically recreate a gore-hungry, 

nine-foot tall, four-armed ogre to 

nea r perfection. 

Realism in computer games? 

I can't think of a better example 

than Mortal Kombat. 

Andrew Somerville, 

via email 

Please say this is a joke. Please. 
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